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CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: T'd like io get 

iho hearing started. The Judiciary Committee is 

holding this continuing series of hearings in Domestic 

Relations and the judicial sysiem io hear out citizens 

who 00I1eve that the Pennsylvania legal system may have 

tailed them in the legal dissolution of their marriage. 

Today's hearing is set aside for input from such 

professionals from the central Pennsylvania area. 

Another hearing tomorrow will also gather input from 

members of the judicial and legal communities from ihe 

eastern portion of the Commonweal 1h. 

A1 times the Judiciary Commit1ee receives 

complaints from individuals who have gone through 

divorce procedures and these complaints usually center 

around child support, child custody, visitation, 

division of property, alleged preferential treatment of 

lawyers by judges. These hearings arc intended to 

provide us with further insight into those complaints 

and if problems appear to be occurring, if solutions 

might be feasible through legislation. U/e are not-

passing judgment on anyone, simply to gather 

lnformat ion. 

The committee greatly appreciates your 

attending today's session and welcomes your comments 

and suggestions regarding today's matter. T would like 
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the start off u/ilh «Iudy Yupeavago, who is the Policy 

and Information Coordinator wi 1 h inn Pennsylvania 

Coalition Against Rape. 

MS. YUPCAVAGF: Good morning. It's 

Domes! 1 c Violence, Pennsylvania Coalition Against 

Domestic Violence. Good morninq, Mr. Chairman, members 

of the Committee. T'm Judith Yupcavagc, Policy and 

Informal ion Coordinator of 1 he Pennsylvania Coalition 

Against Domestic Violence, and T appreciate 1 he 

opportunity to be here 1oday to address the issues of 

domestic relaltons practice and law in Pennsylvania. 

T speak to you on behalf of the victims of 

domestic violence and their dependent: children in 

Pennsylvania, who number in the millions. We recognize 

that these are your constituents as well as ours and it 

is m their vital health and safety that we continue 

working cooperatively together. 

This legislature was visionary in 1976 when it 

enacted the Protection From Abuse Act. Subsequent 

amendments in 1978 and 1988 enhanced the utility ot the 

act immeasurably. This act has become the model for 

civil protection order statutes across the country. 

Your courage and wisdom in crafting these cutting edge 

protections must be publicly acknowledged and 

applauded. 
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Fortunately, t ho courts of this Commonweal 1 h 

have rl parly understood the. legislative intent or the 

Protection From Abuse Art - to prevent- future physical 

and sexual abuse of people at- risk of domestic 

violence. The good news is that protection orders work 

in Pennsylvania. As many as 90 percent of the persons 

against whom protection orders are awarded comply, at 

least to the extent that 1 hey are not ciled for 

violation by the police or the courts. This is a 

substantial compliance rale; however, compliance is 

only one measure of t_ho effectiveness of proiection 

orders. Rattered women report Lhe importance of 

protection orders which limit batterer access, permit 

victims to stay in their own homes, safeguard the lives 

of their children and provide the economic supports 

essential to households independent of the batterer. 

The NaLional Council of Juvenile and Family 

Court Judges recently investigated the efficacy of 

civil protection orders. Tt discovered that protection 

orders significantly contribute to safeguarding victims 

from future violence when these orders were 

comprehensive in scope, individually tailored, and 

vigorously enforced by law enforcement and the courts. 

Another landmark study on civil protection 

orders, commissioned by the National Institute of 
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Justice, round that protection orders provide unique 

opportunities io help reduce violence botu/cen persons 

in intimate relationships. The study further found 

that police officers are more likely to arrest a 

perpetrator u/ho violates an order than other batterers 

committing crimes against family members. Other 

inquiries found that the poienlial for arrest and the 

resultant stigma motivates men to desist from engaging 

in physical aggression against wives and partners. 

Tronieally, it is because of the effectiveness 

of these statutory safeguards that there is now an 

orchestrated attempt io undermine the work and 

leadership of this legislature which is ronoumod 

throughout the country. Any measure to weaken what 

Pennsylvania courts have identified as a vanguard legal 

strategy to stop domestic violence perpetrators and io 

protect: victims must be categorically rejected. 

Tn the Sopfember hearings, you heard 

allegations that plaintiffs are fabricating claims of 

domestic violence and that: this statute aftords 

plaintiffs unfair advantage in subsequent domestic 

relations litigation. You also heard that women's 

eeniers and private attorneys are encouraging and 

assisting plaintiffs in filing fraudulent Protect ion 

From Abuse petitions. All of these allegations are 
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pat ont1v falso. 

Where is (ho data0 Whore is Lhc 

document a I ion? You have merely heard the strongly held 

beliefs of opponents of protection orders — those who 

trivialize the violence and terror inflicted against 

women and children in the family. There 1s no data fo 

support the proposals that the Protection From Abuse 

Act be eviscerated because of fraudulent, inappropriate 

use by plaintiffs. There is only speculation and 

political argument. 

Cont rariu/i se, the data that is available to 

this legislature about the grave dangers of domestic 

violence to women and children is massive. Every three 

days a woman or child is killed in this Commonwealth as 

a consequence of domestic violence. 

Ninety percent of domestic violence incidents 

reported to police involve injuries as serious as those 

in the felonies of rape and aggravated assaults. The 

Centers for Disease Control and the U.S. Surgeon 

General have identified battering as the single major 

case of injury to women and as a national health 

problem of epidemic proportion. The data that we can 

give you to substantiate the critical need for 

continuation of powerful statutory protection could 

literally fill a room. 
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There is more limited data abouL the alleged 

lraudulenl or 1nappropriale use of this statute. That 

data, however, is compelling. 

According to the National Institute of 

.Justice, in the study on civil protection orders, 

"documented instances of women abusing the process are 

rare." Rather, this study concludes that male 

perpetrators are the ones who inappropriately or 

fraudulently use protection order statutes. 

Tn instances where women are represented by 

counsel and the allegation of fraudulent filing is 

made, one office where complaints can be registered 

about reprehensible and unethical conduct of attorneys 

is with the. Disciplinary Board of the Supreme Court of 

Pennsylvania. Yet, the Disciplinary Counsel in charge 

of District 3, comprising 32 counties in central and 

northeastern Pennsylvania, has no recollection of any 

specific complaints in this area, despite the Tact that 

subornation of perjury is an extremely serious 

violation ot the Rules of Professional Conduct, 

subjecting counsel to possible suspension of license or 

disbarment. 

Tn instances where domestic violence centers 

are alleged to assist victims with the fraudulent 

filing of petitions, the one place where complaints can 
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be registered 1s with the Department of Public Welfare, 

which provides funding to the network of domestic 

violence programs across the Slate. Yet again, not a 

single complaint has been lodged against domestic 

violence programs. 

Furthermore, the courts have the opportunity 

to evaluate whether fraud is being perpetrated and to 

determine what relief should be awarded. Our system of 

justice relies on Lhe. judiciary to evaluate claims and 

litigants and to reach conclusions about the merits of 

any case and about the I ruth-lelling of litigants. 

Unless we are to forsake the system of justice, we must 

rely upon Lhe judiciary to scrutinize claims and 

litigants and to decide whether claims are fraudulently 

or inappropriately initiated. The data we have from 

courts across the Commonwealth reveal that judges 

overwhelmingly believe plaintiffs and deem them worthy 

of the relief available under the act. Those 

dissatisfied with the conclusions ol trial courts may 

appeal. Yet a review of appellate decision belies the 

allegation of fraudulent" or inappropriate claims. 

Defendants are not appealing based on inefficiency ot 

the evidence of abuse. Tn fact, they rarely deny the 

abuse. 

The legislature must not give credence to 
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those allegations or fraud or improprieties. To do so 

violates i he integrity oi those courageous women who 

have come forward to end the violence in their lives. 

The integrity of millions of u/omen should not be 

impugned based on the specious speculations of a few 

disgruntled detractors. Tt is unconscionable thai this 

legislature should proceed in any way to limit or 

weaken 1 he Protection From Abuse Act , a law which each 

year provides live-saving rcliot to thousands of 

victims of domestic violence m Pennsylvania. 

Turning your at Lent ion to other testimony 

offered by witnesses at the September hearings, the 

PCADV is concerned that this committee was misinformed 

about the status of custody outcomes. Witnesses 

claimed that courts are unfairly awarding custody to an 

overwhelming number of mothers. The fact is that when 

fathers seek custody, they prevail in 63 percent of 

those cases, even when the mother has been the primary 

caretaker prior Lo divorce and separation. 

Of particular concern to this Coalition is the 

failure of the courts lo consider a parent's history ol 

domestic violence when awarding custody, partial 

custody, or visitation. Children oJ battered women are 

at serious risk of physical and emotional abuse. Men 

who baiter their wives are likely to assault their 
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children, and 1 he more severe- 1 ho abuse or the mother, 

the u/orso the child abuse. Abuse of children from 

violent homes may be more likely when the marriage is 

dissolving or the couple has separated. Batterers 

abuse children in order to achieve dominance and 

control over their mothers. Virlually all children of 

battered women witness their fathers' assaults on Iheir 

mothers. Children witnessing the violence inflicted on 

I heir mothers evidence behavioral and emotional 

problems similar to those experienced by abused 

children. Moreover, boys growing up in domestic 

violence situations are at a highly elevaled risk of 

becoming batterers in adulthood. 

The good news is thai children can recover 

from the trauma of domestic violence and child abuse if 

they are protected from recurring violence and if they 

have limited contact with the battering father until 

such lime as he has stopped his abuse, and initialed 

respectful, accountable conduct in all dealings with 

the battered mother. 

This legislature is to be. commended for its 

recognition of the critical nexus between domestic 

violence and preferred, protected custodial 

arrangements. The amendments to the Protection From 

Abuse Act in 1988 and the amendments to the Custody 
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SLa t nl o in 1990 arc. a good .starling place for 

legislative initiatives in this critical area. Wo 

lrusl (hat you will move forward to more fully prolcct 

children of battered women. 

Another theme threaded throughout the 

testimony of witnesses at the September hearings is 

that both the law and the courts arc biased against men 

in the domestic relations arena. Their testimony was 

anecdotal and is an insufficient basis on which to make 

public policy or to reform the Divorce Code or other 

domestic relations provisions. This legislature must 

rely on more valid data. Data produced by U.S. Bureau 

of Census, by judicial inquiry and by scientific 

methodology flies in the face of the allegation of bias 

against men. To the contrary, it reveals strong bias 

against women. 

A recent report of the Bureau of Census states 

that of the 19.3 million ever divorced or currently 

separated women, only 16.8 percent were awarded alimony 

and that only 31.8 percent of these women received a 

property settlement. Except for short-term 

rehabilitative or compensatory awards, studies show 

that courts have almost entirely stopped awarding 

alimony, even where the marriage has been of long 

duration and the wife unable to properly provide for 
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her own needs. Even when a husband has sufficient 

income and resources, women rarely receive any 

significant spousal alimony and receive a lesser share, 

of family assets in divorce judgments 1 nan men. 

Research demonstrates thai divorced women with 

dependent children may experience as much as a 

73-percent decline m their standard of living during 

the first year after divorce. Tn sharp contrast, 

divorced men experience a 42-percent increase in their 

standard of living. Tn 1979, there were 7 million 

single-parent female-hcad-of-houscholds, and 1.9 

million of those were below the poverly line. Tn 1988, 

there were 9.4 million single-parent fcmalc-

head-of-households, and 3.1 million of those were below 

I he poverty line. Thirty-three percent of those living 

with femalc-heads-of-households are. living in poverty. 

Many battered women and their dependent children are 

reflected in this population. 

While Pennsylvania has yet to undertake a 

study of gender bias in the courts, studies undertaken 

in other States point to compelling evidence of bias 

against women in the domestic relations arena. The New 

York Task Force on Women in the Courts found that 

courts should, but often fail 1o, view marriage as an 

"economic partnership in which the totality of the 
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non-wage naming spouse's coni ri but 3 ons — including 

lost omplovmo.nl- opportunity and pension rights — 1 s. . . 

considered u/hen dividing property and awarding 

maintenance." 

All hough 1 ho reform of the Divorce Code in 

1980 sought to creaio economic oquiiy for divorcing 

couples, the promise of that reform has not been 

realized. Women do not achieve economic awards in 

divorce mailers largely because they cannoi at ford 1 he 

cost of the Master or arbitrator. 

Citizens of the Commonwealth are nol asked to 

pay for judicial resolution of other disputes. 

Litigants should not have to pay for, or at a minimum 

advance, the cost of resolving economic claims in 

divorce litigation. F.conomic justice in divorce 

matters must not be impeded by denying economically-

dependent spouses access io the courts. The Coalition 

would strongly urge this body to squarely address the 

access problems that thrust many divorcing women and 

their dependent children into poverty. Divorcing men 

are economically abandoning children and their former 

spouses at alarming rates. The courts are abetting 

thorn in this injustice. This legislature must create 

access for resolution of economic claims in divorce. 

Two legislative proposals are being advanced 

http://omplovmo.nl-
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by I ho Senate al this limp. T believe one. has already 

como over to the Housr. Without offering an opinion 

now on I ho merits of either, please note that" the 

arbitration proposal, Senate Bill 1296, creates 

substantial economic barriers, and the mediation 

proposal is potentially without- costs to participants. 

All options for the resolution or economic claims in 

divorce should be without cost to the parties, or at 

the very least, costs should be deterred and assigned 

to either or both parties at the conclusion of the 

proceeding and waived for poor people. 

Tn conclusion, PCADV would encourage your 

further investigation into model domestic relations 

practice in this State and into statutory provisions in 

other States that protect the, victims of domestic 

violence and enhance economic equity in divorce. The 

recommendations of many of the witnesses in September 

are regressive. Move forward; don't move back. Base 

your deliberations in truth and fact, not specious 

allegations. 

We look forward to working with you to enhance 

justice for all people in the Commonwealth. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: T have some 

questions but I'll defer to some other members first. 

Representative Reber. 
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REPRRSENTATIVF RRRFR: Thank you, Mr. 

Chairman. 

BY REPRESENTATIVE REBER: (Of Ms. Yupravage) 

Q. .Judith, on page 4, I ho second paragraph 

of your lostimony, tho last sentence, and I'm quoting, 

"if is unconscionable Lhat this Legislature should 

proceed in a u/ay to limil or weaken the Protection From 

Abuse Act," et cetera, et cetera. From my knowledge as 

Subcommittee Minority Chairman on the Subcommittee on 

Courts, T don't know of anything pending that would in 

fact do that , or am T incorrect on that? 

A. No, you are correct. 

Q. Okay. T just wanted to make sure we 

didn't miss something and there is ground swell and a 

plethora of proposed legislation out there that 1 was 

unaware of. Okay, that dispels one major concern. 

Let me ask you this: Tn my opinion, 

there seems to be a disproportionate amount of ex parte 

petitions being heard by district justices when, in 

(act, it's my understanding the original intent of the 

act, as well as the intent ot the amendments that 

followed, was that this was for only situations on 

weekends or where the Common Pleas Court was not in 

session, i i~ you will. Do you find that to be a valid a 

statement ? 
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A. That is my understanding, the way the law 

was written, that district justices arc to only issue 

those, awards when the court is unavailable on weekends 

and overnight . 1 am not aware 1hal i hey are doing it 

at times when the court is available. 

Q. Well, T've been advised by counsel and 

from my own personal experience. T know in Rerks 

County, for instance, if T don't fall into the 

courtroom when motions court is being held, quote, 

"they are unavailable," and sometimes that's a 

45-minutc segment of a day and sometimes is only once a 

week, and T think there's need for remediation in the 

statute to avoid that, because let me tell you, T ' ve had 

a tremendous amount of individuals extremely upset, 

one, of the caliber of the minor judiciary, the 

experience of the minor judiciary, and I've had members 

of the minor judiciary themselves saying we don't feel 

that we should have to do this, we don't have the 

staff, the expertise, it's something that we never went 

looking for, it found us, and I guess what: I'm saying 

is, do you agree that if, in fact, this legislature 

should proceed in a way to look at that, that we would 

be unconscionably reacting to something that we 

shouldn't be reacting to9 

A. T would say that we agree with you 
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whol ohear 1 cdl y lhat it should bo. 1 ho judges who arc 

hoaring those cases. U/o havo worked vory hard to mako 

sure lhat judges aro. available and that it is actually 

judgos who hoar tho rasos. Tf it is, in fart", thai 

bocauso. 1 hoy aro no1 available Tor 45 minutes that I hoy 

aro going 1o district justices, T think that should bo 

corrected and this is tho first T'vo hoard of this. 

T'm not aware lhat thai 's boon happening, but you say 

it 's happening in your county, or — did you say Rucks 

County? 

Q. Berks County. 

A. Berks County. 

Q. Berks County T'm aware of the motions 

scenario. T'm also aware that that exisls by the 

competent advice coming from some of our staff people 

in other areas as u/ell, and T'm also aware from 

personal experience both practicing prior to the 

amendments to the act and back before T really came on 

board here m tho legislature, some of tho concerns as 

well as speaking wiih a number of district justices as 

recently as yesterday morning about this subject and 

other subject s. 

RRPRESENTATTVF. REBER: T see we havo a 

long list, Mr. Chairman, and T'll just forego some of 

my comments and maybe draw them out at a later date 
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wi 1 h fiomfi other witnesses. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Thank you. 

Ms. Wool ley. 

BY MS. WOOLLRY: (Of Ms. Yupcavagc) 

Q. dudy, ono of allegations lhaL's been 

made, not only at 1 he first 1hree days of heartngs 

we've had but with other conversations u/e' vc had u/iLh 

family practitioners, is thaL there's the possibility 

that the Protection From Abuse Act is used 

inappropriately to gam leverage in divorce litigation, 

and T noticed, T Lhink it was last year or the year 

before, at the Family Law Section annual meeting they 

even had a session on inappropriate manipulation of the 

Protection from Abuse Act to gain leverage in divorce 

proceedings, and T was wondering what, your thoughts 

arc? 

A. We've been really concerned hearing these 

allegations because, we don't wanL it used in any way 

inappropriately by any party, by a woman with her 

attorney or any plaintiff. As T said in the testimony, 

I did contact the Disciplinary Counsel of the Supreme 

Court to sec actually how many complaints have been 

filed against attorneys who have been doing thts and 

they have not received any complaints. Tf, in fact , 

that a woman who has been abused goes in to get a 
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protection order and that is considered an advantage in 

divorce liLigation— 

Q. No, that's not what I'm suggesting. 

A. That" they arr fabricating9 

Q. Yes, fabricating, and your centers or 

your legal advocates aren'1 experiencing— 

A. T can tell you emphatically our programs 

do not and would not assist or cooperal e in any way 

with anyone filing fraudulent petitions tor Protection 

From Abuse. We are overwhelmed with real victims who 

are suffering extreme trauma and terror at home. We do 

not have time io turn our attention to anyone, and no 

one comes to us — T mean, the women who come Io us arc 

seriously in danger or seeking to escape the violence. 

We would never — we would not" ever do that . Our 

programs simply don't do that. T can't speak for 

private attorneys but T can tell you that there have 

been no complaints lodged against any privale 

attorneys, and if they are no names — T mean, we take 

this allegation as seriously as you do because it 

threatens the credibility of everyone who works to 

advance the cause of domestic violence victims. 

Q. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Well, I guess T'm 

on. 
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MS. YUPCAVAGR: Okay. 

BY CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONF: (Of Ms. Yupeavago) 

Q. Contrary to what you're. saying, T ' ve had 

1 ho opportunity to speak to many judges around this 

Commonwealth at different times, Lhis is one, charges 

that T think that this legislature is responsible lor 

to find out what 's really happening out there. T mean, 

wo can create all the crafty legislation that wo think 

is needed and sometimes do a disservice by passing too 

much legislation, and my conscience — Representative 

Reber T think many limes before warned us of problems 

and many times he has been right that u/e move too 

quickly in areas responding to groups, pressure groups. 

Tt's interesting u/hal you're saying, but 

you may be right that there are no complaints being 

lodged with the appropriate authorities or bodies, but 

I'm Lolling you, u/e have documentation from letters, 

from individuals, both men and u/omen, privately from 

judges and attorneys thaL this in fact is being abused. 

Now, is there a problem or isn't there a problem? I 

think there's something wrong somewhere and everybody 

says, you don't have to fix this, it's not broken. 

Well, you know what? ThaL's what you're saying. I 

don't know where your facts and the stats are coming 

from, but we certainly have been hearing in It in our 
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off ico from one. end of t ho. Slalo l.o the olho.r. 

District justices, female district- justices have told 

mo privately on numerous occasions from various areas 

of the State, and we've taken this committee around to 

visit youth detention facilities, State prisons, county 

prisons, the local bars, we've had meetings up hero 

un t h the president judges around the State and wo had 

conversations just last week with the. President .Judge 

of the Commonwealth Court and Superior Court. We Iry 

to got as involved with judiciary and the legal 

community and any other groups that are out there Io 

have full access to the legislature. Because T think 

it is important.. This is our form of government and 

everybody should have equal access. And wo go to the 

field Lo moot with people and find out what's really 

going on. Female district justices have told me from 

various areas of the State, not just Berks County, that 

we would prefer not even to handle those things, that 

too often they arc given out like candy. That was the 

one comment. They are given out like candy. 

A. By them? 

Q. By them, that requests are being made by 

different counsels and/or women that come in on various 

pretenses that certain abuses have taken place. There 

are abuses that are going on within the abuse order 
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weeks ago, not current not like. tonight or today, and 

they arc giving (horn. It's wrong. The judges have 

I old mo that it's wrong, 1he attorneys have told me 

thai it's u/rong, the district justices, and T'm 

thinking to myself, well, people say there's nothing 

u/rong, Tom, you don't need to fix it, it ain't broken. 

Now u/hy arc they saying that and you're saying nobody 

has reported? Nobody likes t.o get into that situation 

u/hcrc they arc reporting a fellow professional in an 

area. You know that as well as I. That just doesn't 

really happen. 

A. Rut the recipient or a defendant who 

claims he was untairly involved in a Protection From 

Abuse proceeding, T would think, would choose options 

of reporting if his wife's attorney was doing that. T 

mean, that's an option for that individual. 

Q. Well, right away I know what you're 

saying. On the other hand, normally you say it's a man 

that will tile an abuse against a woman if she files 

one just to counterplca at this time for that time or 

to get some kind of silly advantage. T think the 

intent ot the order and the original legislation is 

well meaning and T do think that it's needed, but T do 

think that there's other protections that have to be 
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provided for people, that, arc unjustly accused or that 

there has to be other checks and balances. Wo talk 

about the system of justice. There cannoL be an 

advantage so weighted against one party or the other, 

and that's part of this tolal problem of Domestic 

Relations. It's not jus I this abuse area that we're 

talking about now. There's gol to be an end to the 

divorce procedure. People have got to know that once 

it's started that the system is going to adjudicate 

their particular divorce as quickly and as tairly as 

humanly possible. 

Now, T don't know, you know, how we do 

that just yet. We're hearing a lot of problems about 

that whole area, that some of these divorces have 

dragged on Tor years. I think that's intolerable. T 

think that has to stop. I think we've got to have a 

finality. So somebody knows that it begins here and it 

stops here, and that's it, you know. And we know 

exactly when it's supposed to begin and when it's 

supposed to end and that there is a fair division of 

the property and that there is provisions for alimony 

and all of these other areas and that those orders 

should be upheld. And what we're attempting to do in 

gathering this type of information is just to have 

lair, equal access to the system for all parties 
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involved. And, you know, wo'vc had men and women, men 

and women thai have come into us continuously, not only 

at these hearings but especially at my office that have-

said, Tom, the system has failed us. U/e don't feel 

we're getting justice, and we've heard, T dare say, 

just as many women say it as we've heard men. Is thai 

correct 9 

MR. KKANTZ: It's almost equal. 

RY CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONF: (Of Ms. Yupcavage) 

Q. And 1 o me, everybody keeps saying 1 here's 

nothing wrong, there's nothing wrong. T'd like to have 

some of you people sit in my office for a week or I wo 

when we get involved in those type issues and listen to 

what we've 1is1cned to and say to yourselt, well, if 

there's nothing wrong— 

A. Well, T mighl also say you might wanL to 

si I in a shelter or receive a hotline and hear the 

calls. You know there's something wrong going on in 

the homes. 

Q. T have sat in the shelter in my 

particular area. I have contributed money, I've raised 

money for them. I've even helped to gel women in Lhe 

shelter, so T know firsthand what you're talking about. 

A. T guess the research and statistics 

indicate Lhat, for the majority of people, the 
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Protection from Abuse Law it works and it works well. 

Recauso it doesn't work in a few, small percentage of 

cases doesn't necessarily mean you have lo go and 

change. Maybe what you need is judicial 1 raining, 

training for 1 he minor judiciary. 

Q. No, your saying this is a few small 

areas. Thai's nol whal we're hearing. Thai's nol whal 

we're hearing from many people in the legal community, 

many people in the judicial community, you know. We're 

saying, yeah, there are problems. Now what we're 

saying is how do we address those problems fairly for 

all parties concerned? And you're saying there's 

nothing wrong? 

A. I'm saying that it works in the 

percentage of times that for 90 percent, 90 percent 

it's effective and it works. So you're talking about a 

small percentage where if might nol. This is a good 

law. 

Q. 1 know thai you're saying a small 

percentage, but when something is being, abused T don't 

care if it's 1 percent. Tf one person is being denied 

their rights m court, then it's wrong. 

A. Rut they have appellate process to go 

through if they were denied their rights. They are nol 

taking advantage of the process. 
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Q. There arc. cute ways that the system ran 

work for an advantage or disadvantage to the parlies 

that arc involved and 1he.se arc the problems in the 

totality of what we're talking about, these are the 

problems where people are finding loopholes or gaining 

leverage through one way or another to abuse the 

system, and that's what part of this problem is about, 

that we've got: the try to look at it fairly to see is 

there some solution that wc can grasp. T don't know if 

it's possiblo. 

A. Well, T can only say that the Coalition 

would be happy to sit down and work with you and your 

committee in looking at some issues around the 

amendment s. 

Q. T would appreciate that. 

A. Tn talking to other individuals and maybe 

we can work up some solutions that would be agreeable 

to all of us. Wc don't want to see the law abused any 

more than you do, and wc also don't want to see it 

weakened because obviously a great many women need this 

law. So but we would be more than happy to work with 

you and we appreciated the work of the committee in 

looking at these issues. 

Q. Okay. Thank you. 

A. Thank you. 

http://1he.se
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CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Yes, Chris. 

BY REPRESENTATIVE McNALLY: (Of Ms. Yupcavage) 

Q. I did have one question bu1 it 's somewhat 

of a change, of subject. And I u/antcd 1 o ask because 

it's something thai we've heard, quite frequently, I 

think, and that is on page 4 of your testimony that you 

make the reference lo the fact that when fathers seek 

custody, they prevail in 63 percent of those cases even 

when the mother has been the primary caretaker prior to 

divorce and separation. And I he question T have for 

you is what percentage of all custody cases are 

cont osted9 

A. You know, I don't know that number. 

Q. You'd agree it's a very small percenlaqe9 

A. Tt's a small percentage, yes. 

Q. Okay. 

A. I think overall, in the statistics, I 

think over 90 percent of mothers do have custody, but 

that's because there was no contested custody, but when 

fathers do seek to get custody of their children, 63 

percent of the time they win. 

Q. All right. Would you speculate as to the 

reason why, you know, there's such an extraordinary 

difference between an overall percentage of 90 percent 

custody for mothers and 63 percent where the custody is 
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con1estod? 

A. T don't know thai I'd care to speculate, 

actually. T'm nol sure. 

Q. Do you think that it might bo because- the 

fathers simply don't contest custody cases because of 

the likelihood that they'll lose unless they have a 

very strong case? 

A. I u/ould think it's likely thai i hey 

simply don' I u/ant custody of the children. They are 

not losing. They are not losing. 

Q. Well, I'll bel that in these 63 percent 

the fact is that they have extraordinarily strong cases 

and I hat 's, you know, that the mother may have been the 

abuser or lhat there is some other kind of rather 

substantial evidence that u/ould overcome a presumption, 

if not: a legal presumption a practical presumption, to 

award custody to the mother, especially if she's been 

the primary caretaker. You would agree at least 1hal 

as a mal tor of practice there's a presumption t hat-

custody should be awarded to the primary caretaker? 

A. T think 1hat has changed in recent years. 

At one time it was. T don'i think that there's any, T 

don't think that that's the case anymore. 

Q. As recently as 1988, when T was 

practicing law, T mean, it was, you know, it was 
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hearings — thai u/as 1 ho way it meant. T moan, in 

Allegheny County, and, you know, r think judges like 

Judge Wctiig and .Judge Strassburgor have very excellent 

reputations, but the concept u/as to have as little 

disruption to the child as possible, especially il it 

u/as a younger child, and therefore, you knou/, absent 

some egregious behavior on the part of the primary 

caretaker, thai custody u/ould be au/ardod to thai 

individual. Do you disagree u/i t h that? 

A. T honestly don't knou/, so T think maybe 

some other u/itnesses here today could respond to that 

better than T could. 

Q. Okay, thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONF: Thank you, Judy. 

We u/i 11 next hear from the Honorable 

Clarence C. Morrison, Family Law Judge, Dauphin County 

Courthouse. 

JUDGE MORRISON: Ladies and gentlemen, 

let me express my appreciation for the privilege of 

being here u/ith you. I u/i 11 not bore you u/ith some 

long dissertation. T think that some areas that you 

have gotten into are areas of concern and I'll go 

directly to those and I'll allot some time tor 

questions if you have some questions, and I'm sure you 

do. 
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T, for tho first lime, have hoard the 

comment wi 1 h rasped lo district justices complaining 

about being involved in abuse cases. T don't know that 

in Dauphin County that's a problem because wo have 

administrators u/ho are involved m assigning cases and 

when the cases come in aut oma t ical 1 y they are assigned 

to a judge, and the only time a DJ gets involved is on 

a weekend when the court is not actually in session, 

and session doesn't: mean being available during a 

specific hour of the day because the Proihonotary is 

available u/hen the case is filed with the Proihonotary 

and given to the Court Administrator and assigned lo a 

judge on an ongoing basis. Tn fact, u/e have a motion 

judge assigned each month and that judge hears all 

abuse cases during the time that he's serving so thai 

there is no question that if a case is tiled that 1 he 

matter will be heard by a judge during the term and, of 

course, there's a ten-day hearing period. 

With respect t.o the question of whether 

or not the system may be abused by women who are 

seeking advantage in a divorce proceeding, of course, a 

preliminary order may be issued with respect to 

whatever the affidavit is filed, but within ten days we 

have a hearing and we have an opportunity to hear from 

both sides with respect to whether or not there is or 
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isn't monl lo the complaint made, and as in every case. 

as factfinders, since those mailers are, nol heard by 

juries, wo have an opportunity to have 1 ho clients 

appear before us and wo make a judgment u/i th respeel lo 

whether we are salisficd lhat there is or i sn' 1 meril 

lo the complainl . vSo thai T don'l sec lhal thai 's a 

problem, at loasl in our jurisdiction, because we have 

a method of dealing with these kinds of problems so 

that we're sure that the judges are assigned and do 

hoar those matters within the confines of the statute. 

That's not to suggest that we're perfect. The only man 

lhat was perfect was cruciiiod. The rest of us have 

frailties, but at least the issues raised with respect 

to someone abusing the system could not last more than 

ten days because, within a ton-day period wo have an 

actual hearing and we determine, based on whatever 

evidence is presented to us, what the problem is and we 

try to deal with the problem in a manner lhat we deal 

with all problems, in a judicious manner. 

I want to also comment with respect to 

the question of whether or not, and it seems to mo the 

thrust of the hearings center around the question of 

whether or nol there is some clandestine operation 

between lawyers and judges in the hearing of matters 

involving family concerns. Let me say as a person who 
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has served tor ton years thai probably tho most-

egregious area thai u/o arc involved m involve family 

disputes, and u/o have no desire to proliferate those 

matters or 1o extend those matters into any indefinite 

period of time because once a rase is assigned io you, 

it's your case and if doesn't go au/ay and li doesn't go 

to anyone else, so that we are confronted with a 

situation u/here u/o have to deal u/ith a problem thai "s 

presented to us. 

T think that a part of the problem may be 

on the part of those u/ho complain, tu/o considerations. 

One, an unreasonable expectation of u/hat the court can 

do u/tth respect to these matters; and tu/o, u/het her or 

not the person complaining is reasonable in their 

approach to the problem. T think those tu/o assets are 

equally important in dealing u/ith problems in this 

area. T think somehou/ over tho years the concept has 

been developed that the courts are able to resolve all 

problems of any nature, u/hatover source the problem 

derived from. T think that's unfair to us and unfair 

to those u/ho come and expect that u/o u/ould bo able to 

resolve those kinds of situations. 

When u/o' re talking about, problems in the 

area of domestic relations, T don't think there's any 

question that this is tho most volatile area in human 
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relations and parlies interacting wi1 h each other and 

too often in conl est ed matters that wo. are. confronted 

wi t h and those, arc the matters that wo hear. We have, 

as most counties, a set-tip whore, matters that are not 

able to — that are. able to be resolved are resolved by 

Masters, and they deal with parties with respect to 

problems that may arise, that parties are. able to work 

out . 

The problems that they are. not able to 

resolve, are presented to the court. 1 don't think 

there's much question about the fact that more often 

than not, in disputed areas, parties have gone, beyond 

the stage of being reasonable and we see a lot of 

vindicliveness on the. part of parties and, of course, 

whatever we do they're not satisfied with because, the 

only thing they want is what they want and if you don't 

give, them exactly what they ask for then you're the bad 

party. And we. have complaints, and again, I'm not 

suggesting that we're perfect . Tt wc were, we. wouldn't 

be here, but I'm suggesting that T think the court is 

confronted with a lot" of problems that are not the kind 

of problems that wc ought to be called on to resolve 

because they don't lend themselves to judicial 

solutions whore parties are not willing to be 

reasonable and willing to give and involve themselves 
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in making some condescension and resolving 1 ho contlici 

that exists between them. 

T had occasion io say to a lady in mv 

courtroom last u/ook who had been married for 15 years 

and had four children and she was accosting the court 

for not being able to resolve her problem in 15 

minutes. T said, Lady, you picked this man out of the 

whole world and made him your mate, had four children 

with him, you're married to him for 15 years and over 

the 15 years you developed, between the two of you, all 

kinds of problems and you expect us to bear the brunt 

of whatever is wrong. T said, of course we have an 

obligation to attempt to resolve the problem, but r 

think that some of the blame falls on you if you made a 

bad judgment in selecting a mate. And we can't make 

him perfect. The only thing we can do ls deal with the 

problems that arc presented, and to the extent thai 

you're not willing to be reasonable in approaching the 

problem, we will never be able to satisfy you. And she 

looked at me kind of strange, but T think that is an 

approach that we have to take in situations where we're 

thrust into circumstances where people are not willing 

to be reasonable and they expert us to perform 

miracles. We don't have that ability and I think those 

who come expecting us to be able to perform miracles, 
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of course, they're, disappointed and they u/1 1 1 never be 

satisfied because their expectations are not reasonable 

in u/hat they want us to do. 

As if u/c don't have enough problem 

dealing with the issues before us, you probably recall 

in newspapers the other day we had, u/c. u/ere confronted 

with a problem of mandatory examination of health care, 

professionals and we. were, requested to make certain 

solutions to that problem. T think that's another 

perfect example, of the situation that's legislative in 

nature, and not judicial. T don't know why any judge in 

Dauphin County ought to decide whether a doctor ought 

to be examined for ATDS or any other problem. That's a 

problem that might be better handled by a committee 

such as this committee and the legislature on a 

statewide basis, but T think thai we have gotten to a 

place where we. expect the courts to be miracle workers, 

and as T said, T'm sure we're not without, our faulrs, 

but T think people who come with unreasonable, 

expectations are going to be disappointed and they are 

never going to be satisfied and they are no1 going to 

be, satisfied with what you do as a legislature because 

they only want to do what they want to do, and when 

you're confronted with that, you do the. best you can 

with what you have and let it go. 
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All right, I'd bo wi 111ng to answer any 

questions thai you may have. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Represent ativc 

Reber. 

REPRESENTATIVE RFBER: Thank you. 

RY REPRESENTATIVE RERER: (Of .Judge Morrison) 

Q. Your Honor, I thoroughly agree u/i rh your 

overview. As a practicing attorney, your overview has 

been the, experience that I've experienced, if you will, 

in a number of counties. I haven't had the pleasure of 

appearing before the bench m Dauphin County ever— 

A. Well, you may not consider that such a 

pleasure. 

Q. You said it, Your Honor. 

REPRESENTATIVE FA.JT: On the record, no 

less . 

BY REPRESENTATIVE RFRER: (Of Judge Morrison) 

Q. Let me just ask you one question though, 

and T can't emphasize that I think in the very short 

period of time you made your summary remarks I do 

thoroughly concur with that. In the cases on 

Protection From Abuse issue that come before you— 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. If you could give a guesstimate, if you 

don't have the actual number, what percentage would you 
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say thai arc petitions that arc ft led thai tho relief 

requested is ultimately denied? 

A. Dented? 

Q. Denied, yes. How many would you say are 

deni ed? 

A. T'd say 5 to maybe 10 percent. 

Q. Okay. And what percent age would you 

suggest receive relief short of the total that is 

requested? Do you understand my question? 

A. T'm not sure T understand. 

Q. Okay. Totally placing the male spouse 

out of the household as opposed to putting some type of 

controls on the situation. You know, what kind of 

percentage could we have there'' Where the relief is 

requested for total expulsion? 

A. Let me say this. At least in my court , 

T'm very careful. Tf T'm satisfied that there's some 

abuse involved, not to expose the wife and mother to a 

set of circumstances where if the situation got out oi 

hand she would not be able to get any relief. And by 

that T mean the police departments are not very anxious 

to get involved in domestic ma1ters and if a husband 

has a right to be at the house for any reason, il 

there's a problem, police are very hesitant to get 

themselves involved, so that what T attempt to do is to 
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make it clear thai" if thorn is a real threat and 11 

there is a problem, that he doesn't even pick the 

children up at- the house. Because in the ten years 

thai T'vo been on the bench I've seen too many 

instances u/herc fathers use any excuse to get to the 

house and when he's there, all kinds of problems are 

created and u/hen the police come, he has the excuse, 

well, T'm here to get the children, or T have clothing 

here, I have something else here. Tf T'm not satisfied 

that there's a real problem, I u/on'i grant the order. 

Wo dismiss the preliminary order. 

Tf there is a problem, then T don't want 

to have any situation where he can use this as an 

excuse and then be able, to avoid the protection that 

the act intended to provide, by giving an officer some 

reasonable explanations for his presence and put the 

officer in a position of having, to make a judgment is 

he legitimately here or isn't he here? So, at leasl T 

don't go — if I'm satistied that there is no problem, 

T would dismiss the order without any hesitation, and 

T'm not so naive to believe that there aren't 

situations where parties, because they may be 

vindictive one to the other may be using the system as 

a whipping board to accomplish whatever their purpose 

is, but if T'm satisfied that: there is some legitimate 
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problem, T try io arrange iho order so that ho has no 

reason 1 o be 1ho.ro so that if sho has a problem, it is 

clear to the. police department- that he is there without 

cause, and he ought Io be taken away because, you know, 

I've seen very serious consequences Plow from these 

kinds of situations where parties are not able to get 

along. And one. parly T had last week, a fellow who 

asked for a few days before he was asked to leave 1 he 

house, T was reluctant to do if but he said he had some 

things that he had to remove and his job caused him not 

to be. able, to do those items right away, he traveled 

and he was on the road, and wo permitted him five days. 

Tn five, days he took the water heater out , he took the 

other utilities out of the. house and he destroyed a lot 

of the property, and just yesterday we had a hearing 

because we directed him to return the items that he had 

removed and replace the items that ho had damaged. Tf 

was $3,400 worth of damage, he only had $1,600. Wo 

wore in the process of frying to get him to make 

arrangements to got these items returned. 

Those are very volatile kinds of 

situations. Wo are very concerned that it a person 

shows a sign of being physically violent that wo don't 

give htm an opportunity to get back at the situation. 

And that's a perfect example that we're not always 
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right. Sometimes we make mistakes, but at least we I ry 

not to cause a mix that would cause a problem with the 

police department because they are not anxious to get 

involved. And even with an order, if he has a 

legitimate reason to be there, they will not take him 

away. 

Q. Your Honor, have you ever had occasion in 

the course of taking testimony in one of these cases 

where a question may have been asked of a petitioning 

party why did you file this and a response of some 

sort, well, my counsel told me to file it? Have you 

ever had that type of response in your courtroom or in 

your presence in chambers during any type ol 

proeeoding? 

A. T haven't had that specific response that 

counsel told them to file it, but I've had responses 

that indicate something less than a sincere problem. 

Q. Would that be categorized in that f> to 10 

percent as a basis for their dismissal? 

A. Yes. Yes. 

Q. Okay. Do you, in your opinion, feel that 

there is an abuse out there of arbitrary, capricious 

filings taking place? And T don't necessarily suggest 

that one or two or three or four or five a year that 

you come to that conclusion that that would be an 
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abuse? 

A. Well, T can only said that with respect 

to 1 ho first 1 on days, you know, 1 hat might be a 

problem, bill after wo havo a hearing wo. look very 

closely at the situation and wo are not hesitant to 

deny the petition where wo are not satisfied that 1 here 

is a legitimate problem. 

Q. T guess a summarisation of what you're 

saying is if there is an abuse, that abuse does no1 

continue to maniTost itself past the ton-day period in 

your mind? 

A. Well, either that or there may not have 

been a legitimate abuse, when the. statement was made, by 

affidavit under oath, and once. wo. havo, an opportunity 

to examine, it, we're satisfied that it doesn't warrant 

causing a person to be disrupted by being moved away 

from his homo. This is a very serious problem and wo 

realize sometimes that precipitates another problem. 

Tt you direct a guy to leave, his house and be gone for 

a year and there isn't sufficient basis for that kind 

of order, you have made a bad situation worse and he 

may go back and kill her if he fools that that's a way 

to deal with the problem. So it's a very volatile 

thing. Tt's a very serious problem. 

Q. Thank you, Judge 
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REPRESENTAT TV? RERER: Thank you, Mr. 

Chairman. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Ms. Wooltcy. 

BY MS. WOOLLEY: (Of Judge Morrison) 

Q. Judge, we've, heard lostimony from a 

number of people, who have been involved in divorce 

litigation and u/c consistently hear the complaints that 

Masters take tar too long to u/rite their reports, 

resulting in the parties lingering without tinal 

resolution or without the capacity to got to the next 

step if they want to appeal the judgment. We've also 

heard complaints, with all due respect, that judges, 

not you, Judge, but some judges in Pennsylvania take 

much too long to issue their decisions, that rather 

than a reasonable period of, T don't know, 60 days, 

some judges take 100 days or 200 days or more to render 

decisions in matters of equitable distribution, which 

admittedly can be. very complex when you get into 

valuation fights, but still, we heard consistently from 

three days of testimony from litigants that Masters 

take much too long and that judges take, much too long 

and that 's where the conspiracy theory of, well, it's 

the network, it's the. 1 awyer/judge, network and they are 

protecting each other and my lawyer says to me, well, T 

can't complain to the Master because it will be 
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dot rimcnl al to yotir rasp, or T can't complain to 1 ho 

judge because it unit be detrimental to your case. 

A. Well, lei me say this, we're nol such a 

large counl y that u/e are no1 aware of what 's going on 

in Philadelphia or Pittsburgh that may be a problem but 

u/e only have a feu/ people who work for us in that 

capacity and we think we keep a pretty close rein on 

what goes on, and very often what we hear, of course we 

realize, that we may be getting something short of a 

completely accurate statement, but more often than not 

what we. hear are that the parties arc recalcitrant in 

getting evaluation and getting intormation to the 

Mas1er in order 1o get the Master to move. If we have 

some, indication that there is a problem with respect to 

the Master, of course we call him and ask him what is 

the problem with getting a particular divorce 

concluded. 

Q. Do you have any standard or local rule, 

Judge, with regard to how long a Master can take? 

A. T think there's a 60-day requirement that 

il the report is filed and parties very often complain 

to the administrator that they have a problem, then we 

look into it . T mean, it 's not a situation where, a 

person goes .six months and no one indicated to him one. 

way or the other what the. problem is. Usually when we 
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got a complain! wo cause 1 ho mat lor to bo investigated 

and u/o discover whatever I ho problem is and u/o. corroc.1 

it . 

Q. You wore speaking o.arlior to legislative 

remedies, and my advice as counsel to 1 ho commiltoo has 

been that- that's a procedural area where we cannoi 

amend the Divorce Code io address timeframes, and if u/e 

do, ii will certainly bo suspended by 1 he Supreme Oourl 

as our amendments regarding venue and discovery were, 

but ii's one area we're concerned u/i1h. 

A. Well, my reference io legislative 

problems didn't relate to Masters, it related to 

matters involving, for instance— 

Q. No, T understand that. T was just 

putting it in the context of a procedural issue rather 

than a substantive issue. 

A. Insofar as that's concerned, wo would 

rather control it on a local basis because it 's easier 

for us to deal with the people that we deal with. As 1 

said, if we were in Philadelphia maybe we would have a 

ditferont problem, but we are not in Philadelphia and 

we appoint the Masters and if they don't portorm in an 

efficient fashion, we relieve them. So that wo do have 

some control and we are able to keep track of what's 

going on. 
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In 1 ho larger counl 10s they a m at a 

disadvantage because they are not as familiar with each 

other, but in our county wo don't feel 1 hat's a problem 

because if u/e get a complaint, u/o look into it . And as 

a practicing lawyer, you know, li would noi be unusual 

to get a call from iho Master indicating thai I'm 

overdue on thus and so and if I didn't get it filed 

within certain period of lime, they were, going to get a 

— file a petition with the court. So they are no1 

bashful about pressing to get done what thoy have to 

got done. 

Q. Thank you, Judge. 

CHAIRMAN OALTACTTRONE: Represent a I ivo 

McNal1y. 

BY REPRESENTATIVE MCNAM.Y: (Of Judge Morrison) 

Q. Your Honor, I, like Mr. Rcber, T am ln 

strong agreement with the views you've expressed today. 

T think that there is a groat deal that 's expected of 

the judicial system. The very nature ot family 

disputes, T think, makes it impossible to render 

perfect justice to all ot the litigants that come 

through the system. So it 's sort of, it may be a 

cynical attitude, bul T'm not sure that there's 

anything that wc as legislators or you as judges can do 

that's going to make, that's really going to mend 
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broken families. 

A. You know, T Ihmk a pari of I ho problem 

is wo have gotten 1o a place whore wo expert instant 

gratification and instant satisfaction to problems, and 

T think by the. number of pro se plaintiffs that we've 

seen, people believe that they ran do better handling 

the problem themselves in spite of the tact that they 

have no familiarity with the system. And I think 1 hat 

really creates more problems than it solves because 

their expectation then is that somehow in a week we are 

going to get this straightened out and settled. 

Sometimes that's impractical. Sometimes the problem is 

really the person complaining because they don't want 

to make any concessions. And very often those are the 

kind of people who want to represent themselves because 

they think somehow they are going to be able to drive a 

bargain through that no one else will be able to drive, 

and sometimes they are their own worst enemies and it's 

very difficult to explain to a person that: a settlement 

might be in your best interest. They think that there 

is something clandestine about that and you're fussing 

about pots and pans and whatever it is and it's tough 

to get them to understand that if you waste $1,000 of 

your time arguing about a $10 item, you've wasted 

everybody's time and nobody is ahead. And, as T said, 
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some people, just like 1o bo cord entious about things 

and there's no u/ay o1 dealing with that except to lake 

your licks, and very often they do. 

Q. That, reminds me so much of u/hen T was 

practicing, yon know, clients u/ould say, you know, it's 

the principle of the thing. And I u/ould tell them, 

well, your principles are going to cost you a lot of 

money. 

A. Then the principles change. 

Q. That ' s right . 

A. A $1,000 fee changes a lot of principles 

and they are not so anxious to be contentious. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONF: Judge, T want to 

let you know that yesterday we did tour the Dauphin 

County Courthouse and the court administrator took us 

into the president judge's courtroom for motions court 

that he was having at the time. We also went down to 

the Clerk of Courts, and then District dust ice Magaro 

we went over to city hall to review the operations ot 

ni ght court . 

JUDGE MORRISON: And they complain a lot-

about that assignment. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONF: Oh, very much so. 

RY CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONF: (Of .Judge Morrison) 

Q. One of the things that I was curious 
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about and T'd like your comments on this, ihe law now, 

u/hirh vi/as my 10.31 slat ion which set up the court 

computerization, sets aside $80 million to hook in the 

entire judicial system from the district justices right 

through the appellate courts. We wore, reviewing that 

yesterday as to how well it's going, how far we've come 

and whether or not, once it's totally on line, -it can 

start to address some of the problems that have come to 

the fore in many of these areas, especially providing 

access for attorneys when the courthouses are closed 

down tor, of course, a service fee to help offset the 

expenses. And to start to cover the cost of that 

operations so that we can have some finality to some of 

the lingering cases that people continue to complain 

about. T know that the Common Pleas Court would be the 

next, and T served on the committee with the ADC 

dealing with that system that's being set up. 

Do you see that that will help to 

expedite some of these matters that we're dealing with, 

to have it computerized, to have — T realize that 

cases are still going to be there, that the litigants 

are going to continue to come in, there will be 

protracted struggles until we come up with mediation 

services. I talked to the Paul Devanaugh from Maine 

who has a system up there and I'm intrigued by their 
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system. U/o chocked wi th California and one or 1 wo 

other States where they a I least in Maine they rut 

their backlog by over 50 percent and it 's been on lino 

for ten years. So they do involve the legal community, 

the attorneys do serve as the mediators, but it's 

u/orking and for some reason they are not going into the 

courtroom once those divorces are mediated and it's 

helping the system. Tt may not be perfect, it may not 

be good for Pennsylvania. T don't knou/. We're looking 

tor options and other things, but I'm curious about 

what your thoughts are on computerization and whether 

or not that will help to track and get some of these 

problems resolved a little sooner. 

A. U/e have already been receiving 

notification of cases that where opinions should be 

written and wo have really a dual kind of approach to 

the problem. U/e think it's going to be a Rig Rrot her 

kind of looking over your shoulder process, but we're 

satisfied that in the long run it's going to make the 

system more efficient. Wo, as T said, like to think 

that we keep pretty current, but T think it was last 

week T got a computer sheet on the cases that T had not 

finished. Some of them were m the process of being 

typed, some of them were in the process of being worked 

on, but T can foresee that that's going to be a 
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constant reminder and wi 11 probably cause 1 ho system 1o 

be more efficient. Reing in 1 he position wo are at the 

bottom of the round, u/o know who' s going to bear the 

brunt of it, but u/o think that" it 's going to serve the. 

interest of society by having it done, so u/e' 11 gnn 

and bear it. 

Q. The collection, and T read your comments 

here about the. collection rates on support. I have had 

instances, some, women as a matter of fact, it 's nol 

always men that have, to pay support, and in most 

instances it's men, and because of financial burdens 

that they have, and one. of the things in our tour of 

many of the local county jails we found that a lot of 

the non-support people are in there, and I keep 

thinking that there's got to be a better way. I 

realize that they've got to be penalized if they don't 

pay support, but in many instances they are with 

another family. You're pulling them out of a job which 

jeopardizes that job and that family that they are 

supporting in addition to the non-support that, yon 

know, T'm thinking, you know, is there, another method 

or another way that something can be. worked because, 

first of all, prison overcrowding is a real problem. 

A. Yes. 

Q. And with the scarce, amount of space lhat 
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wo have. Tor the really violent or criminal-Iypo 

of Tenders, and T ' m not dismissing the point that-, yon 

know, they have violated 1 he law, but thai spare is so 

precious, do we really need to pul" people in prison? 

Ts there other alternatives that we could utilize, 

penalizing them in some way but also making sure that 

the laws are upheld9 

A. Defendants are so aware of the condilions 

at 1 he prison that they tell you during the hearings 

that, well, Your Honor, the jailhouse is crowded and 

there's no point" in sending me out there. The 

alternalive to that is, though, that-, and T very often 

tell them that I've never seen the "no vacancy" sign 

and T'm going to continue to send them until they get 

themselves together, but what" we try to do is, well, 

two things. We would give a person a first miss order 

when he is in arrears, we find him in contempt , 

sentence him to 60 days, say, and suspend that until 

the "first lime he misses a payment. Now if he misses 

payment, there's no hearing, he's picked up and taken 

to jail, and if he is picked up and taken to jail, he 

is allowed to participate in the work release program 

so he doesn't- lose his job, he. is able to work and keep 

his current bills in line and he has to pay to stay at 

the. prison because now he's working and they won't let 
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him slay there free. T tell you vi/e don't have a lot of 

pooplo who slay a long 1 into. They gel in and out 

quickly. 

Q. Thai's good. 

A. You have ono or two situations. One,, a 

person doesn't want to work and therefore he's not 

bothered by his stay in the prison. Two, if he thinks 

that he can get away with working and not paying he 

tries to sell you on the song that it he's 

incarcerated, he won't be able to keep his job and 

therefore everything is going to get worse. Tn fact , T 

had one fellow who had not had a job in tive years tell 

me that he doesn't know how T expert him to tind a job 

if he's in jail, and T reminded him he's been on the 

streets for live years and hasn't had a job so 

evidently that's not the answer to the problem. Two 

days in Dauphin County Prison he called and said he had 

a job at Kramer's Oldsmobilo, and he had not worked in 

five years, his wife had two jobs. So it docs make an 

impression. 

We are mindful of the fact that there are 

some people who may be a little more dangerous who 

ought: to be out there, but we reserve a section m the 

Dauphin County Prison and it's pretty transient, they 

are in and out all the time, but they don't know that . 
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They think if we say 60 days, they've got 60 days, so 

they lay on their roucho.fi and gel serious about finding 

jobs and making arrangements, and lo and behold, in a 

u/eek they may be oul , but they stay for a week thinking 

that -they've go1 60 days 1o serve, and it makes a 

difference how serious he is aboui finding work. 

Q. Thai 's a commtime.nl Ihat has 1 o be kept 

as lar as money has to How and, well, we've jusl seen 

in some of 1 he counties how if varies from county to 

couni y. 

A. I've had three, years and T'm about lo 

give i! up. My las! session is ihe 31si of this month 

and I'm delighted to be relieved oI ihat. 

CHAIRMAN CAI.TAGTRONF: Thank you. 

Counsel Sulcr. 

RY MR. SUTRR: (Of Judge Morrison) 

Q. Judge, last month we had a hearing in 

Pittsburgh and we heard some les1imony from family law 

prad1tioners and judges 1 hat judges should have 1 he 

authority to direct appropriate divorce, cases to 

binding arbitration which would be performed by trained 

and experienced arbitrators. Do you have any thoughts 

on 1ha1v 

A. Off the fop ot my head I think I would be 

inclined not to favor that. The one thing they 

http://roucho.fi
http://commtime.nl
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complain about in a divorce proceeding is 1 ho fad 1ha1 

thoy have to pay costs. T think -this is as prohibitive 

as anything else to cause people to move towards a 

solution of the problem. T'm not so sure thai binding 

arbitration would do anything for the solution to 1 he 

problem vi/herc you have people u/ho are recalcitrant , who 

don't really want to resolve the problem because the 

thing that they would do then is to, unless that ' s a 

final step and there is no appeal. Tf he is able lo 

appeal, then you just have added another layer, well, 

they will go through that and as soon as he gets an 

order from the arbitrator, ho'11 take that up and you 

haven't really cured any of the problem. 

T think the bearing the brunt of the cost 

of your proceeding may be as effective as anything else 

to make you realize if you want to talk for ten hours 

about a problem, fine, it's $1.00 a page and half of it 

is your expense. Now, if you don't want to talk ten 

hours on the record, then maybe you'll talk two hours 

on the sidebar kind of arrangement and got the problem 

solved. Rut T think the finality of binding 

arbitration is effective if you have parties who are 

willing to abide by that , but where you get into that-

small percentage of people who just want to go on at 

all costs, that will be just another layer they will go 
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-through that unless it's final, as 1 he inks dries, ho 

will bo Tiling t ho. next appeal. 

Q. What if the person thai appealed had to 

bear the cost of the. appeal unless he won 1 he appeal? 

A. Well, that 's another way of dealing u/i 1 h 

the same, problem. Ho has the costs of whatever he's 

doing as he goes along and — T don't know, it might 

have some merits. T would be inclined lo think, 

though, that the average person who just wants to be 

obstreperous about a problem, if he realizes as he. goes 

along that it's costing him money one way or the other, 

that is apt to be as effective as anything else lo deal 

with the problem. T don't know that saying it 's 

arbitration makes that much difference to him. He'll 

probably continue lo be obstreperous if that's the way 

he wants lo be until he realizes that it serves no 

purpose to bo that way, then maybe he'll change. 

Q. Another thing that we heard is that 

judges are not very aggressive in using the remedies 

that are presently available to them to prevent delay 

in divorce cases. Do you find that's the case9 

A. Well, T can only say that in our county 

that's not a problem. Wc may be advantaged because we 

arc a small county and we appoint the Masters and we 

keep pret1y good reins on what they are doing and we 
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hear complaints about what thoy arc not doing. So 

lhat, you know, in Philadelphia that may bo a problem 

if you aro dealing with 50, 60 people. U/e are dealing 

with 2 or 3 people and they know they're appointed on a 

one-year basis. Next year, in Pact by 1 he end of 1his 

year, there have been some Masterships lhat have not 

been reappointed for the very reason thai we don't 

think they were as diligent as they should have been. 

Q. One other thing we heard testimony going 

both ways on this issue on whether or not wo should 

reduce the time period for living separate and apart 

from two years to one year. Do you have any thoughts 

on that? 

A. T think T would be inclined to the 

one-year reduction because T don't think that after a 

year, within a period of a year T think a person has 

really had sufficient time to deal with the problems if 

they are going to deal with it on some kind of basis of 

reconciliation or doing something else. T remember the 

old days when you were sort of held hostage in a 

divorce proceeding because it you didn't agree to 

certain terms, the parties would oppose the proceeding. 

T think we started with three and then two. I think 

one year would be a good progression because it gives a 

person who might be in doubt a chance to think about it 
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and vol' it doesn't give the. oi nor side an opportunity 

to extend the problem unduly because if he hasn't made 

his mind up in a year, he u/t 11 probably never make up 

his mind, so il 's just as u/ell to terminate it in that 

period of time. 

Q. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Thank you, Judge. 

Appreciate your testimony. 

JUDGE MORRTSON: Thank you. Thank you 

al I. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONE: We u;t 11 next hear 

from the Honorable Wayne G. Hummer, Jr., Family Law 

Judge, Lancaster County Courthouse. 

JUDGE HUMMER: T have my prepared 

statement. 1 need my cheaters, so to speak. 

Members of the committee and support 

staff, my name is Judge Wayne G. Hummer, Jr. T am a 

Judge of — a Family Court Judge of the Second Judicial 

District, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. And T will 

read my statement. T don't think it 's very lengthv, so 

if you'll bear u/i t h me. 

I thank you (or the opportunity to 

present my viou/s on issues concerning Pennsylvania 

Family Law. As a Judge or the Court of Common Pleas, T 

have been presiding as the Family Court Judge for 
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nearly 12 years. On .January 6. 1992, Lancaster County 

will have 1 u/o judges designated as full-time. Family 

Court judges. 

Coincidentally, my 12 years in Family 

Court liavc spanned the existence of the Divorce Code of 

1980. TITIS legislation made profound and dramatic 

changes in Pennsylvania jurisprudence. Ten years ago 

Judge Wilson Bucher of Lancaster County decided not to 

seek retention election to another term on the bench. 

U/hen questioned as to his reasons, he replied, n T may 

have Lo live through a revolution in the law, but T do 

not have to be a part of it." Tndeed, the removal of 

the fault concept; the definition of marital property, 

which ignores common law real property title concepts; 

and, equitable division oi marital property in the 

pursuit of economic justice can be described as 

revolutlonary. 

The statutory provisions for divorce, 

support, custody and Protection From Abuse have now 

been consolidated into the Domestic Relations Code in 

Purdons Titlo 23. 

The impact of this legislation upon the 

court has been tremendous. The statistics are 

staggering. T will not take up your time with a litany 

of numbers. However, T must share with you statistics 
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Irom our Domestic Relations Office concerning support. 

Tn 1979, there were approximately 3,000 support cases 

in effect; 10 employees; and total collodions of aboul 

$6 million. Tn 1990, there u/ere over 17,000 cases 

being administered; 69 full-time employees; and total 

collections of over $26 million. New filings in 1°90 

totaled 4,246, in addition to 2,570 filings for changes 

or modifications ot existing orders. Every one o1 

these filings or cases has the potential of coming 

before a judge for disposition, and T am that judge. 

Similar statistics are available for custody, divorce, 

and Protection From Abuse cases, and T will share them 

u/11 h the committee, if you arc interested. 

Tf T might depart Jrom my prepared 

remarks, yesterday T had occasion to speak u/i th the 

director of our Domestic Relations Office. She 

informed me. that currently we have over 20,000 cases 

being administered. The receipts this year u/i 1 1 be 

over $30 million. And then u/e ensued into a discussion 

of how many people would be affected in support court 

in Lancaster County as a result of these actions. 

Simple arithmetic would tell you that in every support 

case you must have a mother, a father, and at leasl one 

child and in most cases more, so you're talking about 

70,000 to 80,000 people in a county with the total 
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population of 422,000, or roughly 15 percent of 1 he. 

lolal population being involved in domestic relations 

or support cases. That is u/hy T submit 1 he numbers are 

staggering. 

Rather, T invile the members of the 

committee, or a member of 1 he committee, or a 

representalivo of the committee 1o visit my court and 

observe 1 or a week, a few days, or even one day, what 

is happening in Family Court. I strongly urge you to 

accept my invitation before you make any findings and 

contemplate, any action on perceived inequities m the 

system. 

The above statutes u/ere enacted after-

careful consideration by the legislature and have been 

revised, amended, and updated or fine-tuned u/ithin 

recent years. The Divorce Code, was most recently 

revised in 1988. However, other than Senior Judge 

Ruchcr, T submit that the. explosion of family 

litigation and the impact upon the court systems was 

largely unforeseen or grossly underestimated. This 

witness, quite honestly, never anticipated the enormous 

growth in family law. 

The legislation did not cause the 

problems that we face today. The efforts of the 

legislature, the judiciary, and all branches of the 
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government a m an attempt 1o deal with a very complex 

and emotional problem of society; to wit, 1 he 

fragmentation of the family. 

These observations are shared with you by 

illustration of the one recommendation T wi11 make this 

morning. Re cautious, go slow, stop and step back and 

reflect before you take any further action in the 

family law area. There is a statutory framework in 

place, but it has been in existence for such a short 

period of time — 10 or 11 years. Give the system an 

opportunity to work before you change it in any 

respect. 

There is purpose in this very short 

statement that T read to the committee. This will be 

preserved and you may well reflect upon this. That is 

the one message that I present this morning: Go slow, 

take your time, reflect on what you do. 

I have the statistics that T mentioned 

previously and T've had the opportunity to hear two of 

the prior witnesses as T arrived a bit early. And T've 

also had the opportunity to review some of the 

testimony given at other hearings you've had and 

rotloct upon that testimony. And at this time perhaps 

T should respond to the questions that have been 

presented to the other witnesses, and T would be glad 
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to address those questions 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONF• Counsel Sutcr. 

RY MR. SUTER: (Of Judge Hummer) 

Q. Well, it sounds like you're reiterating a 

theme that u/e have heard over and over again in that 

the resources devoted io family law are just simply no1 

sufficient, that we don't have enough judges in family 

law and thai we don't have enough support statf and 

that if we could address 1his, that 11 would go a long 

way in solving some of iho problems that we're hearing 

about in family law? 

A. That is true, but in ihis day and age of 

budget restraints— 

Q. U/e know. 

A. — T hesitate to even suggest that as a 

remedy. T think perhaps we should look to the 

individual situations involved and go into depth as to 

what thai complaint is, and, of course, avoid the 

expectations, and T've heard this again and again and 

it is so true, nobody wants to be in Family Court. And 

if you start with that very premise, it's difficult to 

see that you're going to have a pleasant or a happy 

resolution of that appearance in Family Court. Tt 

touches the psyche of an individual's being, the very 

closest relationships that he has in life, his loved 
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ones, his family. Those arc society's ills. So I urge 

caution in any attempted solution. 

T overheard, or T said previously T had 

had an opportunity to hear complaints or a roitoral ion 

of the complaints that you must have heard about abuse 

cases. They are growing a( an alarming rate m 

Lancaster County. Just on Tuesday T looked at my court 

list, wo had 19 petitions for — this was in the 

morning, 19 petitions for the establishment of an 

order. Hearings scheduled at 9:00 o'clock. In the 

afternoon, we had 5, T think my recollection is, 5 more 

hearings on initial requests for an order, and 6 

contempt cases. T believe T am fair, and this has been 

disheartening to the court when T say that less than 5 

percent of 1 he cases are unsubstantiated. T receive 

the individual petitions requesting the temporary 

order. Wo have a procedure in Lancaster County where 

if you request exclusion of the other partner, you must 

appear personally with your petition before the court. 

We have very short sessions in chambers, we flI them in 

during the lunch hour, whenever wo have some time. And 

they are reviewed, thoy are lectured on — 1 hate that 

word — advised as to what the implications are, the 

volatility of those situations. T know personally and 

T remember each and every one, T've had throe murders 
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that have, occurred after exclusions from properly. And 

that's all done, of" course, before that order is 

issued. That's the most extreme ex parte relief that 

you can have in a domestic relations or Protection From 

Abuse Act proceeding is the exclusion of the. other 

spouse from that residence. That will only exist, even 

if you get by the initial stage, for the ten days, as 

Judge Morrison pointed out, u/herein which you have, a 

proceeding in court. 

Now, T mentioned disheartening. Of 1 hose 

19 cases, 18 were settled by agreement wherein the 

perpetrator of the abuse admitted the abuse and agreed 

to the entry of an order. In the hearing, it was 

strictly justified. The only excuse, is an excuse r 

hear again and again, she made mc do it or she deserved 

it. And we entered an order, of course. I don't 

think, and T think I'm fair in relafing to you thai' it 

has been my experience m Lancaster County that the 

abuse statute was a very good piece of legislation Tt 

addressed a need in society. And T'll be frank with 

you, T didn't realize what was going on. Even 1 hough 1. 

had the Domestic. Violence League, the Central Penn 

Legal Services, and representatives of the Women's 

Shelter tell me prior thereto that it was happening. 

It's happening. Tt's happening. 
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T think at" 1his l:ime thai T'll wait I or 

your qucsMons. 

RY CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONF: (Ot Judge Hummer) 

Q. Your Honor, we had legislation that was 

put out of Ihis commitlec thai became law thai provided 

additional judges. Lancast er County u/as one of 1 he 

beneficiaries, T think. You increased two9 

A. Two. From seven lo nine. 

Q. From seven to nine. U/c saw fi t , T knou/, 

in the Appropriations Committee, on which T have also 

served for some time as a member, to continue to 

increase the budget of the judiciary. Even with all of 

that, the growing amount of cases that continue to pour 

in, particularly in this area, of course, the criminal 

it's another area that you got to address, is there 

anything that you can think ot that can start to si em 

the flow here? 

A. The bleeding, so to speak. 

Q. You know, with your statistics here, and 

T'm sure that we're going to hear that from the other 

judges and the stats that we'll get at the end of 1 he 

year. I'm sure the voluminous litigation that 

continues to flood the courts is creating a nightmare 

for a lot of the people involved because it's burdening 

them down, that the dockets just can't handle it. T 
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moan, wo thought that by adding additional judges, by 

hopefully got ting on with tho computonzai1 on and many 

othor things that wo'ro attempting to do, still 

probably is not going to addross t ho backlog of all t ho, 

oases and all the areas that have 1o be dealt with, and 

T'm wondering what more do wo have to do to try to 

speed up justice and can wo do it and at what expense'-' 

A. Mr. Chairman, pardon me for interrupting 

you. There are certain areas where there is a definite 

need for speed and reasonable dispatch of the case. 

First and foremost, T submit that's support. Support . 

It's a pockefbook issue, and pockotbook issues are 

first and foremost when you have separated tami lies. 

Or separated parents probably would be a better way to 

put that. We've worked very diligently to speed that 

process. And with the new rules of procedure, wherein 

you can, once, you get to your conference or hearing 

before the hearing officer, you can have a recommended 

order which takes effect practically immediately. Then 

you can go through the legal shenanigans as to whether 

or not you differ with that, you can tile your 

exceptions and have your do novo proceedings in court . 

There may bo. a bit of a delay there, but T'm not too 

much concerned with that. And what T just mentioned, 

of course, is procedural matters dealing with the rules 
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and tho legislation, T would hesitate. 

The legislation, of course, changes 1 he 

law and it is very difficult io change or 1 o remedv 

problems caused by the legislation. You know the 

legislative process a lot better than I do. From an 

outside standpoint it seems to be a very slow and 

difficult situation, fraught with all ot those 

pressures of society, and fortunately or unfortunalely, 

that are involved in the judicial, political process, 

political process. That's why 1 don't make any 

recommendations other than to stop, and reflect. Tf 

you have the complaints, look at the complaints 

individually. And T again renew my invitalion thai a 

representative of this committee or the committee 

members just follow me on one day, T would suggest a 

Wednesday when we start at 9:00 o'clock, start at 9:00 

o'clock with the Family Business Court — Mr. Sutor, 

you keep smiling and T know you have a lot ol 

familiarity wi1h Lancaster County court process. 

MR. SITTER: I know what it's like. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: I'm going to lake 

him down with me. I'm going to take you up on your 

offer, as a matter ot fact , and the first chance we get 

in January, we'll be down to your court. 

MR. SITTER: T clerked in Lancaster 
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Count v• 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Oh, okay. 

JUDGE HUMMFR: He served as a clerk 1n 

Judge Perczous' chambers. Almost in mine. He jusl 

missed mine. On Monday, Wednesday, and Friday we have 

Family Rusincss Court" u/herein 1 he court si 1s and hears 

u/hai ever is to be addressed immediately. The most 

important issue that" comes before the court at thai 

time are the issue of where, are the children going to 

sleep tonight because Pop lett Sunday, if this is a 

Monday, or something that has to be adjudged 

immediately. T think the court should be open and 

receptive and available tor that situation. And yet 

the Family Bar has raised some criticisms and concerns 

about that in that" that determination very often 

becomes the custody arrangement that u/i 11 exist from 

that point on. vSo T try to make it as short a process 

and to try to continue as much as in the way of 

continuity or the least disruption as possible in the 

children's lives in whatever that order is until we 

have our first custody mediation session not before the 

court. 

You asked about suggestions, T'm 

constantly making suggestion 1 o my Rar during Monday, 

Wednesday, and Friday morning business sessions. These 
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sessions go on and on. Ycst orday' s session was a shorf 

sossion, 45 minutes. An hour and a hair could be 

expected. Yesterday on Wednesday, wo then had support 

contempt cases. T'm not the only judge that hears 

those. We have at least two full days, but yesterday 

we had a rather short list. Oh no, T'm sorry, I'm 

talking about a u/eek ago. A short list oi perhaps 40, 

but two weeks ago the morning session we had 56 custody 

contempt cases plus 4 bench warrants where the 

individual was arrested for not appearing at a prior 

session and needs to be as last as prompt, as promptly 

before the court. 

Tn the afternoon session T thought we 

might have a break, we somehow finished, T sat down 

again for the. afternoon session, wc had about 50 more. 

That was a record day. That 's Wednesday. All during 

the day you have these emergencies as perceived by the 

parties' petitions. Abuse petitions, pro se and from 

the Domestic Violence Clinic, and they are handling 

practically all of the abuse cases at this point. 

Periodically, you will have private counsel bringing in 

an abuse petition, but very seldom. And then, of 

course, around this and during the day these 

recommended orders are coming from Support Court. We 

don't even have the time to count them. They have to 
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use a cart to haul the files over. They make, two or 

throe trips a day with those recommended orders. The 

judge must act on each recommendation or that 

recommended order becomes the order within five days. 

When T return today, there will be a huge stack of 

those recommendations because T'm not there. In 

between T say we work on that sort of thing. Then on 

Fridays u/e have another day u/hich is, I call it support 

day whore we establish or modify existing orders. 

Judge Rlahovec from Westmoreland County 

likened this procedure to U/apnorizing the support 

cases, but it's what we have to do. U/e have the 

information, we have the files, we fry to make the 

record as complete as possible and we keep them moving. 

This morning T had four cases scheduled, two of them 

settled, another one was continued, and the fourth case 

is waiting until 1:30 when T return to hear the 

afternoon list of five more. Tomorrow we have a 

similar, we have eight in the morning and six, T 

believe, in the afternoon. Hopefully, some of them 

will settle. Then on certain days we still have 

custody cases to hear. 

The Supreme Court and the Superior Court 

have decreed that we are to develop the record if at 

all possible in cusfodv cases, and we do So those 
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lake lime. Then u/c get u/i 1 h whatever we have lofl by 

free Iimo to all of those divorce cases that are on the 

shelf (or resolution. Tn Lancaster County we don't 

have a backlog. Somehow, we're staying current. And 

yet , T note that some of" the. people u/ho have, testified 

before, you have come from Lancaster County. T suggest 

you look into their tndividua! cases before you give a 

great deal ot credence to u/hat they may have said 

before you as a committee. 

Are there, any other questions? 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Any other 

quest 1ons? 

(No response.) 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Thank you, Your 

Honor. We want to make sure that you are able to 

return promptly to court to administer to that backlog 

you spoke, of earlier. 

.JUDGE HUMMER: Thank you. This is a 

break. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONE: The next witness 

is Wanda Neuliaus. You can proceed. 

MS. NEUHAUS: Good morning. T am Wanda 

Neuhaus, a member of the Yorl< County Rar, and have been 

practicing law for approximately 12 years. For the 

past 2 1/2 years, T have been a Divorce Master for the 
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York County Court of Common Picas. That is a parl-limc 

position and a five-person staff, consisting of one 

full-time Divorce. Master, who is the director of our 

unit, tu/o part-time Divorce Masters, and two support 

staff. Prior to my appointment as a Divorce Master, T 

was a prac.1 it loner in family law. Through both of 

these. T have had an opportunity to work with the 

present family law system and its statutes. However, 

because, of my present position as Divorce Master, 1 am 

going to concentrate on the. divorce area because T 

don't get into the other areas very often anymore. 

Firstly, T would like to say that T agree 

with the general perspective received by my 

counterparts in the Pittsburgh area, as well as the 

previous speakers, that there are indeed workable and 

beneficial areas of the present law. As compared with 

the pre-1980 laws, the present system is clearly moving 

in the correct direction. 

Although T had limited experience with 

the pre-1980 statutes and laws, having been admitted to 

practice only in 1979, T did have the opportunity to be 

appointed as a Master or arbitrator, from a rotating 

list that we operated in York County, mostly involving 

the uncontested fauM divorces. And from that 

experience, T found two glaring weaknesses in the old 
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laws. First, 1 he failure, io recognize 1 ho no-fault, 

consentual divorce; and i ho failure to provide for any 

real e.ronomi c settlement between the parties. 

The first weakness created a fiction m 

many cases, in which both parties really consented to 

the divorce. However, because of the requirement that 

one. party had to prove fault of the other, we would 

have one party appear with one corroborating witness, 

the other parly not appear and obviously the divorce 

could be granted based upon the fault found with no 

controverting testimony. T think, clearly, the present 

system is a great improvement: by allowing for that-

mutual consent of the divorce. 

Further, the failure to address, in the 

prc-1980 laws, the economic issues of equitable. 

distribution and alimony especially previously allowed 

a dominant, "breadwinntng" spouse, to maintain separate 

property which could not be touched by the. other 

spouse. Unfortunately, this often produced an extreme 

hardship, usually for the. wife or the mother, who had 

stayed at home to raise the. children and would be 

substantially out of the work force for a significant 

period of time. Often, that meant that she would not 

be able to maintain the standard of living established 

for that family prior to the separation. 
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Therefore, T believe that the current 

system is a significant improvement and does, in farl , 

provide a good starting point 1o deal with 1 he family 

law system. However, like all aspects, T think, t here 

may be some areas for improvement. T think that really 

these are relatively minor areas. T think 1 he basic 

framework ls very sound. 

T think the first area for discussion 

would be the system used to implement the Divorce Code. 

Tt appears, from my limited contact u/ith other counties 

since my appointment as Divorce Master, that there 

really is a lack of uniformity m the method of 

handling divorce and its related economic claims from 

county to county. 

T guess lL's natural to believe that your 

ou/n system is the best, but T u/ould like to take an 

opportunity to discuss a little bit how our system 

operates in York County. T believe that it docs have 

some benefits; however, there arc also some weaknesses 

which T would also like to discuss. 

Tn York County there is an established 

Divorce Master's office. We arc a separate entity of 

the Court and are, in fact, supported by the countv 

government. The staff is employed and compensated by 

the county government. And we are provided with 
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separate facilities in which we can hold our 

conferences and our divorce hearings. Tn fact, we have 

jusl had ihe luxury of moving into more spacious 

quarters so that u/e do, in fart, have iu/o hearing 

rooms, one conference room and an office for each of 

the. Masters. J believe this is a distinct advantage of 

our program because it does provide the appearance for 

the litigants of a legitimate factfinding and 

decisionmaking body, versus our old system where you 

tried to find the nearest broom closet where you can 

put three people in and try to lake testimony. This 

offers the, opportunity to provide the appearance that T 

think is very important for the litigants. Tn 

addition, it. also provides a better atmosphere in which 

the Master can examine the issues, provide the legal 

research that is necessary and reach a conclusion for 

recommendation to the court. 

As T previously stated, we do have a regular 

staff. There are three Divorce Masters to hold 

hearings and make reports and recommendations. One of 

those Masters operates on a full-time basis and the 

remaining two, including myself, operate on a part-time 

basis, which means we put approximately 15 to 20 hours 

each week into the office. Usually, that translates 

into 10 to If) hours of hearing conference times and 
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then, hopefully, the remaining time is to write reports 

and recommendations. Unfortunately, much of that is 

done al home and not necessarily in the office T 

believe that also is an advantage because it does give 

us a specific area and a specific time u/hero we u/i 1 1 

hold hearings. Ti does gtve us some, opporl unity to 

schedule on a regular basis, for example, each of us 

have regular days u/e u/i 11 hold hearings and hold 

conferences. 

Hopefully, 1 he system also provides lor 

more experienced and informed Masters who are able lo 

keep up with the changing law in the area. We also, in 

York County, had the luxury of having a very good 

relationship for our judge of family law. We meet on, 

at least, a semiannual basis so thai u/e can review, 

number one, the changing law; number two, ihe judge's 

opinions and how he's relating io our reports and 

recommendations, and 1 hen we can also gei a preview of 

any questions that we have on different areas. T think 

thai it would be much more difficult to have that same 

type of working relationship with the judiciary if we 

were not three specific persons who were going to be 

able, be handling that situation. For example, if it 

was a large rotating list and you had one Master 

appointed for one case maybe every two or three months, 
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we do have the luxury of being 1 ho only throe. and, 

therefore, u/e can work very closely with the judge. 

However, 1 here are also some negatives. 

Because 1 here is no sta1ewidc procedure and thus no 

funding, which everybody has tho same problem with 

funding, this means thai our office has 1o be self-

sustaining lor ll io be an ongoing, viable project for 

the county government . The office, its salaries, 

supplies, and even the very physical surroundings must 

be paid from income generated by fees for the services 

from the office. This, obviously, creates some 

limitations. For example, right now we really could 

use another MasLer on a part-time or full-time basis. 

Right before T came, I checked to determine what our 

count was so far and we have had approximately 190 

cases on which a Master was appointed in York County to 

date. Now, we don't divide those, totally equally 

because we do have one full-time versus two part-time, 

but that usually means that the part-timers are dealing 

with at least 45 to 50 cases a year and the full-timer 

is dealing with 80 to 90 cases per year. And if you 

figure that normally takes one hearing per week at the 

very minimum, there are obviously some cases that take 

much longer than that, that takes a long time just to 

get the hearings in, let alone the reports and 
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recommendations. This dons, in fact, load to delays 

and wo certainly understand thai thai is a complaint. 

We have dealt" with that issue, u/o tool, 

in York County. We have a very strong Family Law 

Committee, from our Rar Association and they make no 

qualms about telling us when we're not doing it as 

quickly as what they feel. They are also working on 

local rules to implement specific time limits for when 

the Master's reports must be implemented. We do 

disagree, they would like to see them done in 30 days 

and wc feel at this point that's an impossibility, but 

we feel that we really are pretty current right now. 

We're working on a 60- to 90-day turnaround except for 

APL and divorce, which we try to do in 30 days because 

those, wo Peel, are more expedient: issues. 

Recause we must be self-supporting, it also 

means that they must pay separate fees and that, of 

course, is another complaint that the litigants have. 

They have to pay tor our services. However, T believe 

that it also, like our previous speaker said, may have 

some beneficial effect because they do have to pay 

those lees and as a result, we hopefully don't hear as 

many of those cases where the assets don't really merit 

three or tour or five days of hearings. And we've been 

able, 1 think, to keep our tees within a reasonable 
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limitation. Right" now we're, charging a fee of $200 tor 

equitable distribution or a combination of equitable 

distribution and alimony. $50 for counsel tees, costs 

and expenses, and $50 for APL. Now, we do have the 

option for protracted hearings to increase those fees 

according to a schedule that we have established. For 

example, a hearing that would take over two days we 

would have I he option to increase the fee per hearing 

11 me. 

The final area T wish to discuss is the 

Divorce Code itself. There are a couple of areas which 

could be further enumerated to provide guidance. 

For example, APL. The statute clearly 

provides for this remedy. However, unlike the 

statutory language for alimony and equitable 

distribution, it is merely a statement that when 

appropriate it should be ordered. T think that raises 

a couple ot questions. Ts this solely an exlension of 

spousal support and, therefore, it's simply a 

mechanical calculation according to the support 

guidelines9 Ts it totally needs based calculation9 Is 

it solely to help with the litigation? How do the 

factors for permanent alimony play into the issue of 

APL and must there be a finding that alimony is 

warranted before APL is warranted? Now those are 
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issues that we've incd to deal un t h in soiling up some 

guidelines within our county hui in some respeci s li 

would be helpful to have some legislative guidance in 

that area. 

Very similar to ihe issue of APL is 1 he 

issue, of counsel fees. Again, i he statute basically 

provides ihey can be awarded when appropriaie and T 

guess our quesiion some!imes is what's "when 

appropriate"? And what was behind the legisi alive 

intent in that area io del ermine when counsel fees were 

appropriale? 

One other area that T often hear issues 

and complaints about is the issue of whether or not 

fault should be considered as a factor in equiiable 

distribution. And I can honestly say that: T ihink my 

posiiion has changed since I've changed my position 

from practitioner to Divorce Master. When T was in 

private practice, T toll thai there wore some cases 

where fauli should probably have an impact or at least 

should be able 1o be heard. For example, T had a 

husband who had worked very diligenily through a 

20-year marriage, working 7 days a week, 8 io 10 hours 

a day to provide tor his tamily. He had provided very 

comfortably for ihem. The wife left him for anoiher 

man but because her income was maybe half of whai his 
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was and sho had custody of 1 ho one child, 1 ho Master 

recommend a 54-porccnt division 1 o hor and a 46-pcreonl 

division io him, and at that point I frit that possibly 

fault should bo at issue, that at least to be able to 

bring up why the assets needed to be divided. 

As a Divorce, Master, T think my impact is 

totally different. T don't necessarily want to gel 

into the issues of fault and T think that is still an 

area where there is a lot of disagreement on whether or 

not that should be an issue for equitable distribution 

in addition to the alimony. 

In summary, I Lecl that the present 

system under the Divorce Code is not broken. As we are 

all aware, the family law issues arc extremely 

emotional and personal to the parlies. It is very 

often ditlicult for the parties to objectively view the 

issues and see the outcome in a less emotional and 

personal perspective. Although some fine tuning may 

need to be accomplished, T do not see the need to scrap 

the present system and start again. The present system 

provides a firm foundation to deal with the issues in 

an appropriate and equitable manner. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGERONF.: Thank you. Any 

questions? 

Counsel. 
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RY MR. SUTF.R: (Of Ms. Neuhaus ) 

Q. Actually, one comment and then one 

question. When you do develop your local rules u/11 h 

the lime limits for your recommendations, T'd love to 

see a copy of that. So if you would mail me one T 

would appreciate that. 

A. Certainly. No problem. 

Q. T u/as wondering if you had any thoughts 

on reducing the time period lor living separate and 

apart trom two years to one year? 

A. When you asked that question before, T 

was sitting back there trying to formulate an answer— 

Q. vSo you had time, to think. 

A. And I'm not sure T did. T think T 

probably would agree with the reduction to one year. 

We haven't run into the problem as much as in York 

County because by our local rules we've sort of go1 ten 

around someone holding the other hostage for the period 

ol two years to get the separation, et cetera. Tn 

determining that we can have a non-bifurcated 

proceeding where the divorce will be on hold until the 

economic Issues arc resolved, a lot oi times people 

will be willing to take that route rather than hold the 

other hostage, but it certainly appears that one year 

would give enough time for the partles to determine 
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u/hothor, In f a c t , i t was i r r e t r i e v a b l y broken and 

whether i hoy u/oro going to r o r o n c i l o . 

Q. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Galina. 

BY MS. MII.AHOV: (OX" M.s Nouhaus) 

Q. T had a question concerning bit urealod 

sortloment of equitable distribution of property. Some 

of the complaints that we've received have been along 

the lines that when a divorce proceeding is bifurcated 

and the property settlement; is not- decided upon, that 

there is no reason for the main property holder or wage 

earner to, in a timely fashion, settle as far as, you 

know, equitable distribution is concerned, and this 

does, in effect, hold at- least one party hoslage, 10 

use a phrase that you said, and how can we facilitate 

this, how can we make the property distribution not be 

part of the divorce i f we want: to facilitate the 

divorce but also bring this to a closure so that people 

can begin their lives again? 

A. T think a method to do that would be to 

order, and I realise now we're getting into some 

procedural issues as well and there's that fine line, 

but T think once a divorce is granted in a bifurcated 

manner, to set up some time limits to timely move 

forward with the economic issues. For example, in our 
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county, not nocossari ly just on the bifurcation bu1 we 

had a problem, for example, when filing 1 ho income and 

expense slatements and the inventory and appraisement 

slatemenls. One party who was dragging their feel just 

wouldn't tile them and wc fell thai it was very 

inhibiting to hold a pre-heanng conference or a 

hearing before a Masier if those documents weren't 

tiled. So we played around with the thought of being 

able to require those documents be filed before we 

would even appoint a Master. And everybody's concern 

was that, well, then a Master would never be appointed. 

Exactly what you were talking about. The divorce is 

granted, I don't want to go forward with the economic 

issues. And our judge has taken the position under the 

sanctions provisions that he will, undoubtedly verv 

firmly, provide sanctions if they do not indeed file 

those within a reasonable period of time. Normally 

like 15 to 30 days. And T think that same type of idea 

could be attached to the economic issues once the 

divorce was granted. 

Q. Do you feel that that should be 

legisi at cd? 

A. I'm not sure it can be legislated because 

T think from county to county the issues may be 

different based upon their procedure. T haven't had a 
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lot of opportunity to go oven beyond like Lancaslcr and 

Dauphin County, but- just trom the comments that T'vo 

hoard and the few conferences I've been to, it appears 

that the procedures are very different, and in fact 

even In bifurcation how they handle the bifurcation 

issue, and T'm not sure it can be legislated. T'm not 

sure that 's not a procedural rule that needs to be put 

in place and actually the sanctions portion made 

st ronger. 

Q. This is another question that you alluded 

to in your answer just now. I've noticed through 1 he 

several days of testimony that we've had that each 

county has lis own counsel in family matters, its own 

procedure for answering the requirements oj the law, 

its own and individual assessment of how cases are 

going to be prioritized or dealt with, and T have had a 

lot of people that have reached me saying why can't 

every county deal with this issue the same way so we 

know what we're talking about° Can this be done? 

A. That's a difficult one. I'd like to say 

yes. I'd like to say that T think the basic procedure 

could be very similar. T guess the problem would be 

if, for example, you would adopt a procedure such as in 

York County where we're really asking the county 

governments to take on additional financial burdens to 
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finance that i yp<? of program and T knou/ 1 he Slate'0. 

financial problem isn't going to give us the 

opportunity to be able to push some dollars towards the 

county level and as a result , T think that would be 

difficult. 

Q. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONF: Thank you. Thank 

you very much for testimony. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Marilyn Zi111 , 

Esquire, Harrisburg family 1 aw practitioner. 

MS. ZTI.LT: Good morning, ladies and 

gentlemen. My name is Marilyn Zilli. T'm an attorney 

j n private practice m a two-member law firm here :in 

Harrisburg. Approximately one-half of my caseload is 

domestic work, primarily divorces, but T do not 

consider myself, and do not think that I am usually 

considered a member of what is called the "domestic 

bar." In fact, from 1976 until 1985, T was exclusively 

a criminal defense attorney and T still handle many 

such cases today. T mention this background to you 

because T feel that the practice of criminal law has 

much to recommend !o domestic practitioners. 

Because vindication of public wrongs is sought 

swiftly, the resolution of criminal cases is an 

inexorable process which waits tor none of the parlies 
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to it. Roth the State and the defendant arc subject to 

deadlines. Defendants must be arraigned and given bail 

promptly after arrest: and must go to trial unthm six 

months or one year of the filing of the criminal 

complaint. To avoid waiver thereof, issues which 

impact trial must be raised and resolved pre-trial and 

appeals must be promptly filed post-trial. All aspects 

of a criminal case fit into a pre-detcrmined schedule 

and clients must be protected both from the power of 

the vState to tamper u/ith some of these deadlines and 

from the loss of rights resulting from the defendant's 

oum failure to honor others. Defense attorneys who 

miss deadlines or fail to insist on compliance with 

deadlines by the prosecution can be found ineffective 

and the defendant awarded a new trial or granted some 

other relief as a consequence.. This is not, in other 

words, a system which either permits by rule or 

tolerates by practice unnecessary delay in resolving a 

case. 

The practice of domestic law is a very 

different matter. Like most other areas of civil 

practice, it is a system where time has value as fees, 

as money in the pockets of attorneys, and where what 

some call the tradition of courtesy have long condoned 

the leisurely resolution of disputes and looked with 
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disfavor upon objections to alleged dilatonness in 

one's colleagues. II is also a system where the 

parlies, one or both, have a very specific emotional 

slake in prolonging litigation — lime can equalize 1 he 

hurt and provide re1ribuiion; ii can also satisfy 

interests of selfishness and secrecy — is further a 

system where because lau/yors arc asked to fill the role 

as supporters, they often "provide," and I'm quoting 

from Sarah Grebe, "the first step in escalating a 

competitive struggle betu/ecn two hurt and angry 

spouses." This is a system, in other words, which by 

its nature can and otten does bring out the worst in 

all parties involved. 

T listened with dismay, but T must tell 

you, with complete understanding to the horror stories 

of the witnesses who testified at your last session 

here in Harrisburg. Tt has been my experience, just as 

it had been theirs, that many attorneys who practice 

domestic law act as 1f the goal is not to quickly and 

honestly reveal and assess the facts of the case and to 

resolve it to the client's best interest- in 

consideration of these facts, but simply to harass, 

hurt, and financially eviscerate the other side, and to 

indulge these same aspirations m their clients. Tt 

has been my experience, just as it had been theirs, 
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thai if loit lo their own do.vico.s, divorce litigants, 

or at least ono of thorn in every case, wt 11 rarely, if 

ever, doc trio lo resolve his or hor own case honest ly, 

fairly, and quickly. The primary weapon of these 

attorneys and of those litigants — and T tell you it 

is often dititcult to distinguish the real culprit — 

is delay; delay in acknowledging the breakdown of the 

marriage, delay in acknowledging the rights of the 

other party, delay m providing accurate information, 

delay in preparing the case for a hearing, delay in 

permitting final resolution of the case. 

As written, neither the Divorce Code nor 

the Rules of Civil Procedure applicable to divorce 

practice can be found to have produced this unholy 

alliance of interests I have just described to you. Tn 

fact, the Divorce Code contains very precise language 

about the morality of divorce practice, so to speak — 

1 refer to the objectives set forth in the lirst 

section of the Code, now numbered 3102 — and the Rules 

of Civil Procedure actually specify time limits wiLhm 

which certain procedures must be accomplished. They 

further provide, at least generally, for the imposition 

of sanctions for the violation of these provisions. 

This language and these rules should constitute a 

sufficiently explicit code to guide the practice of 
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divorce law by ai1ornoys and to control the condud of 

obstroporous clients. Unforiunalciv» adherence to 

these policies and enforcemenl of 1hese time limits is, 

to say the leasl, minimal. 

I suggesl to the commit ice 1ha1 ihere are 

two solutions to 1 he problem of delay in 1 he resoluiion 

of divorce cases. Unfortunately, only one of 1hese 

solutions can be accomplished legislatively. The o1her 

depends on 1 he ability of 1 he bench and bar to police 

Ihemselves and to control elicnls and on the 

willingness of all persons involved in domes!IC 

practice lo acl in a manner u/hich effectuates the 

objectives of the Divorce Code. 

One u/ay to control the use of delay in 

divorce, cases is to include in the Rules of Civil 

Procedure applicable to divorce a specific 1 imo limil 

u/ilhin which all divorce cases must bo resolved and 

specific mandatory sanctions which musi be imposed when 

eilher party, or his or her attorney, violates a 

provision imposing time limits on the complelion of any 

procedure. And let me 1ell you before T go on T 

understand thai this is an area which, unfortunately, 

cannot be accomplished legislatively. These amendments 

would be up lo the Rules Committee of 1 he Supreme 

Court. Nonetheless, T thought it was important 1 hat 
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you understand my feelings about this. 

T would first signal 1 he desire of 1 ho 

legislature that these changes be made by first 

amending the Divorce Code, and this T think could be 

done by 1 he legislature, to include a statement of 

policy in Section 3102 thai neither parly hold the 

other hostage 1o any claim, economic or otherwise, in 

any divorce case. Thai objective is assumed in Section 

3323(c) of the code, which permits bifurcation of 

economic claims trom the divorce itse.lt but it is not 

specifically stated in Section 3102. 

T would then, as T've Indicated, 

encourage the Supreme Court to amend the Rules of Civil 

Procedure to include a number of new provisions. 

For instance, in rule 1920.3 T would add 

the provisions that at filing, all divorce complaints 

be stamped by the Prothonotary with a hearing date 

which shall then occur no later than one year from the 

date of the filing of the complaint; that upon the 

filing of a complaint, all divorce cases shall be 

immediately assigned to a Master; and that all aspects 

of a divorce complaint shall either be resolved by 

agreement or mediation or be ready for hearing by a 

Master by the hearing date originally assigned. As T'm 

sure many of you are aware, it used to be the practice 
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hero in Federal District Court that when a civil 

complaint. was filed, the complaint u/as si amped u/i 1 h a 

trial dale and immediale.lv assigned to a judge. That 

judge was responsible for overseeing all aspects or the 

case. Tl was expected, and in fact required, that 

discovery would be completed by that date and that the 

case would be ready for trial by the date assigned 

Extensions of time were rarely granted. T believe such 

procedure could be beneficially introduced into divorce 

practice in Slate court, although T acknowledge that to 

be effective, the amendment would have to be 

accompanied by a concomitant increase in the number of 

divorce Masters per county, and T understand the 

financial impact of that statement. 

Second, T would amend rules 1920.51 

and/or 1920.52 to give Masters the authority to issue 

orders and impose sanctions for violation of time 

limits so that once a case is assigned to a Master, and 

whether or not the case actually goes hearing, the 

Master would have the authority to hear and resolve all 

procedural disputes between the parties. Tl would be 

recommended that Masters be accessible to resolve 

disputes promptly and thus to avoid exacerbating the 

problem of delay. My idea here is simply to try to 

speed things up to avoid having to file a petition, get 
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a hearing date, get the hearing daln continued, finally 

appear in froni of the judge, hold all kinds of formal 

ics1 lmony, 1 hen wait for a decision, in i he meantime 

two or three months have passed. 

Third, T would add to the divorce 

practice rules language similar to that found in 

Federal Rule of CMvil Procedure, number 11. This rule 

requires parties and attorneys to certify that their 

motions and pleadings are tiled tor legitimate purpose. 

T've given you the language of the rule on pages 7 and 

8 of my testimony. T believe the most important part 

of: the language is in about the middle ot the paragraph 

quoted on page 7 which requires that the attorney or 

the moving party acknowledge that the motion or 

pleading is well-grounded in fact, is warranted by 

existing law or some other good faith legal argument , 

and that it is not interposed for any improper purpose 

such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or 

needless increase in the cost of litigation which, of 

course, is precisely the problem that we often have in 

divorce practice. T would suggest that adoption of 

this rule be made in an effort to regulate the conduct 

of both attorneys and clients. 

Fourth, T would amend the divorce 

practice rules to include more specific and mandatory 
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sand ions for the viola I ion of bolh 1he above-cited 

certification language, thai is the. language* from this 

Rule. 11, and of any lime limit. As presently writ I en, 

sanctions for violation of discovery and production of 

document rules are stated in the same terms applicable 

to all civil actions. For example, divorce Rule 

1920.31 requires that within 30 days after service of a 

pleading or petition containing a claim for alimonv or 

counsel tees, each party file an income and expense 

statement. The rule, further provides that upon failure 

to timely file, the Court, and T quote, may make an 

appropriate order regarding sanctions in accordance 

u/ith Rule. 4019, u/hich is found in the general nvil 

practice rules section. In my experience, and although 

Rule 4019 includes a range of specific sanctions, 

because attorneys do not like to seek sanctions against 

other attorneys, and because judges apparently do not 

like to impose sanctions on former colleagues, the 

usual appropriate order is merely an extension of time 

within which to file the requested material. In these 

circumstances, the only party penalized is the party 

seeking compliance with the time limit. T have never 

seen any other sanction imposed except to extend the 

time for fulfillment of the obligation. 

To guarantee that the bench and bar 
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police. 1 hcmscl ves, T u/ould propose that: the language of 

Rule 4019(c)(1), which permits a judge to order 1hat a 

particular "fact be taken to he established in 

accordance with the claim of the party obtaining the 

order," and the language permitting the imposition of 

lines be included as mandatory penalties in the divorce 

rules themselves. Tn other words, a party who fails to 

timely produce required information would be precluded 

from doing so at any time and the court or Master would 

be permitted, indeed required, to rely on whatever data 

the party obtaining the order cared to present about 

the non-complying party's financial situation. At the 

same time, attorneys representing the non-complying 

party would be subject to mandatory fines for each day 

of the client's non-compliance. Tn this way, clients 

and attorneys would be forced to control the other to 

insure expeditious delivery of intormation and would be 

denied the luxury of blaming delay on the other, which 

in my experience is precisely what: happens. You talk 

to another attorney and he or she says it's my client. 

T can't get my client to produce the information so T 

can't get it to you. Your own client , of course, is 

tolling you that it 's the other client, the other 

attorney's fault. The fact ot the matter is that it's 

probably a combination of the two. The attorneys can't 
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control their clients and 1 ho clients don't wan! lo be 

controlled, so it seems to me a rule which just says 

both of yon are going to be responsible would be in 

order. 

In addition, denying the bench a choice 

of remedy and therefore the choice oi no remedy at all 

would ensure, just as do mandatory sentencing 

provisions, that all parties similarly situated are 

treated similarly, without discretion. T would make 

the same proposal about Rule 1920.33, which requires 

that inventory and appraisement forms be tiled within 

60 days of the service of a pleading containing a claim 

for determination and distribution of assets, that is 

equitable distribution. Imposing mandatory sentences 

of the type T have described would also go some way, T 

believe, towards solving the problem of clients and 

attorneys who deliver inaccurate or incomplete 

information. The rule would be, if you don't present 

it, it doesn't exist, so if Mary says the business is 

worth $10 million and you present no -financial 

information to prove differently, or don't do so 

promptly, the case will be resolved anyway and on the 

basis of Mary's figures. 

Tt would seem appropriate, if these 

revisions are made, and if a one-year Iime limit for 
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resolution of all divorce rases is adopted to lenglhen 

the time periods within which informal ion must be 

provided to the other side or 1o the court or Master. 

T would propose, for instance, a 90-day limit for I he 

delivery of all forms that have to be filled out and 

any other discovery information, and T would hope lhal 

these rules would encourage parties to provide complete 

and accurate information but- also lo do so prompt ly. T 

have very little doubt that it would only take one case 

in one county decided on the basis of only one party's 

information at the same time that one attorney is lined 

for one day to have some impact, I'm not sure it would 

solve the problem, but to have some impact on all the 

other attorneys and divorce litigants in that county. 

It will never happen. 

A second solution that I would propose to 

you to the problem of delay is to take the matter of 

divorce litigation out of the hands of the courts and 

to put it back or to put it into the hands of the 

parties themselves. This can be accomplished, it seems 

to me, by instituting a system of mediation or 

arbitration, an idea which I know is not new to this 

body. Most if not all of the legislation proposed just-

recently or within the past few months by both the 

House and Senate to amend the Divorce Code provides for 
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voluntary mediation or arbitration in divorce cases. T 

believe T have all the numbers, Senate. Bills 273, 1295, 

1296, and House Rill 1260. 

T would suggest" to this commit tee, 

however, that to truly make mediation work, you must 

not legislate it at all. I would propose no fees, 

especially no prohibitive ones. $500 which is included 

in one of the Senate bills, I believe, is ridiculous. 

Ti you have a $500 filing fee, nobody is going to use 

the system of mediation in the same way that in 

Cumberland County, where there was a $700 fee for using 

a Master, T had many clients who never went to a Master 

because they could never afford the $700. T would, 

instead, reduce all of the legislation that's been 

proposed to one or two lines. 

Litigated divorce is an adversarial 

process. Divorcing parties are opponents, competing 

against each other to divide everything, including the 

children. Tn these circumstances, the court system 

itself becomes a weapon where rules, time limits and 

procedures are used and abused in an effort to "win." 

Mediation, on the other hand, takes a cooperative 

approach to conflict resolution. Rather than being 

encouraged to destroy each other emotionally and 

financially, mediation requires that the parties work 
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together to preserve what they have for themselves and 

for their children. By Its nature, and to truly work, 

mediation requires that the parties agree on their own 

rules. The more the court interferes, it seems 1o me, 

the more it tolls them what to do, the more adversarial 

the process becomes and the greater the possibility 

that delay is used as a weapon. 

Accordingly, T would suggest that 

legislation in this area be strictly limited to the 

following amendments: A provision announcing the 

availability of mediation to all divorcing parties, 

which procedure could be invoked immediately after the 

filing of the divorce complaints; secondly, a provision 

announcing the availability of mediators to all 

divorcing parties, by list to be maintained in the 

Prothonotary's office in all counties; and, third and 

finally, a provision that upon certification of one 

party that mediation has not been successful, the 

divorce case shall proceed to hearing by a Master. T 

would not attempt to structure the system of mediation 

beyond these provisions. 1 would leave it up to the 

parties to do so. That is precisely what mediation is 

supposed to accomplish. 

A11 this is not to say that mediation is 

not subject: to abuse or that it entirely eliminates the 
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possibility "that- delay u/111 bo used as a weapon. In 

fact , my fear is thai one of 1 he parties would use 1 ho 

possibility of mediation for just- thai purpose. Ry 

inserting yet another possible step in the already 

lengthy proeess ol resolving issues involved in 

divorce, you give both attorneys and litigants yet 

another opportunity to put off resolution of the rase, 

and the same way now some parties will insist on 

counseling, just for the purpose of delay. What is 

more, if one spouse requests mediation and the other is 

not committed to it, that spouse can delay lilting out 

the financial statement and budget forms that mediators 

usually provide immediately. These forms can also be 

tilled out incorrectly to hide or misrepresent assets. 

Mediation sessions can be canceled and not promptly 

rescheduled. Tn other words, the list of possible 

abuses is endless and reliance would have to be made on 

the qualifications and preparation of the mediators 

involved, which may, unfortunately, be as risky as 

relying on attorneys. Nonetheless, T believe that in 

proposing this alternative, mediation or arbitration, 

you have satisfied your duty to the citizens of 

Pennsylvania to impose some kind of reform on divorce 

practice in the Commonwealth. 

T regret completing my testimony on a 
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melancholy nolo, but T must loll you that T have no 

illusion 1 hat amendments to the Rules of Civil 

Procedure of the nature T have proposed u/i 11 ever be 

adopted by the Rules Committee of I he Supremo Courl . T 

also have little hope 1 hat you can make mediation the 

preferred method of resolving divorce cases in the 

Commonu/eal 1 h. What is most discouraging, hou/cver, is 

that my experience teaches me that even if adopted, 

neither the rule changes T have outlined nor the 

mediation procedures you and your colleagues have 

proposed will substantially alter divorce practice in 

Pennsylvania. The problem is that for any system of 

laws and procedures to work, all parties involved in 

the application and interpretation thereof must acl in 

good faith, and good faith cannot be legislated. You 

cannot mandate, that Masters, mediators, judges, 

attorneys and parties treat each other fairly in an 

open and honest proceeding, and you cannot force either 

the bench and Bar or ordinary citizens to impose rules 

of conduct on themselves. 

The possibility of abuse and therefore o1 

delay exists in any system you might devise, no ma1ter 

how rigid or loose. This is not an idea, T know, which 

has wide acceptance in cither the legal community or 

elsewhere. As a consequence, T am sure that people 
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u/ill continue to look to you to solvo i ho problems i hoy 

face 1n securing a divorce and in resolving all mailers 

related thereto and that these will not be your last-

hearings. Your efforts in this area are to be 

applauded, but T for one u/i 1 1 nol tault you for failing 

to slay the real dragon. Thank you. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONF: Thank you very 

much for your testimony. 

MS. ZTLLT: Thank you. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Mr. Chairman, just 

a rouple comments. 

CHATRMAN CAITAGTRONE: Sure. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: First of all, I 

deeply appreciate the in-depth analysis that you made 

to many of the practical problems that are there. T 

think more importantly for a number of our colleagues 

who are not present, if they do take the Itme to read 

the transcript and the testimony provided, I think it 

wi 11 give some practical insight to the problems that 

are inherent in the system, many of u/hieh, as T agree 

with you, will not, cannot nor will ever be able to be 

ultimately changed, because T have yet been able to 

meet an attorney that can totally control a client who 

desires not to allow the system to work for which it 

was intended to work. Again, T think this analysis is 
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unbelievably wcl 1 -present cd and T wi 11 certainly take 

1 he time to move those people thai can be moved in the 

legislature that will lake some consideration of 1 he 

subject seriously, and your m-depth analysis of the 

perspectives that you put forward in a very, very, very 

admirable way. This is an unbelievable presentation 

for nol being paid to do it, unless there's something 

out there that T don't know about. 

MS. ZTLLT: No, sir. T have 1o go back 

to my office. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Be that as it may, 

thank you very much. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

MS. ZTLLT: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you. 

We will next hear from Ronald Kalzman, 

Esquire, Harrisburg family law practitioner, 

Pennsylvania Supreme Court, Civil Rules Committee. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Mr. Chairman, are 

we having a break or are you going to follow in the 

tradition of the Senator from Delaware and just keep 

grinding us out? 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Ronald did have a 

hearing that he had to go to, evidently, and he may or 

may not be here, as the case may be, at 2:00 o'clock. 
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Okay. 

U/c could go l.o Sandra Moil Ion and Maria 

Cognotti, bolh attorneys from Harrisburg, family law 

practice, Pennsylvania Trial Lawyers Association. 

MS. ME 11,TON: Good aRornoon. My name is 

Sandy Mcillon, and T u/ant to take this opportunity to 

1 hank you folks for letting us speak to you, and T have 

that in my written testimony, bu1 having sat here and 

listened to what was presented to you, and, 

unfortunately, we missed just a little bit of Marilyn's 

presentation, T am oven more thankful for the 

opportunity to have a chance to sit here and try to 

talk to you about some of the problems that u/e, as 

practitioners, face in our daily practice of family 

law. 

As I said, my name is Sandy Moil ton, I'm 

with the Dauphin County law firm of Hep ford, Swart?'- & 

Morgan located here in Harrisburg. My practice is 

limited to two areas, workers' compensation and family 

practice, both of which are subject to a lot of 

proposed legislative change at this point in time. And 

right now T would say that my primary focus is very 

heavily family law and has been for the last several 

years, but: T do still do workers' compensation. 

T am one of the two custody conciliators 
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hare in Dauphin County and Man a is the other, and T am 

a member or the. Family Law Sections of the Pennsylvania 

Trial Lawyers, the Pennsylvania Rar Association, and 

the Dauphin County Rar, and also T write and lecture 

frequently for the. Pennsylvania Rar Institute and the 

Pennsylvania Trial Lawyers. Also I'm a past member of 

the Roard of Directors of the Pennsylvania Trial 

Lawyers Association. 

We're going to kind of flip back and 

forth here and T am going to let Man a introduce 

herself and tell you how we. would like to approach this 

quest ion. 

MS. COGNETTI: Good afternoon. My name 

is Maria Cognctt 1 . T'm a partner in the Harnsburg law 

firm of Mette., Evans and Woodside. I also am a past 

member ol the Roard of Directors of the Pennsylvania 

Trial Lawyers. T am presently a member of the PRA 

Family Law Council; Vice-Chair of the Dauphin County 

Rar Association Family Law Section, and since the 

inception of our program many years ago T have been one 

ot the two custody conciliators for Dauphin County, and 

T am a Fellow in the American Academy ol Matrimonial 

Lawyers. 

T have been practicing since 1978, and 

during that entire period of lime my practice is solely 
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family law and domestic relations matters. Like Sandv, 

T also l e d u m fairly often tor the Pennsylvania Bar 

Institute on family law matters, and I also write if or 

"The Barrister," which is the Pennsylvania Trial 

Lawyers publication. 

Sandy and T are basically testifying 

together today based on our membership in PaTLA and the 

fact that we are the two custody conciliators. We've 

been practicing m the same area for a long enough 

period of time that we share many of 1 he same 

experiences. I feel like I'm rushing through this, 

but, like Sandy, T've hoard so much this morning that 

T'm hopeful that you'll ask us some of the questions 

you've been asking this morning so that we can share 

our insights with you. 

Basically, our testimony represents our 

joint views on most of what we will express and 

sometimes the same as what you have heard already and 

sometimes different from what" you've heard. What we 

had planned to present, unless you want to cut us off 

and redirect us, would be an overview of the Divorce 

Code, which Sandy will present, a brief summary of the 

practices and procedures in Central Pennsylvania, and 

then our thoughts on some of your proposed legist a lure. 

MS. MR! I.TON: Okay, as T'm sure you are 
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aware. or have boon lold in the course of those 

hearings, and as T toll my clients when they come, in 

the office, getting a divorce in Pennsylvania, a 

divorce decree, is not loo difficult We've got one of 

three u/ays. You can go the. simple, no-fault, 90-day 

divorce whore both parties sign an affidavit of consent 

and you ltle that with the court after 90 days. Well, 

you sign it after 90 days, hopefully, you wail your 

period, you file it with the court and you never have 

to sec the inside ot a courtroom. Absent both parties' 

willingness, however, you still have two options. You 

can move forward with the old-fashioned fault divorce, 

or you can wait and live separate and apart for a 

period of two years. When legislation first came in, 

for a period of three years now reduced to two, and T 

understand from reading the proposed legislation a 

suggestion lhat we now reduce it to one year and we'll 

address that a little later in our presentation. 

Getting the divorce is really not where., 

in my experience anyway, where the. system slows down. 

Sure, you might get into bifurcation hearings, but 

absent that , your real slow down to the process comes 

when the court starts to address the economic 

distribution of property. 

The legislature has told us that under 
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the Divorce Code you are supposed to equitably 

distribute property in a fashion to, and T wanted to 

quote this right', too, "to effectuate economic 

justice." Now, the appellate courts have told us that 

that doesn't mean you start with 50-50, folks. The 

50-50 is not even a starting point. You have to listen 

to the testimony and make a decision on hou/ you are 

going 1o divide up the economic pie. And that is not a 

simple proposition. You have to identify marital 

property and then you have to divide that marital 

property. Tn addition to that, the courts have to 

address the issues of alimony, alimony pendente lite, 

counsel fees and costs. 

As Judge Hummer pointed out earlier 

today, this is relatively new legislation, and T only 

started to practice family law in 1980. T never 

practiced under the old Code, and T have seen an 

evolution since 1980 of refining the statute which was 

given to us in 1980. And good refinement and 

definition through the appellate system. We have now 

gotten the statute, to a point where we can advise 

clients on what is likely to happen in a lot of 

situations. T don't mean to represent to you that 

there aren't going to still be areas that have to be 

defined. For example, a personal injury settlement is 
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mania] property under some ci rcumstancos, but that 

doesn't mean It's divided 50-50. T see that matter 

being litigated by the vSupremc Court. And like any 

other piece of legislation, the only way u/e'ro going to 

get those answers is to lot the process evolve. It 's 

slou/ and it is, unfortunately, painful, but that's the 

u/ay, that's the only way we're going to get definition 

to ihe statu!os that's in front of us. 

To keep in mind, and T'm not even going 

to talk about support and custody in any great extent, 

but those are jus! two ancillary issues thai the courts 

have to deal wiih on a daily basis which compound the 

problems before you. T'm going to flip over to Maria 

and let: her tell you how things are handled here in 

Dauphin County, and then we'll go from there. 

MS. COGNETTT: As you all know, T'm sure, 

family law practice varies county to county. One of 

the best things that's happened to a family law 

practitioner in Ihe State of Pennsylvania lately is the 

support guidelines which now let us not have 50 sets of 

support guidelines in our office. We can, in most 

cases, predict for our clients what will happen in ihe 

next county or four counties over. But practice s1111 

changes from county !o county. Sandy basically limits 

most of her family law practice to Dauphin and 
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Cumberland. I'm primarily limited to Dauphin, 

Cumberland, York, Perry, a little of Lebanon and 

Lancaster, so when we're done, if there are any 

specific questions, wo can probably answer them on 

those counties but not much more. 

It's our underslanding from our dealings 

with other practitioners and from the little bit of 

work that we do in the outlying counties that mosl of 

the. practices are somewhat comparable to Cumberland and 

Dauphin, so we'11 mainly speak on those. Tn Dauphin 

and Cumberland, support cases are first heard by 

hearing officers who have the power to recommend 

orders. T think you've already heard that today. And 

parties who are dissatisfied with the result of the 

hearing conference have the ability to request a 

hearing dc novo before the court, and that's basically 

what Judge Morrison was telling us about this morning. 

T listened with a lot of attention to what he was 

saying because T think that we have in Dauphin County 

right now one of the most exceptional systems for 

getting and collecting especially support. Now, that 

doesn't mean that there aren't exceptions to the rule 

and that some people don't have problems or that some 

cases don't take a long time to get resolved, but nghl 

now with Judge Morrison's theory for the last few years 
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whore at least we can toll our people non—supporters 

will go to jail, it gives us a lot bigger hammer lo use 

on these people and it works. Whether he sends them or 

not, everybody in the county knows that .Judge Morrison 

has an altitude that non-supporters won't go back ou1 

on t he street . 

And wc have a collection enforcement 

office that right now is doing a wonderful job 

although, unfortunately, I'm going to kind of go 01 t 

the materials a little bit, I sat here this morning and 

listened to things and made me realize that every 1lme 

you come up with a solution to something, there's 

always going 1o be someone out there who has a problem 

with it. We have an enforcement office right now 1 hat 

is doing a wonderful job, an absolutely wonderful job 

and coming under attack now because they are loo 

aggressive. Now you go one way, you get hammered, and 

you go the other way and get hammered. This, between 

Judge Morrison's office and the enforcement office, 

most of us think they are doing a great job, and yet 

the people that arc doing that job arc under attack, so 

that's somewhat unfortunate. 

Custody issues in both counties, and in a 

lot of the surrounding counties, are first heard by a 

custody conciliator. We are kind of proud in Dauphin 
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County, we have gotten our system taken up m 

Cumberland jusl recently and in York, -they've had a 

concilia! ion program for a while and they have, just 

kind of recently, adopted it to be a little bit more 

like ours, and this is u/i t h the hope that every case 

has to go to a custody conciliator. It cannot avoid 

the process. And u/e have no pou/er to enter an order, 

but what we do have is the pou/er to kind of tun st arms 

and to try and get people to see, in the clear-cut 

cases, u/hat ' s right and what's wrong. You know, a 

simple denial of visitation isn't something that should 

wait three months to go into court for a hearing. We 

do have whaL we think is a pretty exceptional 

settlement rate of close to 85 percent. That kind of 

system is good because it keeps that many more cases 

out of the court system and frees it up for, perhaps, 

the more important custody case that needs to get in 

qui cker. 

Many ol the counties, as I've said, 

around here have the same system. Tf the case comes 

before us and we cannot settle it, we don't even make 

recommendations but we do do a report which then sends 

the case to the judge, gives the judge that 's going to 

hear the case a little bit of an idea of what he is 

going to hear, how much time he may need to hear it and 
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who 1 ho witnesses may be. That is the only ciiect oi 

our report, since wo don't do recommendations. Tt docs 

delay the process a little bit because there's an extra 

step, but it settles so many more of the cases thai wo 

think it's been very much wort hwhi le. 

Now I'm sure I hat probably most of you 

know that Dauphin or Cumberland, or T believe most ot 

the counties around here, do not have an actual Family 

Court Division. I think what Judge Hummer has is 

probably the closest to a Family Court Division because 

he has Family Court judges that are permanent. Tn 

Dauphin we have a rotating support judge, as .Judge 

Morrison has been for a couple of years. We have a 

judge assigned to administer the custody conciliator 

program, but all ot our judges hear custody cases. Tn 

Cumberland, all judges hear support, all judges hear 

custody, and all judges hear equitable distribution 

arguments, et cetera. Tn York, they have a pretty good 

system. They have a judge assigned to custody cases 

only, but it's a rotating position again, and a judge 

assigned to all other family law matters, but that's 

also rotating. 

Now, those are, as Sandy said, t he-

collateral issues. The main problem is generally in 

the real meat of the case, and that 's the equitable 
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distribution, 1 ho properly, the alimony issues, and the. 

systems that are evolving, and T believe it may have 

been Judge Hummer this morning who said give, it some 

more, time, it's finally beginning to work it sell out. 

Tn Dauphin, u/e have now evolved into a two divorce, 

Master system. These two people are. now getting lots 

of experience in doing this. They are both exceptional 

divorce attorneys. Tn Cumberland, starting January 

1992, they will have one divorce Master who will hear 

all cases. Ho has a lot of experience. That should 

help. 

Prior to the new system m Cumberland 

County, I believe any attorney in the county was 

allowed to hear a divorce case. And T can tell you 

that there are exceptions to what we think a system 

that works because T have, had cases down in Cumberland 

that have been large cases that have been far over the 

heads of the Masters down there that have waited a year 

for a Master's report, but that's the. exception. Fiut 

the system is starting to work now. Dauphin is down to 

two Masters that are specialists. Cumberland is down 

to one Master who is going to devote a full-time 

practice to it, and that's happening in the areas 

surrounding us, so T think that's a good step. 

Rut one of the problems that T think you 
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all arc, realizing already is that the Master's hearing 

is the only time at- u/hieh a divorce litigant gets to 

give testimony. And some people do feci slighted, they 

u/ant their day in front oi a judge, you know, u/ho is 

this person, you know, the hearing might be held in 

some small conference room that does not give an air of 

formality. Maybe there are some ways to cure that. T 

think we're stuck with the Masters system so we've got 

to work to make it belter, and T think we are working 

toward that end. 

Now, these procedures are cumbersome and 

are somewhat duplicative, but as I've been saying, in 

most of the cases they work. You hear about the ones 

that don't work. T get letters from my clients who 

don't: like me. I rarely get a letter from, T hope, the 

majority of my clients that think T've done a good job, 

and that's just, that's life. Custody issues are 

resolved. Support orders are entered. Support moneys 

arc collected and il works without sometimes or most 

often the necessity of going to litigation. T always 

I ell people, and Sandy can verify this, probably less 

than F> percent of my cases go through a Master's 

hearing. T mean, that's the way to get more cases 

done. Once you let a case get into the system, T 

unfortunately can tell you that if a particular 
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litigant, not the attorney, the litigant-, wants to keep 

a case going for years, he can do il . 

T told Sandy T wantod to tell you that 

what I was silting back there reading is one of my 

cases from about seven years ago and the husband has 

all the property so he appealed. And the Superior 

Court remanded, came back, another order, appealed 

again. Won on that one, went up to the Supreme Court , 

remanded. As soon as you have a remand, you've got 

another year, another two years. There is nothing we 

can do about that, and T don't see it as that being the 

attorneys, that is the litigants and it's the 

exception. Even where it's the litigants it's the 

exception. Rut I'm not sure that the legislation that 

you have proposed is really the answer, and we will 

talk about that a little bit. 

MS. MRTLTON: Maria commented that less 

than 5 percent of her cases, or cases in general, 1 

think, go to a Master. Most of them are settled out of 

court, and someone said to me early in my practice of 

law that the only good settlement is one where both 

sides are unhappy. And that's probably accurate, but 

the problem with that: is that T ' ve found that once the 

divorce is over, too lrequently people then want to 

come back and rethink and they want to re-guess what 
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has happened already and why did you lot mo settle and 

why this and why thai. And their questions arc valid 

ones and they arc ones thai you have already explained 

to them a number of times, but T think 1 ha1 one of the 

reasons u/hy a lot of people or a lot of attorneys end 

up saying 1o their clients, well, i1 you want to go to 

court, I can only advise you that the result may be 

l hus and such and may not be as good, but if you u/ant 

to go, then u/e have to go. 

And this brings me, this altitude brings 

me t o u/hat T think is probably, in my opinion, the 

biggest flaw in our system, and that is our failure or 

the failure of lawyers, legislators, judges and 

everyone to recognize and effectively deal u/11 h the 

emotionally charged situation that u/e' re handling. 1 

have had guns pulled on me, T have been maced in the 

support office, T have had clients hit me, I have had 

clients on the other side of the table hit me. Why do 

T do this? I don't know. You really do si art to 

question your sanity. Rut T think the reason you do il

ls because the majority of the cases don't resolve that 

way. T think that if we recognize upfront that divorce 

clients are angry, upset, and in a lot of cases they 

are frightened. They come to you, they don't know 

where to turn, they don't know where their money is 
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going to como from for 1hmr next meal. I hoy have a 

very major problem lo deal wi1h before i hoy can oven 

effectively think about economic distribution. The 

last thing 1 hat client has on his or her mind u/hen he 

comes Lo your office or my office is how we're going lo 

cut up the property. Usually they are u/orriod about 

custody, 1 hey are u/orry about where are 1 hey going lo 

live tomorrow. And as you work wiIh clients, you start 

to see that they — as a lawyer, I don't have 1 he 

ability to deal with their emotional problems. And 

they expect you to be able to do that. They need 

counseling. Most of them — now let me qualify that . 

Not every client who comes in my office needs 

counseling or wants counseling, but many of them want 

counseling and cannot afford it. Now, T don't know how 

we solve that problem. There's a limited amount oi 

money and a limited amount of resources, but it's 

unfortunate that this highly emotional area of law 

doesn't afford litigants any opportunity to deal with 

that emotion. 

And that leads to one of I he problems 

with the system, and that is until you can get your 

clients to focus on economics and focus on what you're 

there to help them with, it 's very difficult to resolve 

any cases. Many clients just cannot deal with it at 
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thai point. And I'm always amazed, and Judge Morrison 

mentioned this, someone will come 1 o my office and we 

go through the initial process of intake and as you 

start: the negotiation process, they become angry that 

their husband or wife is being so unreasonable or is 

being so dictatorial or is being so arbitrary in their 

position, and T frequently have to point out to them, 

hey, do you remember you're divorcing this man or this 

woman? If they were perfect, if they were easy to deal 

with, if they were reasonable, you wouldn't be 

divorcing them. Rut the, only way they can work through 

that emotional difficulty is either with counseling or 

with time, unfortunately, and many people arc not 

equipped to deal with a divorce within 90 days. They 

simply are not. 

And as a custody conciliator, I 

especially see the problem with not having 

psychological counseling or some assistance in this 

area available. The courts want a psychological 

evaluation of the parties. They want a home study done 

and they should have, they should have those things. 

Rut they can't get them because there is no funding. 

People cannot afford to have this done in every case, 

and in custody cases it is absolutely essential. 

What's the answer9 The answer would be it we had an 
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absolute unlimited amount of funding 1o help 1 hose 

people, to help them work through their problems, 1 

1hmk that that would take a lot of pressure oi f the 

individuals and help them to betier deal on 1h the 

economic issues. T don't know that thai funding will 

ever be available, but T think thai it's a problem thai 

the legislature has to keep in mind. And keep in mind 

that all the amendments to legislation in the world 

won't change the situation. 

Maria? 

MS. COGNETTT : Okay. Basically, T want-

to end with just going over some of the proposed 

legislation that Sandy and I have seen. T understand 

that a lot of this legislation may be necessary for 

other purposes or may have a good purpose, but we're a 

little concerned that it may do the opposite of what it 

is intended to do. T'm not sure how serious these 

pieces of legislation are, so we're going to kind of 

quickly deal with all the ones that we've seen. 

T guess one of the most recent ones r saw 

was the suggestion or proposed piece on a legal 

separation, and the reason that T saw for proffering 

that suggestion seems like a good one; however, if 

anybody sits and thinks about it tor a minute and reads 

what was proposed about a legal separation, it calls 
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1 or a hearing. That's time. II calls for a decision 

by 1 he court . You're- talking about more time and more 

money- That's exactly the two things that u/c are 

trying to get rid ol right now. You're just going to 

throw, you know, another wrench into the whole works 

here. So T can't say that from the point of view of 

the problems we're having now that that would be any 

help. And another filing fee, too, T would assume, 

because it proposes a whole separate complaint for 

separation. This is just going to overburden the 

courts even more than they are right now and T think 

would probably have a phenomenal effect. 

Another proposal, and one which has 

gotten a lot of talk, I know, from the attorneys that 

are aware of it is the one with regard to an interim or 

a partial distribution. Wo want to put forth a whole 

new section of the law that would deal with that. 

Well, again, you're talking about throwing in more 

hearings in a system which already has too many 

hearings and is taking too long. Well, we can tell you 

that you can already get an interim or partial 

distribution by what 's in the Code right now. If your 

case is an appropriate case and if you have half of an 

imagination, it 's right there under special relief so 

it doesn't really need to be added because that will 
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just give somebody a whole lot more si uf t 1o file 1 hat 

if they needed it now, 1 hey would be itling it . And T 

think thai that probably should u/ail a 11 11 1 e while to 

just see how the special relief works itself out. 

This arbitration business is kind of neat 

in a sense, but the way 1 read it worded from the 

materials T got it said that the court would have the 

discretion to assign a case to either binding or 

non-binding arbitration. As T think T've heard 

expressed this morning, T don't think that's a good 

idea. You're, throwing at our litigants, again, one 

more step which tells them they are not good enough to 

be in the real court system. Now, some things thai 

I've heard of from some of my Philadelphia friends, if 

I've heard them correctly, is that they have the option 

of arbitration in some of those counties, they have the 

option for it to be binding or non-binding, but it's at 

the choice of the parties. I think that's a wonderful 

idea but. T think the minute you make it at the 

discretion of the judge, you've kind of killed that 

great idea. I know that there are a lot of cases, T 

think it 's some of the bigger cases out in those 

Philadelphia counties. They have got some wondertul 

arbitrators who are the more well-known divorce 

attorneys in the area, and other good divorce attorneys 
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arc happy to hoar another good divorce attorney hoar 

their rase because lhat other divorce attorney who is 

arbitrating probably may be. a little more knou/1 odgeabl o 

than the, average judge who has to hoar 58 different 

areas of law. So T think it it was an optional system 

that we ourselves in conjunction with our clients could 

choose, sure, but don't throw something else into the 

system that says to these people you are not good 

enough to get a real judge. T mean, I think they are 

already feeling that as it is. 

One of the big things that's discussed is 

this two years to one year, and T think you're going to 

find that attorneys flip-flop on that. There are pros 

and cons. Sandy and T have discussed it at length and 

basically we see a con to it, it we can try and explain 

that to you. Right now, under the two years, which 

used to be throe years, a lot of dependent spouses, and 

we'll just call thorn women tor now, use that two-year, 

thoy can get support during that two-year period of 

time. Tt's easier to get support than it is to got 

alimony. In our county it's pretty grievous misconduct 

to not get support if you're the dependent spouse. So 

in most cases the dependent spouse can got spousal 

support: and they know that they can got it for at least 

two years. Now, if they are smart and if thoy are the 
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good client, i hoy wi 11 use those 1 wo years or you will 

encourage I horn to use those t u/o years to get back on 

their feet. A lot of times T have to say to my people, 

you're going to gel this two years' worth of support 

but T think your alimony case, is awlul. So lei 's be 

building, get a job, go back to school, take a course, 

you know, look for a better job. Figure out what 

you're going to do with your kids who are in grade 

school where the court isn't going lo reel you have to 

stay home and take care of them. Use I he two years 

wisely. Now at the. end ol those two years, that 

dependent spouse is more able to negotiate a settlement 

with her spouse. She is a little bit more on equal 

footing with him. She has had an opportunity, she has 

used that time, hopefully, productively. 

Now, if you take those, two years away 

rrom her, after a year she's probably nowhere. The 

•first year is just emotional. She hasn't done anything 

at that poml, just getting back up on her ieet to 

begin with. So at the end of one year, we are a little 

aJ raid that the dependent spouse isn't going to be Tar 

enough along. You're going to force her to litigate as 

opposed to negotiate, and if you do, all that will have 

the result of is sending more cases into the. system on 

an even earlier basis, clogging the system even more. 
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So -that's one of the reasons Sandy and T at least 

bellcvc that the one year may nol bo a good idea. 

There are obviously pros to it also. 

REPRESENTATTVF RRBER: Man a, can 1 

interrupt you there9 

MS. COGNETTT: Yeah. 

REPRESENTATIVE RERER : Since T'm 1 he 

only— 

MS. WOOLLEY: T wasn't allowed to 

inierrupt her. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Well, that's why 

you're staff and that's why T'm the elected public 

official and as the Acting Chairman. 

Mary has worked wtth me on this. 

Frankly, when T came into the legislature in 1981 1 

immediately introduced legislation that would take it 

to the one year. Tn 1984 that legislation was 

successful in passing the House under the tutelage or 

then Chairman Rappaport from Philadelphia. T1 went to 

the Senate, there was extensive hearings, and at thai-

point it died a very common death of other legislation. 

Tt has been introduced and is again currently pending. 

Long before it was articulated by many other so—called 

now proponents of divorce reform. 

My problem though, and the reason whv T 
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interrupted you, T don't necessarily disagree wi 1h what 

you're saying as a basis for keeping it two years as 

opposed to moving it to one, bu1 1 he loclmg that 1 

have always had is that thai argument docs not lie wi t h 

the earlier quotation thai you, Sandy, did use to 

"effect economic justice." If- that, in effect, is the 

overriding principle that is lo be drawn from this 

particular no-fault concept as we know it, then it 's 

inconsistent, in my mind, to advance that argument as a 

basis for perpetuating two years, because otherwise we 

are not effectuating economic justice to that so-called 

dependent spouse, and T guess my feeling is, my 

experience has been that it's very, very small 

minorities that fit into that pigeon hole that you've 

described as being a justifiable basis for keeping it 

two years and needing that , and T'vc always felt that 

there's an overriding group out there that is affected 

adversely, and my feeling is the other spouse, the 

children, the other members of the family, the parents, 

the grandparents, and in my opinion it's belter to 

allow the economic justice provisions to take care of 

that so-called dependent spouse that you would 

otherwise look to get the advantages that you are 

talking aboul. 

MS. COGNRTTT: May T ask a question9 
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REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Certainly. 

MS. COGNETTT: And T think T know tho 

answer, but who arc wo 1rymg to or u/hal arc wo Irving 

to accomplish with tho one year? 

REPRESENTATIVE RERER: With tho one year, 

m my mind, when a marriage is down -the lubes, T think 

it's in the best interests of all the parties in that 

iami 1y, immediate family and otherwise, to know whore 

they stand, to m essence move in another direction, 

which is what: is ultimately going to be accomplished. 

T think the best thing to do is to do it as quickly as 

possible. My experience has been that where children 

are involved, they are used as pawns, and when there 

still is that marriage relationship existing, they are 

used even more so. And T fool that they are the 

injured and innocent parties, not necessarily the 

injured and innocent spouse consents. 

MS. METLTON: Can T ask a question on 

that? 

REPRESENTATIVE RFBER: Sure. 

MS. MFILTON: You're assuming in the 

proposed legislation that at the end of one year a 

divorce decree is going to be entered. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Sure. 

MS. METLTON: And that is not necessarily 
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going lo happen under our system. 

REPRFSFNTATTVE RERF.R : T understand that. 

MS. MRTLTON: Because unless, you know, 

if the person opposing the divorce ran show thai they 

will be economically harmed by having that divorce 

decree entered before the property issues arc resolved, 

then there is going to be no resolution until we get to 

that. 

REPRESENTATIVE RFRFR: Rut T think the 

prior test 1fant, if you will, addressed some of those 

concerns, and T think that is a concern of this 

committee, is to expedite that except in extraordinary 

circumstances where the economics and the valuations 

are so complex that there may be the need for 

additional time. But T think when it all comes 

together, my feeling is its a balancing approach and T 

don't at all disagree with what you said and the way 

that you presented it before T interrupted you, but T 

think in my mind from my experience practicing since 

1972, sitting up here since 1980, listening in hearings 

to people on both sides of the issue since 1980, 

religiously attending those hearings, my view has not 

changed. T have given more credence to the other side 

as you postulate, but T still think on the balance T 

still come out way, way ahead. And that 's just my own 
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personal opinion. 

MS. COONRTTT : One of the — 1o .support 

your position, T think ono or l-hc biggest reasons that 

I had boon behind a onn-ycar change and would again if 

1t counterbalanced— 

REPRF.SENTATTVF RERRR: You're doing the 

tlip-f1 o p — 

MS. COGNETT1: T do. T flip-flop a 1 oi , 

because the problem is in two years, and was with three 

years, in those cases where the wage earner spouse also 

has the majority of the marital property, then to make 

the dependent spouse wait two to three years is very 

inequitable. So now we only have, them wait two years, 

but let 's be serious, the two years doesn't mean 

anything. T'm not sure, and here's where T flip-flop 

again, one year may not mean anything because when the 

year comes and goes it goes and nothing is done. 

RRPRRSRNTATTVE RERRR: Rut let me just 

interrupt: you, too, and T don't have the statistics. 

We have, them available but we'll have them updated tor 

the debate of debates when we, get to it . Rut we arc in 

such a minority, 1f T am not mistaken— 

MS. MF.TLTON: Tn wanting — you're a 

minority in what? 

REPRESRNTATTVE RRRF.R: On the one year 
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aspect, and T guess, again, that's another argument 

that I have, used in the. past that" if, in fact , 1 here is 

this problem that's being postulated, the. vast amount 

of the United Stales is in the wrong in the manner in 

which they have been operating and moving (or a lot-

longer than we have. 

MS. METLTON: Statistically, have you 

seen when you went from three years to two years, and T 

would be interested in knowing it there are any 

statistics, did that expedite the system, because like 

what we've been saying, we flip-flop. Sometimes I 

think one year would be good, sometimes T don't think 

it would be good, sometimes I don't think it makes a 

di M erenc.e . 

REPRESENTATIVE RERER: l haven'1 heard 

from anybody, including the Catholic Conference, and 

there's been problems with changing— 

MS. METLTON: Rut do we know if going to 

two has expedited the system? Because it that's what 

the proposed legislation is to do, thai 's why T 

questloned it . 

MS. COGNETTT: And that kind ot leads me 

to my bottom line position on the two years to one 

year. We see the problem as being twofold, and T think 

you've heard a lot of this. Right now we. need it to be 
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loss expensive for 1 he litigant and u/e need it i o be 

quicker, and I'm not sure that one year, 1 wo years, or 

three years is really going to help either of those two 

areas. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Well then, if 

that's the case, then it might as well be one— 

MS. METLTON: Well, that may be accurale 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: And in my mind 

resolve what: r have long felt: as being 1 he problem is 

the one of immediate family situation that comes from 

the continuation ol is using the children as a pawn in 

modi at ion. 

MS. METLTON: The problem is though, if 

you go to one year in most cases even in cases — your 

average case, or at least what T see. I don't deal 

with big money cases. I have to be realistic. These 

guys can sit here and tell you about their million 

dollars cases. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: We'll hear about 

those tomorrow. 

MS. METLTON: Okay, that's right. I see 

the family that has a house and State pension, and 

those State pensions are valuable. And you tell your 

client thai his pension is worth $300,000 and he looks 

a1 you like you're crazy, but if we allow the divorce 
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1o proceed before thorn is economic, before the 

properly is distributed — let's assume you petition 

for bit urea! 1 on after one, year. T'm going to have to 

oppose that bifurcation if T represent 1 he non-

pensioned spouse, or 1 he spouse u/ho doesn't have the. 

health insurance because T can't control the various 

pension plans, and once you are no longer a spouse 

under too many plans, you've lost your rights. So al a 

minimum after one year, T'm going to have to tell rny 

client we'll oppose the bifurcation, and then we're 

going to have, to litigate this. And T think that it's 

going to increase litigation on the bifurcation issue. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Well, that's 

floating around out there. Individually, T u/ould vote 

" no. " 

MS. METLTON: You would vote "no" on 

what? 

REPRESENTATIVE RFBER: To abolish. I 

would vote, to abolish. But T guess it comes back lo 

the core philosophy behind ofI actuating economic 

justice, and if all your problems are true problems, T 

say then we. have, to effectuate that justice in some 

other and move on and we go forth. 

MS. METI.TON: And T don't think you're 

going to hear a real like you see. 
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REPRESENTATIVE RERER: And now bo Tore I 

turn it back lo the Chairman T'll allow you 1o go bark 

from my objection and conclude your testimony. 

MS. COGNETTT: Rasically, we u/cro close 

lo being done. I 1hink we discussed mosl of your 

proposed legislation thai we wanted to. Obviously, as 

you probably heard from everybody that's testified, the 

answer is more judges, more hearing officers, more 

Masters, and more money. And we can't help you there, 

but that 's what the problem is. 

REPRESENTATIVE RFBER: And less 

irrational clients. 

MS. COGNETTT: Yeah. 

I do have to comment in something in Ms. 

Zilli's paper that says something about penalizing 

attorneys, a proposal that would penalize attorneys 

when their clients' documents aren't filed on time, and 

I for one probably would quit practicing law because T 

have a wonderful tickler system and T get my stuff out 

on time and I tell my clients when T want it back and 

if I don't get it back after I've sent them ten 

letters, I don't want to have to pay for it. There are 

recalcitrant attorneys, obviously. There arc in any 

profession. Rut they are not primarily to blame for 

what a lot of the litigants arc seeing as problems with 
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the system. 

MS. METLTON: And lot mo comment" also on 

Marilyn's tost imony and the thins I think that bothered 

mo, about it Is that divorce litigants aren't criminals 

They're, unfortunate individuals who have a mess on 

their hands, maybe due to no circumstances of their 

own, but to toll them that they are now in a system 

that un 11 divorce them and resolve those problems 

within a set timeframe ts really going to create more 

emotional upset than they're capable, of dealing with at 

that point in time, and believe it or not, given time 

to cool off, many of those people do reconcile. There 

are a number of people who come into my office who want 

a divorce, and when they — T always ask them, T always 

ask them, are you sure? Think about it . And there is, 

there's a reason for that 90-day cooling off period. 

There may be a reason for the one or two years, 

although in deference to you, T don'L think T really 

care if it's one or two years, but these people have, 

they really need the time. You cannot put them in a 

system like the criminal system. At least: T don't 

think so. But I've never practiced criminal law, so T 

can't speak on how that system works. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Mary. 

MS. WOOLI.EY: T have, questions covering a 
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couple of- arras. One of 1 he issues "that you raise and 

Bob said, well, lei's, we need to address the 

inequities of the act and let's do 11 . The testimony 

that we've, heard throughout all ot the hearings is that 

a u/oman is better off getting a support order than 

alimony. And do u/e need to re-examine the factors in 

the alimony chapter of the Code? 

MS. COGNRTTT: It's not the factors, 

Mary. When T said that we appreciate so much those 

support guidelines, that's because, and this is 

something that I've joked with Sandy about, someone 

comes in and wants to talk to you about support , you 

can say, okay, well, here's what it will be. Other 

than for the wage earner who's self-employed, it's a 

little more difficult, but in the majority of cases 

where you've got two salaried people or one salaried 

person you can tell them what it will be. You get 

someone in front of you who says, okay, how much 

alimony will 1 get and for how long? T'm kind oi an 

honest attorney. T say, T don't know. U/ell, what do 

you mean you don't know? Well, there arc guidelines. 

Well, they are wonderlul guidelines and we haven't 

discussed this tor today, so T'll have to say this is 

my feelings. T wish you could give me some kind of 

help that would help me or help the judges or the 
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Masters m determining alimony. 

Now we've heard a rumor thai: in 

Philadelphia the Masters have some guidelines. Now 

I've tried to press our local Masters to get those 

guidelines. T don't rare if they are high or low, at 

least they would be guidelines. But wo can't , T mean, 

that's one of the reasons my rases that don't settle 

don't settle, because the other side is offering 20 

years and you're looking at maybe 5 or it's the other 

way around. Tn one county a 25-year marriage might get 

you a decent: alimony award of say 10 years, and yet in 

Cumberland, in the last 6 months or so, T had a case 

where the people were married 20-some years and one ot 

the judges, in a kind of pre-trial of sorts, said that 

T should be happy t.hat opposing counsel was offering me 

2 or 3 years of alimony. Now, you know, I'm compelled 

to want to get that case over to Dauphin County or do 

something with it, but, you know, it 's not just that 

the one county is kind of miserly, it's just that 

there's really no conformity in the alimony. There are 

no guidelines that will let: Sandy and T sit down as 

opposing counsel and say, it 's a 10-year marriage, they 

make X dollars, you know, we ought to be working in a 

range of 3 to 5 years of alimony. So we don't really 

have help 1herc. 
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MS. MRTLTON: T Ihink thai tho now 

alimony trom '88, 1 he change in tho alimony statute or 

provision has helped. 11 has helped give the dependent 

spouse more opportunity to obtain alimony. Tho problem 

is, as Maria says now, is the uncertainty of what 

you're going to get from county to county. The 

difficulty, though, in guidelines, though, is that you 

always have the. property sitting out here that may 

generate income and therefore throw your guidelines 

off, but at least if you can Loll people with a 

reasonable degree of certainty what's going to happen. 

Since we've had the support guidelines, most cases you 

don't even need a hearing on. I mean, you sit down 

with the other attorney and the four of you si I in a 

room and you say, well, look, here's your income, 

here's her income, and here's what it's going to be. 

We don't need to take it to court. Whether we can do 

that for alimony or not, T don't know, but T think 

there's been a big improvement in the amounts and the 

time limits on awards since the changes. 

MS. COGNETTT: Sandy's right on the now 

support guidelines, there's absolutely no reason not to 

settle a case now. If you know what tho incomes are, 

there's no justification for not settling tt. 

RFPRFSENTATTVR RFRRR: That was the one 
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good thing about pro-1980. 

MS. METLTON: That's right. 

RHPRF.SRNTATTVE RRBER: T always liked 

that. Alimony, what's that- in this State9 Wo don't 

talk about that . Which T alwavs held was what wo 

should havo done post-1980, too. 1 was in a real 

minority thoro. 

MS. WOOLLEY: Two other issues. Woro you 

horo for the York County Master's testimony? 

MS. METLTON: We missed her. 

MS. WOOLLEY: She, we questioned her — T 

guess she was responding to the prior testimony about 

complaints that we havo heard about length ot lime for 

Masters to submit their reports. They're adopting a 

local rule and they are negotiating the timetable right 

now in the local rule. The Bar wants 30 days, she is 

responding with 60. What arc your thoughts? We hear 

it- trom, statewide we hear that complaint . 

REPRESENTATIVE RERER: Forty-tivo. 

MS. COGNETTT: Tt doesn't" really matter. 

T was kind ot whispering with Sandy back there as I was 

hearing the various testimony. The 60-day rule that-

most counties have doesn't help much in those cases 

that are taking a while for the Master to decide. But 

again, T have to believe, and there are some of my 
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rases thai arc sitting for a while, and T gave you 1 ho 

example ol the complicated case heard by one of the 

general Cumberland County Masters, and T knew 11 was 

going to take him a long lime, and T think if you put a 

time limi1 on it, T think 1 he rules generally give 1 he 

Mas1 er 1 he ability lo file for an extension, so T'm no1 

sure it will help. T 1hink there has 1 o be, maybe, 

somebody calling 1 hem to task on it, although T know 

our Masters if Lhcy are not getting their reports out 

on 1 imp is simply because they're overburdened, and 

what can you do about that? 

MS. MFTLTON: We have in Dauphin — If 

think that in Dauphin and Cumberland County we're 

lucky. I don't think I would want to practice law in 

Philadelphia or Allegheny County. 1 wouldn't want to 

practice my workers' comp. law there either because of 

the same problems and here at least Judge Morrison 

said, you heard him say if our Masters aren't getting 

their reports out, we'll get on them about it and they 

do. I've waited as long as a year and a half for a 

decision. I've had a decision in two weeks. And if 

all really stems to the complexity of the case and the 

cooperation in providing Information. And we don'1 sit 

here and say that there aren't lawyers who are at fault 

and there aren't: judges who are at fault. You are 
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going to find 1 hat in any system, but basically I think 

that they turn thorn around pretty fast. 

MS. COGNF.TTT: Mary, you can become a 

little overburdened sometimes with some of these local 

county rules. T practice a lot in York County and the 

two outgoing Family Court judges, Judge Uhler and Judge 

Dorney, f have an awful lot of respect for, T love them 

both, but they have some local rules down there that , 

you know, not only do they make it very difficult for 

me to practice down there but il makes it costly for my 

clients. Now, maybe I hey were put into eilect to help 

the system, but you get to a point with some of these 

local rules where they catch you and they catch you, 

they send you back, they send you back again. You 

know, you have to go down on Tuesday morning at 8:00 

with any motion, even xi if is a motion for a hearing. 

Instead of putting it in the mail you have to present 

it orally, you have to give 72 hours' notice. Tf you 

gave 71 1/2 hours' notice, you have to go back to and 

start again and, you know, you can become overburdened 

by t oo many rules. 

MS. U/OOLLEY: Now T would just like to 

move on to your expertise in terms of being Dauphin 

County's custody conciliators in two areas. The first 

is do you see manipulation of the Protection From Abuse. 
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Act? WP'vo had thai allegation, specifically with 

regard i.o custody, that fathers are victimized because 

Ihe.ir wives file PFAs and use it as leverage in their 

custody fights. 

MS. MFTLTON: I'll speak from my 

perspective. T don't see it in custody conciliation as 

something that has been abused. Tn tact , T see many 

cases where T sit and wonder why there hasn't been a 

PFA tiled or requested. One of the members of my law 

firm, Jim Morgan, who works with the district justices, 

said to me when he heard T was coming up here today, 

his comment was tell them to get the stuff away from 

the district justices because they are getting 

overburdened with it. That came as a surprise to me, 

and 1 hate to show my ignorance, but as a family 

practitioner I don't do PFAs because I've got Jim m my 

firm and if T need a PFA, T let him handle it . Rut I 

didn't know you could go to a DJ. T thought you had to 

go to the. judge, and Jim's comment was wo ought to get 

those back into court where they ought to be because 

the DJs don't want to hear them, they don't want this 

burden and responsibility because they don't have the 

opportunity to hear the whole thing. 

T agree with Judge Morrison, at least in 

Dauphin County it is only a 10-day situation, but hey, 
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lf you're unjustly out of your house tor 10 days, 1 

don'1 know. Bu1 that's my only common!. T don't see 

1 t as a custody conciliator. 1 think it should bo, in 

the cases I see in custody conciliation, il should he 

used more. 

MS. COGNRTTT: Mary, if T may turn your 

question around a little bit and not really direct it 

specifically to PFAs but- is the whole idea of physical 

abuse or sexual abuse used wrongly by some ot the 

litigants? T have a bit different feeling on that than 

Sandy and r' ve, maybe because. T ' ve been in this 

conciliator program for so long, and Sandy's aware of 

one ot my cases because it made the newspaper, but what 

I see a lot of abuse of, and T guess sometimes T don't 

blame them. We all read so much about: child abuse by 

babysitters, by day care, by boyfriends, that it-

becomes first and foremost in our mind, but what T do 

see is a custodial parent coming in and wanting to deny 

what appears to me to be a reasonable request based 

upon abuse that if these people were together, probably 

wouldn't m any case be considered abuse. Tt's not 

even anything ot a physical nature. 

I guess the best thing for me to do is 

give you the example of what hit the newspaper, and 

that was a woman who said her husband could have 
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alternate weekends. That was okay. And he wanted 

Wednesday evenings also, and in our county that 's 

pretty standard. That's normal. No Wednesday 

evenings. Well, you know, T mean, okay, but can you 

tell me why not? That's usually how T run it. Well, 

because he beats the children. Well, Ma'am if he beats 

the children on Wednesday nights, don't you think he'll 

beat the children on alternate weekends? And she wrote 

me up in the newspaper and, you know, T kind ot came 

down hard on her because obviously to you people that 

doesn't make too much sense. If you tell me he beats 

the children, my ears will perk up, but don't tell me 

he beats the children on one day and not on the other 

day. And T have seen enough of it and like T said, 

maybe because I've been in the program since the 

inception and it's been many, many years since we 

started this, but T do see it used. The percentage may 

not be high. Tt may be less than 5 percent. T do see 

it happening, but most of the time you can weed through 

that . 

T know in our county and in Cumberland 

and in Perry we do a lot with psychological 

evaluations. Almost no case anymore will go before a 

judge without il. Now, unfortunately, as in any ticld 

where an expert begins to realise his worth, 
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psychological evaluations have become prohibitive. We 

have maybe three really, really good people 1 hat are 

used often. I would say 1 he average cost is about 

$2,000 per study, and that's one that doesn't involve a 

lot of significant others. Now, you tell the clients 

they have to pay a couple thousands dollars for their 

attorneys, another couple thousands dollars for the 

psychologist , and God forbid you have to have two 

psychologists, which we don't see much of anymore. We 

can usually get people to agree to one, but you're 

talking about a custody litigation thai gets somewhat 

prohibitive, but T do see it abused a little bit. 

MS. WOOLLEY: That takes me to my next 

point, which is we've had complaints about the 

independent evaluations and the time that it takes ior 

these experts to submit their independent evaluations, 

which adds to the protracted nature of custody battles. 

MS. COGNETTI: T don't hear anything 

about that, and one of the good things about a 

conciliation system is that white you are waiting (or 

your court date, which would have happened in any case, 

you're getting your psychological evaluation done. A 

normal case that would have gone to court before the 

conciliation programs would have been scheduled (or 

court, you got Lo court, you start the hearing, you 
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realize you should have psycho]ogicals, you continue 

the matter, then you gel them. So now we're getting i1 

rolling ahead of lime and T know with all the people 

that we use in the counties lhat T mentioned, 1 haven't 

heard of from the litigants nor have T heard of from 

any other means that it 's laking an inordinate period 

of lime. Now there are a lot of times when we will 

call one of these people up and say, this one's a rush. 

The abuse ones. We'll let (hem know. This is a 

possible abuse case, put it on the front burner. And T 

find they do it for us. 

MS. MFTLTON: And a lot of the problem 

with the delay, and T haven't really heard anyone 

complain about the delay with regard to the 

psychologicals, but T would bet that if there is a 

problem, a lot of it has to do with the scheduling of 

the parties. Getting them in there, because you're 

going to have to see, normally whal they do is they see 

mother, father, mother with the children, father with 

the children, significant others, baby sitters, they go 

out and do their home studies. Until you schedule 

those people, there's going to be some delay, but I've 

never had a situation where one was ready to go mlo 

court from — you have your conciliation, you get your 

court date sot, they get those, at least they do here 
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in Dauphin County, wo got those valuations done. 

MS. COGNFTTT: Mary, T retract u/hat 1 

said. I have hoard a complaint about it and that ' s 

from 1 ho psychologists themselves who say T can't get 

Mr. X in to schedule an appointment . Because most , a 

lot of times, one of the parlies doesn't really u/anl to 

start taking too many tests or doesn't want to go see 

someone who thinks they might figure them out or spend 

the money. Rut that may be where some ol the problem 

lies, i think a lot, is when you can't get one of the 

litigants to schedule. 

MS. WOOLLEY: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Thank you. 

MS. METLTON: Thank you for the 

opportunity. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONE: We'll take a 

10-minute break. 

(Whereupon, the proceedings were recessed 

at: 1:20 p.m., and were resumed at 1:40 p.m.) 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: We'll get started. 

David Houseal, Case Management-

Supervisor, Lutheran Social Services. 

MR. HOUSEAL: T have prepared some formal 

remarks and T would like to follow along with those if 

that 's possible. 
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CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONF: Certainly. 

MR. HOUSEAL: And 1hon at the conclusion 

1 f you have questions or rc-di reels or anything we ran 

deal with. 

T u/ould liko 1o begin by introducing 

myself. I have been doing a wide range of counseling 

for my entire professional life. Tn addilion to 

working in the area of domestic violence, T had 

previously done a great, deal of marriage and couples' 

counseling, as well as individual therapy. T have 

worked in a variety of institutional settings including 

a psychiatric hospital, a general hospital, and a 

prison. T would add parenthetically that those have 

been in the major metropolitan areas in Chicago and 

Houston. T have been with Lutheran Social Services -

South Region lor approximately 12 years. Tn the last 8 

of those years 1 have been increasingly working wi 1 h 

perpetrators, especially in the area of domestic 

violence. 

As Director of the ADVANCE Program of 

Lutheran Social Services - South Region in York, T have 

met already over 250 men, many of whom have been 

referred to us by the court or county or Stale 

probation, because nl domestic violence with an 

intimate. Some of them are in married situations and 
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some arc no I. Some continue to reside, with the victim, 

whereas others have been excluded from 1 he home. They 

come from a cross—seel ion ol ages, economic, 

educational, and vocational lifestyles 

Currently, u/e have several groups in 

operation. Men, following an assessment process, are 

admitted for 26 weeks that provide an opportunity to 

examine abusive behavior and establish a non-violc.nl 

lifestyle. Admittedly, this is an extensive process 

that will require far more than six months of group 

treatment. Tn reality, we call men 1o work on this 

issue for the rest of their lives. Some we believe are 

doing remarkably well in that direction. Others arc 

not. 

Recause of our linkage with the courl, it 

seems appropriate for me to render these remarks. Tn 

fact, T note that among those, testifying before this 

august body, it appears thai T am the only one 

representing a batterer's program. T trust that you 

will be assured thai T represent not only my own 

convictions along with the rest of our staff but also 

many men who would support the claims that T wi11 make. 

They have significantly come to grips with the impact 

of their abusive behavior, have desired to make 

changes, and would solicit your continued commitment to 

http://non-violc.nl
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ending domestic violence and holding men accountable 

where they have commit led such acts against their 

part ners. 

We have had a significant number of men 

who have shared wi t:h us that" this has been one of I he 

most important developments in their lives that they 

have been required by society, the courts, and others 

to examine, themselves and make necessary changes. One 

man even chose to write a letter of thank you 10 the 

police officer u/ho arrested him on simple assault 

charges. He said, "He undoubtedly prevented me from 

greater and more extensive battering." 

At this point, J pause to ask why we am 

here. Apparently, the establishment of statutes such 

at the Protection From Abuse order have become a 

debatable matter. This instrument has been referred to 

by some as a paper lion. But it has played a 

significant role for men u/ho have come into our 

program, since many have done so in conjunction u/11 h 

conditions established at the time of the issuance of 

the PFA. Initially, some have felt inconvenienced 

Some have even claimed they are the victims. 

At this point in his life, the abuser is 

hesitant, if not outright unwilling, to engage in 

serious solf~examinat ion. The idea of criticizing his 
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own behavior is beyond (ho scope ol sal (-1 nt crest , so 

ho projects responsibi111y Cor his violence onto 

others. Tf any of us get caught up in this process 

with him, wo do a substantial disservice io him. Our 

collusion also increases the danger to the victim. Ry 

being distracted from his behavior and its obvious 

terror and destruction to the victim, he is exonerated 

from acknow! edging that he does have choices in how he 

responds to her and that some choices are more 

constructive than he has demonstrated. 

At this point u/e have a crucial mission; 

to confront the power and control demonstrated by 

batterers and by saying out loud all wo, know about its 

evil. Tt's here that abusive men are so often 

surprised by our response in the ADVANCE Program. 

Living in this world which undervalues equality between 

people and condones pervasive violence and sexism, 

abusive men do not expect: their behavior toward women 

to be. taken seriously. Recently, during an assessment 

one man responded to our probing questions about his 

slapping, kicking, and wide-range threatening behavior; 

"What's wrong with that; doesn't everyone do it?" 

This past year we have been horrified 

with continued homicides of women and children in York 

County. One of the most violent was a killing of his 
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u/iffi, (wo children, mo! her-i n-1 aw, and a nephew by Mr. 

Gamboa-Tayl or by literally dubbing 1 horn all to deal h 

u/1 1 h a hammpr. Tn group as we spoke of this brutal art 

and how women 1hroughoul the area were expressing great 

fe.ar right now, the. men distanced themselves by 

uniformly becoming quite sel f-nghteous. They were not 

that bad after all. Tn comparison to that "maniac " 

what they did was insignificant. Tt is this denial and 

minimisation that conspire, continually lo free, men so 

lhat they seldom seek treatment for their abusive 

behavior. 

Women continue io live with 1heir lives 

defined by throat. Men simply do not. Tn (his naMon, 

(our out of every five men are. not likely to be 

sexually harassed on (he job. Two out of every three 

men living in urban areas of our country are. not likely 

to be raped during their lives, and one out of every 

two of us are. not likely to be. brutalized and 

terrorized in our homes by our partner. Such violence 

just doesn't compute for men. Yet it is a reality for 

women and especially for victims of domes)ic violence. 

Since the na1ure of the PFA is to provide 

safely for victims, wo undoubtedly have to face the 

reality that we can't lift or guard 1 he rights of any 

disadvantaged people without shaking the foundation of 
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I ho. advantaged. T recall an experience T had with my 

black friend in college. As a white, male who had 

graduated from an all-white, high school, e.ssen! i al II y on 

the west shore of this river, T had little familiarity 

with black culture or the experience of the 

African-American citizen. The only place T knew blacks 

was on the football field when T played against them. 

Thus, it was quite natural for me, since T was a 

sociology-psychology major attending college in the 

Chicago area during the, late 50's and early 60' s, lo 

work hard at belaboring the issue, of racial relations. 

Finally, my friend became exasperated with me and 

reminded me that most of my extreme friendliness toward 

him was undoubtedly working out my own uncomfortable 

status as a white, male. He said to me. one day, "T 

don't need your arm around me. or any examples of how 

hard you are trying to prove that you are not 

prejudiced. What would be appropriate, David, would be 

for you lo somehow communicate, t o me thai you will be 

okay as we take power away from you." That testimony 

and challenge, has stood strong m my memory and applies 

to the issue we. are examining today. 

Ts it okay for advantaged people, namely 

men who have, been abusive, to have power taken away or 

diminished? Some will make a strong outcry saying it 
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is unfair. Some wi 11 strongly claim lhal thc-y arc- 1 he 

real victims. Some will describe- extensive evidence ot 

her misuse, of power granted to her. T would be the 

firsl to acknowledge lhal" for many men 11 feels like a 

significant loss of power, because in reality it is, 

Tt i s 1 he restrain! and reasonable limit imposed upon 

those who have enjoyed almosl unrestrained control over 

another individual to the point of terror, 1 he. 

infliction of physical pain, economic control, and many 

other abusive of feds. 

T feel certain 1hat this is not the f1rs1 

lime m the history of this great nation 1 hat 

advantaged people have struggled with the rising claim 

to power and influence that 1 he disadvantaged have 

acquired. Fven before the Revolution, our English 

overseers felt shaken by the upstarl colonists who were 

misusing their freedoms. When we survey their 

literature, we. can find many examples of people 

claiming repeatedly that these individuals who have. 

moved to the. New World must be put back m their place 

and reminded of where the real power is. Again, there 

were those who struggled midway through the life of our 

nation with grave concern about a slave population who, 

once granted liberty and self-determination, would 

prove unfit or irresponsible, in the use of such awesome 
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oqualily Lo undorsroro thai this is a nation u/hormn 

po.oplo have. a claim lo parity of power, especially 

whore those, who have he.on abusive have, contributed to 

the. physical, emotional, and spiritual deqradaiion of 

the subject. 

Significant steps have been made over 1 he 

last 20 lo 30 years, especially in the development of 

resources and options Cor women and all victims. Tf 

women's lives have, undergone a revolution, many men 

have, demonstrated whal one. wriler calls "a s1 ailed 

revolution." And T would suggest that some would .like 

to stall everybody else's revolution. U/e can't afford 

lo demonstrate, indifference. You, especially, dare not 

allow the growth of a socialized deafness; that 

selective attention that listens only to what adds to 

our sense of comfort. T implore you to be articulate 

listeners to the voice of victims of domestic violence 

and their advocates and trust their message. 

Right now T would propose that there are 

men who are nearly desperate for you to assist them in 

reaffirming their rights lo keeping women in (heir 

place. Tt is what we refer to as "the call to 

collusion." 

Your role and response is critical. Your 
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determination in giving t ho. courts and other 

1 nl orvoni 1 ons power to intervene will determine whet her 

abusers attend t roaLmcnt programs, how long t hov will 

slay in those programs, and whether the victim's safety 

is ensured while batterers attend those programs. 

Abusers generally lack the internal motivation In seek 

counseling or to change their behavior. Tt is 

estimated that less than 1 percent of men who batter 

are referred to specialized treatment programs tor 

abusers. And T want to be clear that even the best 

programs do not do the work that shelters provide, that 

the courts and the police together represent, and I hat 

legislation designed to increase equality for victims 

will allow. Men who do make significant changes are 

those who accept the legal sanctions and persevere in 

their treatment. These men respect your decisive 

action, along with the decisions their partners are 

making about the amount and nature, ot contact she wants 

with him. They are learning the importance of their 

behavior being moral and non-controlling of others. 

How can wo even question the appropriateness oi 

protection orders and oiher instruments that are 

offered to women for safety and parity with the 

bat 1 crcr1* 

The benefit of protection orders depends 
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on these. inst rumc.nl s being as specific. as possible and 

bring enforced as consistently as courts and police 

together can accomplish. Our legal statutes may be 

imperfect", but it is the overall social context that 

establishes their integrity. Tt 's when all our 

community resources are united together in one 

concerted effort to end domestic violence that we have 

done our best work. X ask you to personally search out 

how appalled you are with violence and how completely 

do you re)act it as an option in intimate 

relationships. Docs it seriously trouble, you, as it 

does me, to see the names of innumerable men coming 

be tore (he courts on assault charges listed in our 

newspapers? Do you truly hold batterers accountable 

and support services that empower victims? Tt is the 

public outcry against- their abuse coupled with their 

growing shame, that men have reported motivates them to 

discontinue the, abuse. 

T would tike to explore wi t_h you the 

question of divergent stories of the alleged abuse 

Frequently, we have heard the claim that victims 

fabricate or exaggerate the details. Initially we have 

experienced this contrast particularly around the 

petition and when the. defendant explains what 

"actually" happened Let me tell you of one in 

http://rumc.nl
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particular thai T wi 11 call Jim. 

One of the plainl iff s claims was i ha t ho 

had isolated her by refusing to lot her use the car and 

spoiled out in detail how he had done this. We were 

not privileged to see that petition initially, so all 

u/e had lo rely upon was Jim's siory in assessme.n1 . He 

sketched out in some, very vague terms a troubled 

relationship that seemed to be falling apart and how he 

was trying desperately to keep it together. He 

acknowledged thai he had done some inappropriate fhinqs 

and may have actually pushed her. He wasn't sure, and 

so the story went. As he told this one incident, he 

admitted I ha I he had done something to the. car but he 

couldn't remember exactly what it was, and it wasn't 

that important a tier all. Tl really didn't 

inconvenience her. Continually he minimized and 

avoided disclosing actions that he had taken that were. 

abusive, to her. 

After he was in the program for a while, 

this same incident became much more graphic to him and 

he felt more comfortable identifying facts that he had 

initially avoided. Now he reported how he had not only 

taken her keys and removed the distributor cap but had 

also mounted the car on cinder blocks, removed all four 

tires and taken them to another location. Tt truly was 

http://assessme.n1
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a very involved process, with many stops, designed lo 

control her movement . 

The significance of ihis is al (he very 

our set , none of these realities were acknow! edged by 

him. Tn fact , he stood firm in outright defiance of 

claims that she was making. Tr was remarkable that 

through this process his story became far more 

compatible with hers so that there were few, if anv, 

actual discrepancies between them. 

Again and again, we have, had this kind of 

experience. Even men who attempt lo disclose from the 

beginning, who are clear and honest about their abuse, 

experience more graphic details coming back to them as 

they continue exploring their actions. 

T remember another man that we will call 

Tom. He had done, exceptionally well through the 

program and become a very clear and articulate 

spokesman as a man who had been abusive and who wanted 

to be accountable. Tn a recent radio talk show he 

disclosed still another incident of- abuse to his 

ex-wife. He had physically assaulted her on their 

honeymoon 12 years ago. We had felt as facilitators of 

the group that Tom had almost literally disclosed 

everything over the six or more months working with us. 

Rut here he was beginning lo remember still more things 
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thai he had done lo her, realising t ho impact Ihis had 

on hnr and 1 he ro.1 al i onshi p 

The discrepancy m reporting is related 

primarily to minimisation and denial. Tl is a fad 

that T have seen demonstrated over and over, that men 

undorreport. He sees absolutely no advantage lo 

reporting in detail his behavior. Tn addition, my 

professional experience confirms that the majority of 

our clinical settings — T'll remind you that T had 

those m the hospital, psychiatric hospital and in 

prison — these clinical settings are. not designed lo 

solicit his disclosure either. Battering of women is 

just not taken seriously, as he experiences it. 

Repeatedly men have responded m surprise: "T got in 

trouble for this, after all the other things that r did 

to her; what's the big deal?" T u/ould summarise that 

more than 95 percent of the men who come to us 

eventually do acknowledge their abusive behavior. Her 

claims of abuse are accurate, and his reporting usually 

confi rms 11 . 

Tn all of this T am describing a new 

environment- that promotes disclosure by men of 

inappropriate, abusive, and battering behavior. 

Continually, men tell us that this is a unique 

experience for them and that a program such as this 
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stands out in offering thorn a much moro honest 

porspcctive on themselves T1 calls for 1 horn 1o stop 

obsessing about hor hohavmr and how that makes him 

fool and demands that he look at his behavior and how 

that must make her (eel. 

The above-mentioned experience of Tom 

being on the radio along with four other men from our 

program resulted in each one of thorn feelmq 1 he 

resistance that exists in our culture to men who insist 

on assuming responsibility "Tor I heir behavior. For 

three, hours these five, men told their story and 

received phone call after phone call from individuals, 

both male and female, who were willing to excuse their 

behavior, to lot them of! 1 he hook by telling them 1hai 

they must have been justified or that it was somehow 

inappropriate for 1 hem to take responsibility for I he 

battering behavior. 

Here wo si1 siruggling with a system that 

we know calls men to this kind of accountability, I hat 

promotes women and that protects women and that looks 

at the issue, of a just and equitable alternative for a 

victim of domestic violence and we even question the 

legitimacy of maintaining and expanding such statutes 

Your task is a solemn task. T pray that you consider 

not only the welfare of victims whose lives physically, 
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emotionally and spiritually mav bo hanging in I ho 

balance over 1 ho support you give to existing statutes 

and their imp!omental ion but that you also rail forth 

from men and all persons who are violent in intimate 

relationships a standard that will require an end to 

such violence and terrorism u/irh consequences, criminal 

or otherwise, that are appropriate to their behavior. 

Thank you. 

CHATRMAN CALTAG1RONR: Questions? 

Ken. 

BY MR. SUTFR: (Of Mr. Houseal ) 

Q. How does a bai1oror go aboul gelling 1n1o 

your program Tor treatment9 

A. Through a three stage, at least throe 

interview process usually precipitated by a Protection 

From Abuse order, referral from probation, sometimes 

from Children and Youth Services, private 

practitioners, or a drug and alcohol program. Tn those 

situations it often has the effect of a constraint or a 

requirement that he do this in conjunction with some 

other consequence and that he comes for an evaluation 

to see whether he's appropriate for treatment. The 

decision ultimately to admit him or not is the 

program's decision to administer. Tf he completes that 

assessment and accompanies with 1t the various releases 
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and uiaivnrs, protections that a m written into that 

process, he then is admitted, he is given, sen! a 

letter or admittance, he goes through an oriental ion, 

1 hen subsequently participates for the 26 weeks m 

group process. 

Q. The reason T ask is T wanted 1o make sure 

lhal you were seeing a cross-section or batterers, thai 

you weren't -just seeing the people that knew they have 

some type of problem wiIh abusing other individuals. 

Rut from what you're saying, it sounds like you're 

seeing a cross-section or abusers and your statistics 

then would probably hold true for the population as a 

whole. 

A. Thai ' s corred . As far as the only thing 

that they have in common is that" there is abusive 

behavior, even though it takes lis own individual form 

with each man. The behavior is evaluated by 30-sorne 

items and the frequency with which 1 hey have commilted 

those various lorms of abuse. And it 's also evaluated 

not only in relationship to one possible partner they 

had but if they had other partners as well, whether 

there was other victims, whether children or other 

individuals outside of the relationship have also been 

assaulted m any way. 

Q. Thank you. 
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RY CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONF: (Of Mr. Houseal) 

Q. Who pays Tor your services and how much 

do t hoy cost ? 

A. The client ultimately pays thai There, 

is a sliding scale. There is a rial Ceo for 

asse.ssme.nl-, a rial , one—I-1 me fee 1hal he. pay that can 

be waived— 

Q Ts it covered by insurance'-' 

A. Tn some instances it" is covered by 

1nsurance. 

Q. Ts ho mandated or referred to your group 

by I he. courts. Court referred? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And hou; much does this cost per 

indi vi dual? 

A. The range, our osfimal-e is $45 per person 

per session. However, nobody pays that rate, so it's a 

sliding scale. We have some men who are paying a 

dollar a week. 

Q. Any State subsidy? 

A. No Stale, subsidy. 

Q. Any governmental subsidy at all? 

A. No, sir. Tt's subsidized. There are. 

some United Way iunds and some funds that come from the 

synod resources of the. Lutheran Church. 
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Q. And how long have, you been in existence9 

A. Fight years, approximalely. 

Q. And how many staff work thorn? 

A. There arc four persons who work as 

fan 1 i la t ors . 

Q. Any 1 rained psychologists or 

psychiat n st s? 

A. No trained psychologists or 

psychiatrists, no. 

Q. T was just curious about that . 

BY MS. WOOLtRY: (01 Mr. Houseal) 

Q. Sir, have, you ever appeared in court in a 

protection from abuse hearing? 

A. Yes, 1 have. 

Q. Tn what capacity? 

A. Primarily on indirect criminal contempt. 

The men do not follow through with the order to appear 

they are, given. We've been working in York County for 

standard procedure, and reference was made by the 

previous individuals about Judge Dorney and .Judge 

Uhler, the same judges that refer to us. We have been 

endeavoring to try and get a standard referral of "10 

days, so that we. can anticipate that this man comes, so 

that everybody comes basically with the same allotted 

time to see us Tf he comes and we get a protection 
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order and he shou/s up in I hat period or lime or ho 

calls us, at loasl makes an appointment in thai period 

of time, then wo proceed un Ih the assessment . Tf he 

continues, completes the assessment and we give him 

admittance to the program, then he stays in the program 

until completion. Tf at any point he discontinues, 

drops out , what ever, then a letter or In Torma I ion 1s 

forwarded to the court, a rule to show cause is issued 

why he should not be held in contempt of court , and 

then T subsequently appear at thai to give any kind of 

clan f i cat ion. 

Q. The reason T ask is because m some 

hearings that we've conducted previous lo I his one we 

have heard testimony from men who have been involved in 

divorce litigation who claim that their former spouses 

have obtained, inappropriately obtained, Protection 

From Abuse orders against 1 hem alleging spousal and 

child abuse to g a m leverage m divorce litigation, and 

T was wondering about your personal experiences in York 

County with regard to that phenomenon and if it exists. 

A. Well, as T stated m my written remarks, 

when a man goes through the assessment process, he may 

disclose absolutely no abuse, so we end up with 5 

percent of the men who may not be admitted because they 

disclose no abuse during the assessment. Tf he 
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discloses some level of abuse, u/e 1 hen admit him. At 

•thai point, u/e experience that that- disclosure is more 

than likely becoming clear and more elements of 1 he, 

abuse is testified and disclosed to us subsequently. 

My ou/n iudgme.nl is that T have, not seen that . T have 

not seen men consistently say 1 ha1 their abuse is 

nonexistent or negligible and that her claims are 

invalid. Now, T'm seeing lasi year u/e had over 400 

PFAs m York County prepared or granted. Of those u/e 

may have had 40 or so referred to our program. The 

other ones T can't speak to, only those. And usually 

the route is that somehow in the process of her 

petition there has been some kind oJ request for ihe 

referral to be made to the ADVANCF. program. Tf that's 

not requested by the plaintiff, then the judge is not 

likely to grant that. 

Q. Thank you. 

CHATRMAN CAI.TAGTRONF : Thank you very 

much for your testimony. 

Ts Ronald Kat?man here yet? 

(No response.) 

CHATRMAN CAI.TAGTRONF.: no? 

Ts Greta? 

MS. AUL: G r e t t a ' s h e r e . 

CHAIRMAN CAI.TAGTRONF: G r e t t a . 

http://iudgme.nl
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MS. AUL: To the members of the House of 

Representatives and guests, my name is Grotta Aul , and 

T am a partner in the 1 aw firm of Appel & Yost of 

Lancaster, Pennsylvania. T have been a practicing 

attorney Tor 14 years. T was counsel lo the 

Pennsylvania Commission for Women from 1977 until 1980, 

during which lime T worked closely wiIh members of I he 

legislature and with the Pennsylvania Bar Associat ion 

in drafting the. original 1980 Divorce Code. Tn 1980, T 

went into private practice in Lancaster, where T have 

been ever since. 

The vast: majority of the work T do is in 

the family law area including divorce, custody, 

support, Protection From Abuse, and adoption. T am 

guessing that my clients are approximately 55 percent 

women and 45 percent men. T am currently the Co-Chair 

of the Lancaster Bar Association Family Law Section. T 

am also one of 18 special divorce Masters in Lancaster 

County, which means that T am involved in making 

decisions about equitable distribution, alimony, and 

counsel fees in addition to doing the procedural work 

tor divorces. 

T thank you very much for your invitation 

to testify at these hearings on issues for change m 

the family law area. T understand that the major 
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problems which have boon raised 1o date bv I ho public 

hearings include delays m the system and ("he expense 

involved in litigating family law mailers. 

Tn my opinion, the major difficulty for 

both clients and practitioners In the family law area 

is the. continued refusal o1 the court system to accord 

family law with the. same status and importance to which 

it accords criminal and olher civil matters. The 

second and related problem is that the. practice, of 

family law varies greatly from counl y to county, unlike 

all most other areas of the court. The. few specific 

examples of 1his would be the fact that in our county, 

for example, the court refuses to schedule custody 

hearings for more than one. day at a time, which means 

that if the 1 estimony is not completed, the case goes 

back io the scheduling list, which ensures a date 

approximalely three months later to complete the 

testimony. This is unlike regular civil cases m our 

court which are scheduled during a single term begun 

from a trial list and litigated until conclusion. To 

say that a determination regarding children is less 

important than the damages to be awarded m an accident 

case, T personally find appalling. 

Another example is that unlike matters 

scheduled for arbitration or for court in our county, 
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divorce and custody matters arc scheduled before 

Masters m 1 he case of divorces or hearing officers in 

the case of custody, and there are significant Tees to 

be paid by litigants In have these cases heard Tn the 

case of a Special Master for a divorce, t.he cost is 

$500 for the first day. Tn the case of a custody 

hearing officer, the fee is $50 per hour. Tn addition, 

m custody there is no access to our court other than 

for immediate and temporary relief, except through a 

custody hearing officer, so that there is a two—step 

process to get to a judge. Tn divorces, the Master's 

fee is only the. beginning, since transcript tecs must 

be paid prior to transcription oJ hearings, records, 

and the Masters u/i 11 not make decisions until the 

transcript is in their hands. the lack o( funding by 

the State or the county in family law matters in our 

county is abundantly clear. 

Tn addition to the extraordinary fees 

family litigants pay, there are enormous gaps in 

service to litigants. For example, in custody cases 

there 1 s no provision for supervised visitation where a 

parent has been absent from the child for a significant-

period of time or where abuse is suspected but 

unfounded by the Children and Youth Agency. Tn our 

county, a number of nonprofit agencies have gotten 
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together and developed a program for supervised 

visitation and at this point have obtained the approval 

of the court as to the policies and procedures o( the 

project . This project is fully funded by a United Way 

venture grant through dune of 1992, and we have yet to 

accept the. first clients into the program. Hou/cvcr, 

the court's portion of the county budget has been cut 

for the year 1992 to exclude funding for this program 

following the. termination of the. venture grant. 

Proposals have also been made for the 

county to fund the Master's program and the hearing 

officer program by hiring full- or pari-time attorneys 

to handle, these positions, in part to avoid conflicts 

created by the attorneys practicing in the area also 

handling the, same cases, but the. county appears to be 

afraid of incurring liability over and above the 

already exorbitant filing fees should they put anyone. 

on the county payroll. T have attached copies at the 

end of the. county court costs for 1992. T reviewed it 

this morning and you will see. that 1 he family law area, 

the costs are significantly greater than m any other 

area. 

On the positive, side, within the past 

month, although perhaps the. liming is not so positive, 

our domestic relations hearing officers all have 
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computers with a Lnxus "123 program for inputting t ho 

State gin do linos and coming up with orders. And tho 

guidelines themselves have resulted, in my opinion,, in 

more uniform and adequate child support orders in 

conjunction with tho mandatory wage attachments which 

have greatly improved enforcement. Tn our countv, the 

system which has been developed lor dealing with 

protection from abuse cases is working very well, 

unlike some surrounding counties. The amendments lo 

the Protection From Abuse law have made safety a 

reality for women and children, and in abuse cases in 

our county there are very few delays. 

Support, however, like custody and 

divorce, suffers in the court, system from delay A 

support complaint does not reach a conference for 10 to 

12 weeks from the date of filing; a custody hearing 

officer does not hear a case in our county for 

approximately 3 months; it lakes over 6 weeks to 

schedule a Master's hearing in a divorce, and decisions 

shall often not handed down, regardless of the law, for 

6 to 8 months later. T currently have pending a 

complex support matter for child support which was hold 

before our local family court judge on Sept ember 3 and 

T have received no decision. T had a custody case 

heard by tho court on August 22 and T received a 
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decision approximalely throe days ago. T arguod a 

divorce case in argument rourl in our county in August 

of 1990 and received (he decision in September of 1991. 

T believe that more funded personnel would help ihis 

situalion. 

Tn addition to the funding problem, 1 he 

judicial time given to family law as compared to the 

number of cases in 1 he system is extremely low. T 

believe that close to 50 percent of the cases filed in 

Lancaster County are family law cases, yet u/e only have 

one full-time family law ludge out of currently seven 

judges, soon to be rune. U/e need people on the bench 

who are enthusiastic and knowledgeable about familv law 

matters and who are sympathetic to this front-line 

dealing with the public. Not one of the other six 

judges currently on the bench is willing to take on the 

family law area. U/e also need sufficient judicial time 

to enable the cases fo flow smoothly through the 

system. This should result m much more timely access 

to the court and in consistency in the decisionmaking 

process. 

Another issue which has been brought to 

my attention is a concern about ex parte custody orders 

being granted by the courts. T believe it is critical 

to leave judges with the ability to make ex parte 
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orders in 1 ho emergency situations for 1 he protection 

of children. A primary example of this is the 

kidnapping si 1 nation; the second is to maintain some 

1ypo of stability for a child when the family is 

falling apart. The problem with ex parte orders is not 

the ex parte order ttsoli but the inability to move 

quickly to a hearing whore all parlies can be presenl 

and be. heard. The remedy is to get those cases to a 

ludgc quickly. 

Another issue which T understand is under 

significant consideration by the. legislature and the 

committee is the possibility ot decreasing the now 

two-year requiremen! for a no-faulI divorce in the 

event of no consent, popularly known as a 3301(d) 

divorce. Tn my opinion, based on my lengthy practice 

in this area, the two-yo.ar provision should absolutely 

not be decreased. The major reason for this is tĥ l 

the alimony portions of the law, including 1 he 

amendments made in 1988, are not recognized by most 

judges, including our judges, to mandate the 

replacement ol the standard of living which the 

dependent spouse enjoyed during the marriage. Al1 of 

the. national statistics on poverty indicate that 

following a divorce, the wage earner's economic 

position improves and the dependent spouse's and the 
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children's economic position is worse. T I" is I he 

feminization of povcr1y. Decreasing the 1 wo vears 

further erodes the ability or the dependent spouse, 

usually the wi J e, to negotiate in 1 he divorce and 

decreases her ability to obtain the skills necessary 

for her to support herself and Io supplement the 

support of their children. 

These same arguments apply to the issue. 

of allowing bifurcations on a more frequent basis than 

is frequently done. Allowing bifurcation removes 1 he 

impetus to settle economic issues and takes away the 

negotiating power of the economically dependent spouse. 

Tl also puts the economically dependent spouse in a 

very tragile position with respect to the potential 

death, remarriage, or bankruptcy of the other spouse. 

On a positive note, T have to say that in Lancaster 

County judges are extremely reluctant to enter 

bifurcation orders and, of course, T would be. 

supportive of that position. 

What can the legislature do to correct 

these difficulties? One thing would be to ensure I hat 

a portion ol court's budget relating to family law is 

proportionate to the court lime necessary to handle 

family law cases. Another is to require, such as is 

done in PFAs, that certain reasonable deadlines am met 
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and set penalties for failure lo moot those deadlines. 

Finally, if judicial time were allocated 

appropriately, a lot of the litigants' frustration 

u/ould be lessened. 

And T u/ould be pleased to respond to any 

questions or comments that you may have. 

RY CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONR: (Of Ms. Aul) 

Q. Gretta, let me ask you, on the. last two 

pages, T don't" know if you would know -this, is this 

standard as far as these fees are concerned? T would 

assume that" 1 f is across the Slate. 

A. U/el 1 , t ha t ' s one of my poinl s t ha t T made 

in the beginning is thai this practice varies greally 

from county lo county, family law practice, including 

the fees. T think thai you will universally find that 

the family law fees, for example, the process from the 

beginning lo the end where we're paying for Masters and 

custody conference officers, et cetera, that they are 

far greater in every county. 

Q. Yeah? 

A. But whether they are like ours is not at 

all clear. 

Q. You're not familiar with any of 1 he other 

countles? 

A. Well, T'm a little bit familiar with 
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Dauphin County and T have. done a tow cases in Chc-sl c-r 

Countv, but T couldn't say. 

Q. Have. you Found the foes to vary groatly9 

A. Yes, and in fact, T have had some- cases 

where T have suggested, u/hero there, was one party m 

tu/o counties, that they investigate, very carefully the, 

cost of a Master's hearing figuring the. case was going 

to go that far and whether transcript fees had to be 

paid, and recommended that they file, in one county or 

the. other. 

BY MR. SUTRR: (Of Ms. Aul) 

Q. U/e had some prior testimony that some 

counties, I believe in Dauphin County, Lhe.y use. a 

system whore when you file your initial divorce 

petition with the. court, there is a fee. ol , T think 

it's $50 in Dauphin County, that's attached to thai to 

fund the Special Master system, so whether or not vou 

use the. Master system or not, you help pay for it. 

A. Um-hm. 

Q. And that way it reduces the. cost for the. 

individuals that do and it encourages people to move 

through the Master system. Do you have, any thoughts on 

1 hat ? 

A. Well, it's sort ol, you know, six or half 

a dozen. The problem is that T don't think that 
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litigants should pay lo have someone hear their ra£;o. 

And nowhere but in 1 ho familv law svstom is 1hat t lie 

rase. 

Q. We've hoard thai over and over again, 

too, in Pittsburgh, and realistically lookinq at il 

wi th the Slate being in the deficit situation that it 

is, T didn't, sec tho State coming forward wi !:h the 

moneys, thai this is an alternative to that. 

A. Right, but what" T see as Lhe difficulty 

is that if you look at the money invested in the public 

defender system and the DA system and all of the oSher 

areas of court and look at fhe percentage of 11 me or 

number oi cases that arc being spent in family law, 

it's totally disproportionate, and if you re-allocate, 

there may be some room. That 's one issue. 

And the second issue is that T certainly 

think that if our county, or lf the State were to 

mandate our county to accept a system where wo had 2 

lull-time Masters versus 18 of us all out there making 

decisions, that wo sort" of attempt to have some 

consistency, and meanwhile we're all practicing family 

law at the same time, that the actual cost tor Masters 

might be less because we would quit reinventing the 

wheel. Dauphin County has a much better system than we 

have, m my opinion, for doing that, and T think il 
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works lo keep (ho cos Is down. 

Q. Do you have any thoughts on mandat ory 

modialion for custodv disputes? 

A. Tn of foci', thai is u/ha1 our hearing 

officer sysLom is. 

Q. And it works well9 

A. And T liko tho. system, T think it moves 

too slowly. And T'ni vcrv upset, as T indicated, with 

the fact thai we cannot, try a custody case from one end 

to tho other. T mean, those kids are. in limbo for, if 

you iust look at how our system works, we Tile a case, 

we wait throe, months to get to a conference then we 

wait a minimum of Ihrec months to gel to a judge, and T 

didn't mention 1n my testimony, we have a new system 

where two cases are. scheduled on one day before the 

same judge, one. at 9:00 and one at 10:00. And if the 

9:00 case is tried, the 10:00 people wait until 1:30. 

At 1:30, or when it's clear that the other case will go 

into the. afternoon, the. judge will release the 10:00 

case, and then you get back on tho original scheduling 

list for a 9:00 timeframe, three months later. So that 

I have had a case where T had witnesses from Ohio at a 

10:00 time slot and T didn't know until I he morning of 

the trial what was going to happen. And lf we don't 

finish in one day, again you're back on the list . Now, 
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you're guarant nod a 9:00 time slot (or 1 ho second 

hearing, but you mav bo nmo months to a year boforo 

you get a final doterminalion at the county level in a 

custody case. 

Q. Do you find that judges are not 

aggressive in using contempt remedies to prevent delay 

m a divorce situation? Ts that a problem m your 

practice? We've heard some testimony when wo wore in 

Pittsburgh that that u/as the case in that area of the 

State. 

A. I don't have trouble getting contempl 

orders, but there's always huge built-in delays. rr 

the interrogatories aren't answered, you get a 20-day 

rule. So you've waited 30 days, you call the other 

attorney, you wait 10 days hoping thov'll get thorn in 

because of your telephone call. You give two days' 

notice, that you're tiling a petition for contempt. You 

go in, the judge gives them 20 days to respond why they 

haven't answer the interrogatories, and, meanwhile, 

months are going by. Once you reach the level where 

the judge says, okav, this is bad here, and T got 

contempt orders. Tt 's just that it takes so long. 

Q. Thanks, Greta. 

A. You're welcome. Anyone else? 

(No response.) 
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CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Thank you for your 

Icslimonv- T enjoyed 1t. 

MS. AUL: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Michael Goldberg? 

MS. AUL: He's not here. T offered him a 

ride. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Oh, did you? 

U/illiam Gold? .John Howell? Or 1 s Ronald Kal^man here? 

MR. GOLD: Were you addressing thai 1o 

me? 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: No, I was jus I — 

unless you're one ol (he (our attorneys lhal are lo 

appear. 

MR. GOLD: No, T'm 1o be here at 3:30. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Oh, were you 

supposed lo be here at 3:30? Do you want l o — 

MR. GOLD: We're in? 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONE: We're early, bul 

you can s!arI. 

MR. GOLD: Good aflornoon. To 1 he 

members of 1 he Judiciary Commiltee, House of 

Representatives of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, mv 

name is William D. Gold, Jr. I am a Dircdor and 

Domestic Relations Officer lor Union County, 

Pennsylvania. I want to 1 hank 1 he House Judiciary 
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Committee and Kenneth J. Sutcr for this opporlumlv to 

address the issue of the family law system from a 

different- perspective. This is the f 1 rs1 time T have 

ever testified before a State rommi I tee. T hope you 

wi11 bear wi i h me. 

As a Director and Domestic Relations 

Olficer for 11 years m Union County, T have witnessed 

many changes in Family Law, especially the 1 au/s 

governing the child support programs in Pennsylvania. 

T say "witness," since Union County currently has only 

three individuals, including myself, in charge ot 1 he 

Domestic Relations program. T personally work at the 

grassroots level. T am the foot soldier for the court 

on child support cases. 

Over the years, changes made by our 

government have had a major impact on fhe daily duties 

demanded on each of the individuals working in Union 

County. The changes cannot be allocated out to anv 

particular person since each person is required to 

perform a multitude of overlapping operations. We are 

"a jack of all trades" with over 24 years of experience 

with working with the public. According to some 

people, we are qualified professionals, highly skilled 

in the child supporf programs. There are those, 

however, that feel quile the opposite, especially when 
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now ohanqes arc. made in family lau/. Fortunately, wo 

havo the full cooperation and export assistance from 

follow Domosl 1 c Relation0. Association of Pennsylvania 

members, 1 he Bureau of Child Support Enforcement , our 

local District Attorney's office and the judges for the 

17th Judicial District, the Honorable Harold F. 

U/oelfel , Jr., Judge and the Honorable Wayne A. 

Bromfield, President Judge. Their u/isdom and insighl 

in Domestic Relation allows our office to perform 

smoothly, capable of handling many problems that erupt 

in the field of family law. 

When T starled my employment in Farm ly 

Court 11 years ago, domestic relations consisted 

primarily of the collection and the disbursement of 

child support payments. Tn a number of counties, the 

domestic relations officer held a dual role of 

probation officer. Court orders pertaining to support 

were brief, often a few sentences long. Most of the 

actual litigation ot Family Court proceedings were 

conducted before a iudgo. Staffing size were small' in 

number considering today's standard since the domestic 

relation section functions were simple. For example, 

prior to 1980, the domestic relations officer in Union 

County was also the domestic relations officer in 

Snyder County. 
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Numerous changes have occurred m the 

past 11 years. Caseloads have increased 1 remendousl v • 

Tn Union County, 1 he caseload has increased 500 percent 

from 19H0 to 1990. The. legal community arc better 

trained and now include specialists m domestic 

rel ations/tami1y lau/. The public is more aware of the 

vital role of Family Court. Rut the most- significant 

changes is the role of government implementing numerous 

acts, rules and regulations both ai the. Stale and 

Federal level on family lau/. Family Court has now gone 

1 rom the title of "brat court" to a highly organized, 

respected, multi-function division of the judicial 

system. Today, domestic relations addresses medical 

and insurance support, Federal and State tax refund 

intercepts, wage attachment, establishing orders, 

judgments, paternity, enforcement, welfare assignments, 

and a number of other functions that requires a 

substantial amount of knowledge to comprehend and 

implement said responsibilities. All of these 

functions were introduced and mandated by either the 

Federal or State government. 

Despite all these changes, a basic 

premise exists when individuals are faced with the 

reality of separation and divorce. These individuals 

arc faced with a traumatic change in their lives, their 
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lifestyles, and Ihmr dependent's lifestyles. Tt is a 

point in a person's 11 fe that some say is equivalent lo 

the death oi a loved one. While the cmol ion and 

sometime physical rnsis is disrupting a person's well 

being, one socks relief by taking the first step bv 

contacting the legal system. This contact with the 

system is often demanding, since individuals are now 

revealing themselves to a third party. Tt is where 

individuals officially announce to their friends, 

associates, and relatives that their marriage is in 

trouble, if not dead. 

The Family Court system is imposing Lo 

anyone who has not been exposed to legal procedures. 

Tt demands enormous amounts oi personal, confident lal 

information be revealed and analyzed to all 1 hose who 

are involved in litigation. Often, litigants complain 

of the need for all of this information. The 

information is vital in order for the court to have a 

full understanding o1 each case and render decisions 

that are fair and equitable. The information comes 

with the price, the stress of litigation before a court 

of law is often so overwhelming that some will stop all 

proceedings to avoid this hardship. The costs of 

litigation is often a frightening matter. Many avoid 

professional legal assistance, they elect to pro se 
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their case with disastrous results. 01hors will simply 

give up, faring do Tea I and hardship duo to tho nature 

of 1 ho system. 

As you are aware, Family Courl is a place 

where derisions are often made on peoples' lives, their 

personal property, and their financial future Tn 

rhild support rases, parents are fared with continuous 

contact with the court system for as much as 18 years, 

if not longer. Rarely, if ever, litigants walk away 

satisfied with the decisions made in child support 

hearings. Absent parents complain that they cannot 

afford to survive on their new, adjusted love! of 

income, tho custodial parents argue the opposite, 1 hey 

cannot survive on the limited amount of support paid by 

the absent parents. 

As noted above, any changes mandated by 

government on Family Court exposes litigants again and 

again to the personal trauma of the legal syslem. 

Family Court personnel are required to understand the 

changes and minimize the pain of transition to 1 he 

clients they serve. 

All oi the above creates a heightened 

level of dissatisfaction with the Family Court svslem. 

Individuals experience stress over separation, divorce 

and the constant involvement of Family Court. The 
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legal system is seen as rold, uncaring, and expensive. 

Individuals expect and demand a legal system that wi 11 

se.n in 1heir favor, no matter u/hat 1 he. n rcumsl ancos 

arc associated with I heir case. They also demand 

knowl edgeabl c, professional individuals in the court 

system to avoid errors and mistakes. Government 

introduces new means to strengthen Family Court 

operations which often creates confusion and 

frustration when disseminated to litigants. 

The question is whether anything can be 

done to reduce, the stress at the personal level when 

individuals go through the legal process of the. family 

law system. There arc four areas that. T believe would 

reduce the level of stress under the current state of 

affairs. They are. the proper education and training of 

the staff of Family Court personnel, the educating of 

our citizens of the impact of separation and divorce, 

the proper staffing and funding of Family Court 

personnel, and conlinumg involvement of our government 

limiting their interest to promoting and not 

undermining the system. 

Court personnel involved in domestic. 

relations arc interesting people. They are required to 

perform numerous functions to keep the system running 

without hesitation but face the onslaught of 
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i ndi vi dual s stressed ou1 over separation, divorce 

and/or burdened by Family Court procedures. Hostile 

clients are not the exception but 1 he rule. There is 

no specific Pormal curriculum available at this time to 

train individuals in family law. However, training is 

provided by the Domestic Relations Association of 

Pennsylvania and Bureau of Child Support Enforcement by 

conducting local and State conferences, training 

programs, and the release of writ ten instructions 10 

the vState. Currently, efforts are being made with Perm 

State University to create a curriculum designed for 

the training ot Family Court officers. 

Tf the legislature wishes to address this 

area, conceivably guidelines could be established for 

baseline minimum education/experience requirements for 

the. various positions in Family Court. The purpose ot 

the requirements is to insure competent, trained 

individuals are in charge of the Family Court 

operations. 

Coupled with this requirement is the 

adequate funding of Family Court. This particular area 

is a prevalent problem throughout the counties in I he 

Commonwealth. For example, some counties insist a four 

year college degree for domestic relations officers yet 

set the starting salary at less than $13,000 a year. 
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Tn the past- five years, more than hall or the domes! i c 

relations dime tors in 1 ho Commonwealth terminated 

1heir posit ions. Possibly 1 he problem lies where 

Family Court personnel are under the Stale court-

system, supervised in a largo part by the State's 

Depart men! of Public Welfare, and budgets are 

determined at the county level. Again, to have 

competent people in charge of Family Court, appropriate 

compensation is required. 

T u/as recently appointed chairperson of 

the Public Relations Committee for the. Domestic 

Relations Association of Pennsylvania. This commitment 

is in charge 1o promote a positive, professional image 

of Family Court personnel, to educate the public of the 

role of domestic relations, and to provide assistance 

to those who arc in need of the services of Family 

Court. Recent projects of this committee included 

public service announcements on television, articles in 

newspapers, and the Governor's yearly proclamation o( 

Child Support Awareness Month. Any endorsements bv our 

legislators for the promotion of family law would be 

appreciated. Keep in m m d that approximately one out 

of every four individuals in the Commonwealth arc 

affected directly or indirectly by the influences of 

i ami 1y law. 
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Mv final comment, the involvement of our 

government in the family law system should be seriously 

reviewed before initiating any steps to correct or 

adjust the program. T am assured that this committee 

recognizes the impact of any new legislation on the, 

overall program. There are a number of specific points 

to keep in mind about: government involvement in family 

law procedures. Any adjustments will immediately draw 

the attention of a vast number of individuals in the 

Commonwealth. The more significant the adjustment, the 

larger leqal level of interest will be voiced by your 

constituents. This in turn will cause an avalanche of 

inquiries into the Family Court and your respective 

offices disrupting the daily duties, often times for 

weeks. Any inquiry that disrupts one employee of the 

Family Court can trigger a situation where numerous 

functions are brought to a standstill, bottlenecks can 

occur, instantaneously slowing down the work on 

numerous cases particularly in those counties where a 

small statl exists. Tf the Family Court employee is 

not properly trained or prepared to handle 

government—induced changes in family law, wrong 

information may be released to numerous litigants 

creating a disaster if not the threat of a lawsuit. 

Family Court will be tarnished and labeled as being 
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careless and incompetent-. 

A maior overhaul of the child supporl 

programs could creal e a complde halt of the program, 

leaving thousands of custodial parents 11/11 houl support 

from the missing parent. Tn 1 he past several years, 

several States in our nation have dismantled and 

rebuilt their child support programs. Despite absent-

parents faithfully making payments of support on a 

regular basis, the custodial parents did not receive 

the pavments often months after the payments u/ere made. 

Support complaints to these foreign States have simply 

disappeared. Minor adjustments to the family 1 au> 

system is far easier to bear than a major overhaul. 

Any steps by our government to implement 

changes in the child support program should aim for the 

strengthening the mission of the program. Any change 

that does not serve this purpose only creates stumbling 

blocks of assuring an absent parent to pay their 

support and the cuslodial parent to receive the 

payments as quickly and efficiently as possible. 

Jack Lang, a former domestic relations 

officer of Huntington County and past president: of the 

Domestic Relations Association of Pennsylvania, made an 

interesting statement of those who arc. involved with 

the family law/child support programs. Despite all the 
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tons-ions, poor working conditions, the impossible 

reality of performing a dozen tunc lions at one, time, 

Mr. Lang best said 1 hose who work in the Family Court 

system in two words — wn rare. We care about our 

work, how our work touches the lives of the citizens in 

our community and upholding the dignity and time 

honored trust in the judicial system. 

Those who work in family law in this 

Commonwealth ask that our legislature continue to 

provide a level of interest of keeping this frame of 

mind in those who labor in the court systems. 

Remember, Pennsylvania child support programs has 

continually ranked as the best overall program m 1 he, 

nation for over 10 years. 

Thank you for allowing me these few 

minutes to address the matter of the family law system 

from the viewpoint of a domestic relations officer 

CHATRMAN CALTAG1RONE: Thank you. 

Mary. 

BY MS. WOOLLRY: (Of Mr. Gold) 

Q. Mr. Gold, we've had hearings for three 

days earlier in the fall where we heard from people, who 

were unhappy with the services they received either in 

domestic relations offices or at the hands of a judge 

sitting in Family Court . And one of the themes that we 
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heard from husbands and fathers in divorce litigation 

was lhat they felt thai visitation, violation of 

visitation orders and cuslody agreements isn't 1aken as 

seriously by the court as a violation of a support 

order is. And they feel that, I kept saying or other 

people, kept saying, vou know, the. Federal law mandates 

lots of the enforcement mechanisms which exist with 

regard to child support enforcement and they say we 

don't see the same serious treatment of custody and 

visitation issues when the custodial, in most cases the 

mother, violates and denies me access to my child. And 

then they went one step further and said we think you 

would see greater compliance with support orders if we 

felt that we were getting equity as compared to the 

amount of enforcement that's placed on support, and T 

was wondering what your thoughts were? 

A. Fortunately, T don't deal with custody 

visitation but I do see it every day. We get at least 

a half a dozen phone, calls concerning individuals 

complaining about visitation custodv rights. Not only 

is it from the missing, absent parent who is not 

entitled to see his dependents but it's the other side 

as well where the custodial parent calls our office and 

complains, stating that the absent parent is not 

utilizing their privileges of visitation custody. You 
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hoar from both sidos. 

Q. Do you hoar as much thai 1 ho. person u/ho 

is entitled lo oomo visit doesn't show as much as t he. 

one. who h a s — 

A. T would say a majority of the phone 

r.alls, the inquiries that wc get are those individuals 

who do not got to see. their children for one reason or 

another. You brought up a good point . What is the 

power of the court in terms of violators of cuslodv 

visitation? You pointed it out emphatically with the 

Federal government. They are far more, interested, if 

anything they are only interested, in the child support-

programs. They want to make sure that the money is 

passed on to the custodial parent so that the custodial 

parent is not left destitute. Of my limited knowledge 

or custody visitation m the Stale of Pennsylvania, 

it's demanding on the. court . T don't know what a judge 

can literally do. 1 f t he. judge says to a violator ot a 

custody visitation arrangement order that they are put-

in jail, well, let's just be honest, I've never seen 

that done. 

T think the only thing the court, that T 

have the. experience is just simply say, look, let's 

quit jerking the system. T think one of the. powers and 

the authority ot the court is that anybody who violates 
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a visitation or cuslody agreement ran impose all costs, 

including attorney's fees, on 1 he violator, but 1hat, 

you know, by imposing that i hen you are setlmg up a 

financial bind on thai person. T'm going lo use for an 

example if a father cannot see his children and, lo and 

behold, takes 1 he mailer before the eourl and the court 

rules short of incarceration but says to the custodial 

parent, you're going to not only provide the visitation 

custody as by court order, but wo' re now going to 

impose on you, custodial parent , the cost of all 

proceedings as well as taking care of all attorney's 

fees. So now here is a custodial parent now 

shouldering a financial problem to meet the custody 

visitation arrangements. As T said, unfortunately, T 

don't deal with visitation custody in Union County 

That's strictly— 

Q. Rut your office does get frequent 

complaints about, failure to comply with the visitation 

orders? 

A. Oh, numerous calls. And Judge McClure, 

when he was on the bench in Union County, was very 

emphatic, domestic relations in Union County will not 

touch cuslody visitation, and that is a source of 

stress. Whether it's a custodial parent, or the absent 

parent is not entitled to have visitation custody, but 
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i ho court has the power and the million tv 1o reach in 

their pocket s, you know, it's a e n s is. It's a 

i'raumalic situation. T can see their viewpoint of 

being disturbed under these kind of situations. 

Q. Thank you. 

BY MR. SUTER: (Of Mr. Gold) 

Q. Tu/o complaints that T hear of quite 

frequently is, — well, one of them is that the obligor 

sends the check to domestic Relations and then domestic 

relations, of course, forwards it and she goes out 

drinking or on a shopping spree or whatever, and T 

realize that there are still the expenses to maintain 

the home and everything, but it's very difficult to get 

an obligor to understand that if she, takes that check 

and goes out and spends it she still must supplv the 

child with the child's needs. Ts there anything we can 

do to address I his area? 

A. T have taken on that burden. Tn 11 years 

working in the trenches to avoid the phone calls, to 

avoid these absent parents who call and say, T saw my 

ex at Lhe bar or I went to the house and the house is a 

shambles, and things of that nature. Whenever T 

conduct a conference, support conference, in the 

initial complaint or a petition for modifications or 

any proceedings before the court addressing support, f 
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lake a few minuip.s of my time and explain to 1 hn 

litigants 1 ho. purpose, of the child support payments. T 

point out to them that 1 t. ' s supposed to be used for 1 he 

everyday needs of the dependents. The court cannol 

demand receipts as to how the money is spent. And T 

conclude by making the following remark. T state that 

if the missing parent, absent parent, finds that t lie 

children are. not being properly taken care of, T don't 

think it's a matter 1hat domestic relations should get 

involved in. T point out to them that they should talk 

to the Child Welfare Department, because now we're 

talking areas of neglect on behalf of the kids. They 

can come to our office and say that the children arc 

not being adequately supplied, that the money is being 

spent, but if the children are. living in a slate of 

total disarray in the house, that they are sleeping on 

Lhe floors or they don't have proper shoes, domest ic 

relations is very limited and T don't know if domestic 

relations can do anything about ni . 1 think child 

welfare or somebody or an independent agency should 

step in and investigate the situation, and if it's a 

problem, a problem of a serious nature, that the kids 

conceivably may need to be removed. Hopefully, the 

custodial parent will change, their way of life and 

recognize the needs of the. children. 
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Q. Another concern which wo hoar of 

frequently is that" the court is extremely reluctant to 

deviate from the statewide guidelines, and T think (hoy 

should ho rolurlant to deviate unless il is just 1 Tied, 

but you hear of those, situations where it is justi Pied, 

hearing one side of the story, of course. But do you 

find in your experience that the courts are not 

deviating from the guidelines as they should in certain 

sit nations? 

A. Under the situation in Union County, with 

the tantastic support of Judge Rromfiold, T do look at 

the whole picture. He demands it. The judge demands 

it on my part to evaluate where each party is coming 

from. Tf T feel that there is a need to deviate from 

the guidelines by law, T'vo got to lot the judge know, 

and the judge, literally, always backs mo up When the 

case is litigated before the judge on an appeal, the 

judge hears it out. Tf ho fools that there is a lot o/ 

weight behind the situation, that the amount of support 

should deviate from the guidelines, ho deviates. r can 

cite specific examples whore Judge Rromtield has 

deviated from the guidelines, but there is a level of 

flexibility. I would say a vast majority of the cases 

conceivably fall right into the guideline, although the 

parlies may say no, my case is unique. Tt should 
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deviate from the guideline. 

Q. Thank you. 

A. Yes. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONF: Thank von. Thank 

you for your testimony. 

Mr. Howell'? Mr. Goldberg? Why don' I you 

both come up and u/e ' 11 do you, 1 oo. 

MR. GOLDBERG: Good afternoon. Firs I oi 

all, J want- 1o apologize for being lale. My ear broke 

down on the way to I he hearing this afternoon and r had 

to slop and gel it fixed, and luckily r found somebody 

who would weld my calalyl'ic converter back together and 

J was here a little bit late but somewhat on time. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONF: No problem. 

MR. GOLDBERG: J want fo thank you for 

giving me this opportunity to appear before the 

committee. T appreciate, that opportunity and T take 

this matter very seriously. Rocau.se T ' vo never 

appeared bet ore. a committee like this, T'm going to 

read my remarks and T would be happy to be interrupted 

at any time to respond 1o any questions that may arise. 

My name is Michael Goldberg, and T am a 

staff attorney for Central Pennsylvania Legal vServices. 

Central Pennsylvania Legal Services is a nonprofit 

organization providing free legal services to indigent 
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clients in six Contra! Ponnsyl vam a counties. Those. 

being Dauphin, Berks, York, Lebanon, Perry, and 

Lancaster, where T work. 

We represent clients in a full range oi 

civil problems, including but not limited to housing, 

loss or denial of governmental benefits, consumer 

issues, elderly issues and -family law. We continue to 

strive to provide a high qualitv of legal services to 

those individuals in our communities who are withoul 

the. means and/or the ability to protect and enforce 

their most basic legal rights, even though our funding 

has been reduced and limited and our staffinq has 

decreased by approximately one-half over the last 

decade. 

T have held my position as a staff 

attorney for almost 17 vears. During the last 11 

years, T have concentrated my practice and time on 

family law matters, particularly the issues of domestic 

violence and custody. 

Although the pressure and problems caused 

by the signiticant loss of staff over the. last 10 years 

has been allayed, to some degree, by increased 

involvement of the private Rar in pro-bono activities, 

the impact of less staff and sialic and/or reduced 

funding has had a dramatic impact on family law issues, 
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particularly because there has boon a significant 

incroaso -in demand for services in that area. 

Tn 1 ho 1990 report of the Pennsylvania 

Bar Association Task Force for Legal Services to the 

Needy, it u/as noted that there exists in Pennsylvania 

an "overwhelming unmet need for legal services" in the 

family law area. The task force u/ent on to nolo that 

they were "overwhelmed with testimony about the large 

and increased volume of domestic cases during the 

1980's." 

The complexities and problems created by 

not providing representation to all those with family 

law problems, and the ability of Legal Service programs 

to provide limited services only when problems reach a 

crisis stage, creates a domino effect of compounding 

and multiplying the problems, sometimes beyond control 

and the ability to remedy. The cost on the individuals 

involved, as well as their community and our 

Commonwealth, is extraordinary The domino effect was 

noted as a major concern by the task force. 

Because my practice is predominantly in 

the area of domestic violence and custody, T will limit 

my comments from now on in those two areas. 

The majority of my time is currently 

spent representing victims of domestic violence at 
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their hearings for Pro! ecf1 on From Abuse1 Order. 11 is 

undeniable. thai the single mosl dramatic increase in 

demand for legal services is 1 he area of representing 

domestic violence victims. T have attached to my 

testimony a graph which shows the increased number of 

proteclion from abuse cases handled by Central 

Pennsylvania Legal Services during the last five years. 

The graph shows an increase from approximately 700 

cases during the 1986-87 year to approximately 1,900 

cases in 1990-91, with projections of continued 

increases this year. Also attached is a graph showing 

the progressive increase of protection from abuse 

clients represented by legal service programs 

1hroughoul the Commonweallh. T myself have represented 

approximately 600 clients in Protection From Abuse 

proceedings during the period of 1986 lo the present. 

T believe that the handling of Protection 

From Abuse cases in Lancaster County is unique, 

effective, and combines the cooperative efforts of the 

Court and Courthouse personnel, the. Sheriff, the 

Pro!honotary, the District Attorney, the Shelter tor 

Abused U/omen, and Central Pennsylvania Legal Services. 

The results, although not perfect, create benefits to 

the victims, as well as efficiency for the legal 

syst cm. 
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Fffoclive in June. o( 1988, 1 ho Protection 

From Abuse Act u/as amended to provide for a pro se 

system of tiling petitions for protective orders. The 

amended legislation required that the courts provide 

simplified forms and clerical assistance to help 

individuals who are nol represented by counsel to file 

a petition for a protective order. 

In 1986, through the cooperative efforts 

of Central Pennsylvania Leqal Services and the 

Lancaster Shelter for Abused Women, the Domestic 

Violence Legal Clinic was established. The. Domestic 

Violence Legal Clinic was created to provide options 

counseling for domestic violence victims and to assist 

victims of domestic violence in the drafting and filing 

of pro se petitions for protective orders. 

With the approval of the local court, a 

pro se procedure for the filing ot protective orders 

vi/as in operation approximately two years prior to the 

legislative amendment requiring a pro se system in 

Lancaster. 

Currently, pro se litigants seeking 

protective orders in Lancaster can either go directly 

to the courthouse where they will receive clerical 

assistance in filling oul and filing ot necessary forms 

or they can go to the Domestic Violence Legal Clime 
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who.ro 1 hov receive not. only assistance in tho 

preparation of tho forms, hut in-depth counseling, 

options, altornalivos and a Pull oxplanaiion of iho 

civil, criminal and non-legal romo.dios availahlo to 

thorn. Also included is court orientation and 

proparation. 

The benefits of the Domestic Violence 

Legal Clinic are that pro so litigants who have gone 

through tho Domestic Violence Legal Clime process are 

much hotter informed and bettor prepared for the 

process that lies ahead, less likely to change their 

minds, more likely to proceed and more likely to appear 

at their hearings well prepared and understanding what 

they arc involved in. Statistics from the Domestic 

Violence Legal Clime indicate that during the lasi 

year they provided services to approximately 1,200 

victims. From that total number of service requests, 

approximately 300 victims were assisted in filing o{ 

protective orders. This process recognises that not 

all victims of domestic violence want a protective 

order. There are some alternatives to a protective 

order which, it explained, may be a more appropriate 

remedy in individual cases. Since the litigants who 

have gone through the Domestic Violence Clinic are more 

knowledgeable about tho process and have had their 
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o p t i o n s explained and e v a l u a t e d , they m o v e m o r e 

s m o o t h l y t h r o u g h the legal p r o c e s s to the benefit of 

al1 concerned. 

Central Pennsylvania Legal Services will 

then represe.n1 1 he litigants a1 the Protection From 

Abuse hearing. Tt is our experience, generally, that 

individuals who have gone through the Domestic Violence 

Legal Clime require less time and are better prepared 

for the legal process. About one-half of the victims 

represented by Central Pennsylvania Legal Services have 

filed petitions on their ou/n without prior consultation 

with the Domestic Violence Legal Clime. 

Despite these efforts and 

accomplishments, Central Pennsylvania Legal Services 

still cannot represent all the victims of domestic 

violence who request our services. There is a critical 

need for increased funding for legal advocacy programs 

like the Domestic Violence Legal Clinic, as well as for 

Legal Services so that all victims can be fully 

represented. 

T would also like to specifically state 

to this committee that at no time that T can recall did 

T represent: a pet i t toner for a protect tve order whose 

stated or discerned purpose was to use the Protection 

From Abuse Act to gam an advantage in a divorce case 
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or other fami 1y-rcl atod matter. At no time during the 

period that T represented family law clients did T 

observe or perceive ihat a domestic violence counselor 

or worker had advised a petitioner to fabricate an 

allegation of abuse or to use 1 he Protection From Abuse 

Act for other than its specified purpose. Over 1 he 

last decade, T have worked closely with the Lancaster 

Shelter for Abused Women, the Pennsylvania Legal 

Services Family Law Task Force, and the Pennsylvania 

Coalition Against Domestic Violence. At no time have I 

observed or discerned any evidence that domestic 

violence counselors, legal advocates or attorneys 

advised their clients to fabricate allegations of abuse 

or to use the Protection From Abuse Ac1 for oiher than 

its stated purpose. 

The Pennsylvania Protection From Abuse 

law is, in my opinion, a good law. T1 has aptly been 

judicially described as a vanguard civil measure 

designed to provide immediate protection against abuse. 

Tt is not only a laudable purpose, it provides a 

reasonable process and procedure to accomplish its 

purpose. There is no need to revamp or create a 

different Protection From Abuse procedure. What is 

critical now is ensuring that all couris of the 

Commonwealth have an accessible pro se system designed 
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to assist petitioners in their navigation in the legal 

system. Tt is also critical that all arms and agencies 

of the legal system who have regular contact u/i 1 h 

victims of domestic violence receive appropriate 

training to assist them in 1heir interaction with 1 he 

victims of domestic violence, and in the successful 

satisfaction of their obligations under the Protcdion 

From Abuse Act. 

Relating to custody matters. Tn 

Lancaster County after a custody pleading, such as a 

complaint for custody, or a petition 1o modify custody 

or a petition for citation in contempt is filed, a 

custody conference is scheduled before a custody 

conference officer who is one of six private attorneys 

who have been approved and appoinied by the court 1o 

act as custody conference officers. Scheduling of the 

conference can occur within a few weeks or up to 10 

weeks after filing of the original complaint. Tf an 

agreement cannot be reached at the custody conference, 

a hearing is scheduled and an order is entered pending 

the hearing. Tt can take up to a tew months from the 

conference date to the hearing date. Hearings are 

initially limited to a maximum of one day so if all 

evidence is not completed within the one day, the case 

is continued and may not be scheduled for another few 
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months. Tl is also my experience thai many cuslodv 

cases settle at -trial or immediately prior to trial 

This process, not uncommon throughout the 

Commonwealth, causes and allows for an inordinate delay 

between the filing and resolution of custody matters. 

This long delay causes more problems to develop, 

creates tension between the litigants and creates 

untold problems for those about whom the process is 

supposed to be most concerned, the children. 

Custody cases beg for expeditious, 

efficient, and fairly structured procedures which will 

lead to the prompt resolution of their issues. 

The initial use of custody conference 

officers, also called custody conciliators, is a good 

idea if they are provided with the proper training and 

supervision. However, it is critical that whatever it 

is that is scheduled before them, it must be scheduled 

promptly within a short and reasonable period ol lime. 

Tf an agreement is not reached at the 

conference, it is suggested that a pre-trial meeting be 

scheduled with a judge to whom the case is assigned. 

The pre-trial conference should attempt to identity the 

issues in the case and the evidence and witnesses which 

each side will produce. A prompt hearing date and/or 

dates should be set depending on the anticipated length 
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of the hearing. 

Another problem T observe is the. 

inability of a qreat number of low—income, people with 

family law and especially custody issues to receive 

legal assistance. Most Legal Services programs are 

only able to provide, representation in crisis cases, 

those being child snatching cases and/or u/here the 

person has received legal papers, they are a defendant 

in an action thai has been started and a conference, is 

scheduled or a hearing is scheduled. This process 

results in a significant number of people who u/i 1 1 not 

receive service. Many people who need conf1rmai1ons of 

custody io stop the constant turmoil and child tugging 

1hai results without an order and without a set 

schedule are, left to their own devices to settle 

mat ters. 

Also often without representation are 

those who are not getting to see their children for 

numerous reasons. Again, the domino effect takes place 

and problems get worse, situations are exacerbated and 

a single, issue non-emergency case has become a 

multi-issue crisis case. Again, the children, who are 

in desperate need of services, s1ability, continuity 

and resolution of their parents' case for their benefit 

are most ignored and injured by the lack ot access 
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their parents have Io 1 ho legal syslom 

The immediate way 1o resolve the problems 

caused by 1 ho very limited availability oi Legal 

Services Lo low—income people with fostering family law 

problems is to increase funding 1o Legal Services for 

the designated purpose of providing more representation 

in custody mailers and to encourage, cajole and 

stimulate the pro bono participation of the private 

bar . 

That's the completion oi my prepared 

remarks. T'd be happy to answer any question that is 

you may have. 

BY MR. SUTER: (Of Mr. Goldberg) 

Q. We've heard quite a bit of testimony 

today that the district justices should not have the 

authority to enter emergency PFAs, that they lack the 

ability to determine when it's appropriate and when it 

is not. Do you have any thoughts on that? That it 

actually should be something that's before the Court of 

Common Pleas instead of the district justices? 

A. I believe that the statutory system 

provides that only in certain circumstances can the 

district magistrate enter an order and that's when the 

court is not available. These situations come about 

without notice oftentimes and need immediate attention 
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and resolution. T1's my experience that law 

enforcement officers often feel unable to respond and 

to resolve problems without 1 he benefit of access In a 

court or a district magistrate lo resolve these 

matters. So 1 would think that it's critical that I he 

district magistrates remain available during the times 

when the court is not available to issue temporary 

orders which laler have to be immediately transferred 

to the Court of Common Pleas for final resolution. 

CHATRMAN CALTAG1RONE: Tf T could 

interrupt here, this is where there's a big 

disagreement, at least Irom the minor judiciary, and 

those that we've talked to, and we've talked to a 

number of them, they don't wanted the responsibility, 

they don't feel they're trained in it and they feel 

that it's being abused because many people come to them 

atter the Court of Common Pleas closes, and they are 

telling this to us. T ' ve heard it. from a number, and T 

know the other members have, loo, and staff, and they 

wait for weekends or they'll wait specifically until 

the Court of Common Pleas closes so that they can, 

because they feel it is much easier and they feel, and 

they've said it to me, they're being given out like 

it's candy, and many times for unjustifiable reasons. 

Now, this is what the district justices are saying and 
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they arc expressing thai- no I only to the members o1 

this commi11ee but 1o the Common Pleas Courts, and if 

the need be that we approach the Supreme Court to ask 

that, a Common Pleas Court judge sit after 4:00, then 

maybe that's what u/o should do with appropriate 

evidence being presented then, too. 

MR. GOLDBERG: Well, T think that it-

there is the availability of access to the courts 

during the times when it's necessary, then maybe the 

minor judiciary wouldn't be needed. However, T think 

one. oJ- the points that you make is that they feel Lhat 

lack of training is a problem and T think that can be 

resolved by providing training. T do know that 

historically dealing with domestic violence issues is 

not particularly palatable to many people. T don't 

think the courts have been excited about it because of 

the numbers and some of the complexity of the cases T 

know that the. police have difficulty, law enforcement 

has difficulty and T believe attorneys have difficulty 

in understanding and appreciating the seriousness and 

depth of the problems. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Tf that's all true 

though, then how does your statistics and figures 

justify that people have difficulty in dealing with H 

if 11 went from these numbers, and T was looking at 
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your statistic chart there, from 1,478 in 1978 to 

23,000 in 1991? Evidently 1 hoy arc not having a 

problem bringing the cases before the appropriate 

authorit1es. 

MR. GOLDBERG: Well, the increase in 

numbers T believe are a result not in the fact 1 hat I 

think partly il 's dtie to the change m the law thai has 

made the court system a liltle bit more accessible 1o 

these individuals. Tt's also a result of the training 

that has been going on with law enforcement to explain 

to them how to advise people who they come in contact 

with that have these types of problems to seek this 

type of assistance. T don't — it's not been my 

experience m the people that T have represented or 

spoke to in the trainings that T have done, T've done a 

lot of trainings for both law eniorcement and for 

advocates and for attorneys in this area, and T have 

not experienced the situation where victims of domestic 

violence are so sophisticated in the law that they can 

determine that if they wait until after 5:00 that they 

are going to have an easier time to get a protective 

order, which is only going to last for 12 hours until 

court opens, or 13 hours until court opens the next 

day, that they are sophisticated or knowledgeable 

enough to know that they should go there to get an 
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order and I hey won't bo able to got it in Common Picas 

Court. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONF: Do you prarl-iro 

law in Dauphin County9 

MR. GOLDBERG: No sir, T don'1. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Where are you 

1ocat cd? 

MR. GOLDRER: I'm in Lancaster County. 

Wc have ol tiros in Dauphin County and I u/ork with 

people who— 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: T would like 

particularly to let you talk with some of ihe district 

justices, oven female district justices as a matter of 

fact, from either Rorks, Dauphin, we just took a tour 

yesterday with one of the Dauphin County DJs and T 

don't know it he was speaking for himself or I think it 

was kind of general sentiment, though, from amongsl the 

district justices in this county, and T know it is in 

Berks County, that they would prefer not to have lL. 

And they specifically said, and you can look at the 

stats, that they wait until af1er the courthouse 

closes, especially when it comes to weekends, Friday 

nights. Now, I realize that there could be a 

coincidence there with people drinking and having a lot: 

of problems on the weekend, but it happens. And this 
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is what really disturbs mo. They don't understand 1 he 

law. Thcv really don't understand the law. 

MR. GOLDBERG: The district magistrale's 

don't ? 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONE: They don't. T'll 

give you a perfect illustration ol what somebody told 

me had taken place. On a PFA, on the issuance, thai-

somebody had said to them, well, 1his problem occurred 

a week ago, and the district justice and district court 

issued it. You know, was that right? 

MR. GOLDBERG: Well, without: knowing the 

other extenuating circumstances— 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Now wait , a week 

ago. 

MR. GOLDBFRG: The Court of Common Pleas 

has recognized in a case, coming from your own county 

that incidents of domestic violence that occurred 

months prior to the filing are still appropriately 

brought before the court and they can enter an order 

based on that. The problem is— 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONE: I'm going to tell 

you, there is a serious, T perceive, a serious problem 

that somehow is going to have to be addressed. Tt is 

going to have, to be addressed because you're talking 

about taking away somebody's rights, the basic American 
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freedoms that we all enjoy hy saying through ox parte 

proceedings thai somebody doesn't have a right io 

do fond themselves to a charge that ' s being made, number 

one; and number two, whether or not in fact that charge 

is valid; number three, whether or not those charges or 

charge can be. substantiated and thoroughly documented 

in any way whatsoever, and what: you are doing is you're 

treading on some very dangerous constitutional grounds, 

I think. Lot's use the Constitution the way it was 

meant, io be used and not abuse it either. 

MR. C70LDRFRG: T would agree with you 

lhat the procedures are somewhat. ox1 raordinary, but 

they arc dealing with an extraordinary problem. 

CHATRMAN CAITAGTRONE: Rut T think that 

this has to be, and T would hope that some day we will 

take it 1t the law isn't changed right up to the 

Supremo Court in this State to see 1 I this would hold 

the acid test, and I'll tell you what, T don't think 11 

would. 

MR. GOLDBF.RG: It i s my understanding 

that the const 11 u1 lonal i try of 1 he domestic violence 

statute based on due process allegations and some ot

itic ihings ihai you have identified has been litigated 

and it's been upheld. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Not on these kind 
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of issues that we're talking about. 

MR. GOLDRERG: Well, on many of Iho 

issues. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Nol those 

particular issues. 

MR. GOI-DRERG: Rut it does no! surprise 

me that you tell me that 1 he district magistrates do 

not want to handle these things and that they don't 

feel capable, and T think thai's why T tried to 

identify in my presentation the critical need for 

training of all people, not just law enforcement. The 

act provides for training of law enforcement, but. 1 here 

arc so many people withm the. legal system u/ho come in 

contact u/i f h it that, it is critical that everybody 

receive training, and with the adequate training T 

think that they would— 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONF: Yeah, T don't deny 

that. T think training is needed. 

MR. GOLDBERG: —would be better able and 

feel more comfortable in addressing these issues. I 

think that they are somewhat difficult issues. Most of 

the domestic violence tends to take place behind closed 

doors in the privacy of people's homes where there are 

not: the availability of witnesses and similarlv, as in 

child abuse cases, it seems that people thai have a 
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history of abuse arc becoming morn soph a si i cat ed and 

know how to administer abuse without leaving certain 

marks. So when wc learn about children who are. beat en 

on their hands or their feet and 1hcir stomach where 

the bruises are not as obvious, we are also learning 

that the. victims of domestic violence are being treated 

sum 1arly. 

So it's a very difficult issue, when vou 

look at it and attempt to evaluate evidence and vou 

only have one, party's word against another party, and T 

think that's why the minor judiciary doesn't have 1 he. 

ability to enter final orders, and I don't have any 

problem with that, and T think that as long as it's for 

a short period of time and they receive the training 

that It's critical that they do it. 

T think in reference to your initial 

question about the person who's situation, the violence 

occurred a week prior and then she came, and T don't 

know the facts of that situation but T can imagine a 

situation where, that would be, perfectly reasonable. 

Recausc after an incident of violence, there, are. 

threats and the possibility of future violence and that 

threats sometimes become evident to the victim at later 

dat es o r — 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONF. • Do you know what a 
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judge said to mo yesterday? Tf that" wc.ro to bo the 

case, why in God's namo would 1hat person still romam 

there? Okay? 

MR. GOLDRERG: Well, T 1hink to, and that 

oxample exhibits the rrihral need lor all people in 

I he legal process, including judges, lo receive 

adequate training in 1 he issues surrounding domestic 

violence as well as 1 he psvehologi cal , psychiatric,, and 

emotional issues 1hat affect victims oi domestic 

violence, and it's difficult for us all. Tt's 

difficult for me in all the cases that T'vo done to 

sometimes deal with someone, who has returned to an 

abusive home after they have boon abused, oven after 

they have gotten their protective order, but there are 

so many factors that when understood and when dealt 

with make that more understandable, and it's not my job 

to moralize about whether or not someone should have 

done. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONR: No, it's a judge's 

job. It 's a judge's job who should sit and listen to 

the tacts and make a decision and no one else. And no 

one else. Not any of the social service agencies, not 

any of the attorneys, not any of the do-gooders that 

are saying, well, my God, this is really taking place. 

Let's look at the facts, lot's look at the evidence and 
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lot a judge make that decision. 

MR. GOLDRERG- And 1 ho evidence 1 ha I 1 he 

judge should look al is not u/hether or not a particular 

victim has returned to an abusive home but u/hether or 

not abuse occurred. T1 is immaterial, in my belief, 

whether or not someone went back to a home because they 

u/ere u/oak, they were emotionally dependent or whether 

1 hey were financially dependent or whether or not they 

wanted to try and make a home for 1heir children and 

maintain some, contact wilh the father of their 

children. Tt's not material. What is material is 

whether or not that person accused of abusing 1 he 

victim did in fact abuse them, and if in fact they were 

abused, then it is appropriate to enter a protective 

order and not punish a victim because they may be weak 

or they may have had some emotional problems or they 

may be psychologically dependent as a result of the 

continued abuse that may have occurred over the years— 

CHAIRMAN CAITAGTRONE: U/hat would you say 

the consequences should be for false representation, 

false filing, false collusion, almost, with an agency 

whose promoting somebody to say something that can't 

even be verified let alone possibly be an out and out 

lie? What would you say should happen? 

MR. GOLDBERG: T think that there are 
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laws that arc. already in of foot that provide for 

sanctions against people who file, fraudulent legal 

papers and who make knowingly false, verified 

statements, and T think that those laws are. in place 

and thai they can he utilized. Concerning collusion in 

other agencies, T think thai that would be a very 

serious problem 11 it occurred. And T can only tell 

you from my experience thai T have never been aware ot 

that or have, discerned il . As a matter ot fact , 

through my very close working relationship with the 

Domestic Violence, Legal Clinic in Lancaster over the 

last five or six years since, it 's been in effect, T 

have not discerned that in one bit, and they have seen 

thousands and thousands of people. 

Now, T am not naive enough to believe 

that there are not people that approach the court at 

particular times with fabricated stones or false 

allegations for one reason or another, and those 

individuals, T think, can be dealt with appropriately 

through existing laws and existing mechanisms. Ruv T 

think it is wrong to paint a picture that implies that 

there are agencies and advocacy groups and that whole 

section of particular litigants are knowingly filing 

false pleadings, and T think — and although T wasn't 

present when Judge Hummer spoke, it's my experience. 
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4^, t-i t— 

from looking al the si ai i slice, in Lancaster Count v and 

reviewing 1 he statistics throughout the Commonweal 1 h 

that the number of protective orders thai are entered 

based on the number that are Piled is testimony m and 

of itself that there are not false or malicious 

allegations that are being raised for improper 

purposes. T think those statistics stand as the 

greatest testament that we can to the fact that this is 

a very, very serious problem. And T know that a lot of 

times there are people who may be sent to the 

courthouse to file protective, orders where their facts 

may not, after judicial evaluation, warrant that, but T 

think that the parties that are most guilty of sending 

those people are the law enforcement. They don't know 

what to do with these people and if they feel that 

there's anything that, may have gone wrong, their first 

advice to get them away from the law enforcement people 

is sav, go to a courthouse and file a protective order. 

They don't evaluate the case, they don't determine 

whether or not there are facts that warrant a finding 

of abuse under the act, they simply want to refer 

people sometimes out of their jurisdiction and out of 

their problem. 

That is the very benefit of the Domestic 

Violence Legal Clinic has as opposed to the current pro 
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so system where the people, 30 lo the courthouse and 

don't qot- any counseling. These people al Domestic 

Violence Clinic are 1 rained, and T think wol1-trainod, 

partly because T help to train them, in understanding 

to some degree vx/hal it takes to get a protective order. 

They understand the law. They deal with it every day 

and they understand that not everybody u/ho has been a 

victim of some sort of domestic abuse may qualify for a 

protective order because our protective statute 

provides only certain circumstances that warrant 11 and 

that is why, after counseling, some people find that 

they either don't: u/ant a protective order, they are not 

entitled to a protective order or that there is some 

other non-legal — 

CHATRMAN CAI.TAGTRONE: Well, or they 

u/i thdraw 11. 

MR. GOLDRERG: well, in the situation T 

was speaking of, these individuals go to the Domes!IC 

Violence Clinic before they file and so before they 

file they receive counseling and they receive 

understanding about the 1au/ and they are better able to 

determine u/hother that's the proper avenue for them. T 

would agree with you if what you were saying is that 

there are some individuals who may not be entitled to 

protective orders, but that's the case with every legal 
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petition that's filed in this Commonweal Ih. Tn anv 

matter, there are people that file petitions thai 

aren't necessarily entitled to what they are asking 

for. Rut T would also suggest to you that the number 

oi people who tile tor protection orders and 1 he number 

of people who get protective orders and thai incredible 

percentage that receive them in the '90S, i s — 

CHATRMAN OALTAGTRONE: As a permit. Rut 

T'm talking about the initial filing, because T'11 give 

you an illustration. T know Mary has a question but 

I'll drop it at this. Union president comes back from 

a trip to California, goes to his home and is 

immediately served with a PFA while his wife is m 

there with her boyfriend. That happened. He was 

escorted into his home, was able to get his clothes and 

had to leave. Fair? What was the justification for 

that? 

MR. GOLDBERG: T1 he abused her, then 

it's fai r . 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONF.: How could he have 

abused her9 He wasn't even in the area. He was in 

California. She had said that there was potential for 

abuse because he would get upset that her boyfriend had 

moved in with her. 

MR. GOLDBERG: Well, again, this is not 
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her fault . Tl- may bo the jurliriary'fi fault lor 

granting thai temporary order in I he first place. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONE• Where, does some of 

this stuff makes sense9 

MR. GOLDBERG: T would agree, with you 

that out of all the thousands of cases that are filed 

it wouldn't be difficult to find a few that may not 

have been warranted. And T think that that may be an 

improper perspective 1o take. T think what we, 1 ook at 

and you see these numbers is that there are huge 

numbers of people, that need this protection and that 's 

why they are affording it . And not only that but for 

every one. person that gels an order there are probably 

tens or hundreds that need it and don't get it and 

don't know to get it and don't have access to the legal 

system or don't understand how to get to the legal 

system or are discouraged by family, by church, by 

community members, and by sometimes by their own 

advocates. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONE: If that were true, 

your own figures that you show on the chart would be 

this way instead of this way, okay? 

MR. GOLDBFRG: No, my pos i t i on— 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Tf has grown, 

number one, and the. amount of litigation in this whole. 



area is like a 1idal wave sweeping over the courls 

MR. GOLDBERG- It's partly because it's 

new litigation. The Protection From Abuse si a luies are 

somewhat now throughout our whole count ry. Tt wasn't 

until the mid-1970s where this type ol relief even 

became available lo people and li hasn't — wasn't well 

publicized in the beginning. People weren't aware of 

li and there is a lot of inertia that" we're trying to 

st'op, a lot of, T mean, when you go back and you look 

at the history of domestic violence and back through 

the. centuries where it was condoned by court decision, 

by the rule of thumb. U/e all know what the rule of 

thumb is where it says that you're allowed lo strike 

and discipline your wife with a rod as long as it was 

no thicker than your thumb. The courts have 

acknowledged that. Our religious institutions have 

acknowledged that. Tn Lancaster County today we still 

have religious advisors telling victims that they have 

to tolerate this type of behavior from their husbands 

oft en. 

And I want to reiterate that we have 

represented men who have been victims of domestic 

violence as well as women. The statistics show it's an 

overwhelming number, but that is the reason why the 

numbers are increasing and they are going to continue 
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to increase and not because people are. (annealing 

them, because it's such an incredibly serious probfom. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONF: All T ' m saying is 

protections from ihe abuse of the Prolections From 

Abuse have got" l.o be incorporated in the law somehow. 

Protections from the abuse have to bo incorporated into 

the law. 

MR. GOI.DBFRG: And T think in Lancaster 

County we do a good job of that because, one, the court 

has directed that the public defender represent 

indigent defendants in Protection From Abuse hearings 

and the District Attorney's office prosecutes 

contempts. And in that u/ay they have tried to provide 

the fullest amount of rights available, to both parlies. 

And T un 11 tell you that T u/ould just as soon see I he 

most competent attorney on the other side of a case as 

T u/ould to see an incompetent attorney or someone not 

represented because, u/hon you have a competent attorney 

on both sides of the case (here's a better opportunity 

and a chance that all the facts are going lo be. fully 

litigated and the judge is going to be given the best 

opportunity to make a fair and just determination. T 

don't take any pleasure m representing victims ot 

domestic violence u/hon (here is no representation on 

the other side. And T have no problem u/ith affording 
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the respondents as much rights as possible. Rut T 

think that wo must be careful and realize the kind of 

problem u/e're dealing u/1 t.h here and the need for 

immediate action, because if we don't lake immediate 

action, if we. don't provide victims with immediate 

access to the legal system, problems get worse. And 

what we're learning now is not only are these problems 

bad for the victim, but they are affecting the 

chi1dren. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONR: T don't disagree 

with you, but- we, also heard from one of the judges 

today, too, that by putting a man out of his house, 

he's ended up with three homicides in his county. He 

said, you know, at the one end of the spectrum thai's 

the worst thing that can happen. T don't know what the 

answer Is. T really don't. T'm just sayinq, you know, 

that there are— 

MR. GOLDBERG: Those homicides did not 

occur because someone was put out: of their house. They 

occurred because the man was irrational and was 

violent, and nothing else was going lo slop that. 

CHAIRMAN CAI.TAGTRONF.: Who knows wha t 

would have set- him off or what would have been the 

circumstances involved, but, you know, you can start an 

incendiary situation which can lead from one thing lo 
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another to another and von don't know whore it is 301113 

to end 

MR. GOLDRFRG: Rut you don't deny people 

their protection because of the fear of what's 301113 to 

happen. U/o have cases where a man has 3011c to jail, T 

believe in Illinois, for beat ins up his 31rlfriend and 

threatening her, goes out on furlough and then kills 

her on the sfreet . 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONE: 11 ' s wrong and 

whai T'm saying to you is ihero has to be a balance in 

the scales of justice for people's rights, too, so that 

people's rights are not also being abused on the other 

end of the scale. 

MR. GOLDRERG: As an advocate for victims 

of domestic violence, T would agree with you that 

everybody's rights should be protected— 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONR: That's the 

ultimate goal. 

MR. GOLDRFRG: And T believe that- the 

Protection From Abuse Act does a good job. I believe 

that there may be counties where the court system does 

not address this in a serious enough fashion and take 

it seriously enough and where public defenders and 

District' Attorneys do not address the problem, just 

like district magistrates, because they don't want to. 
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Tt's a difficult problem to deal u/t t h. It's difficult 

for mo, after all the years T'vo boon doing this, it's 

difficult for mo sometimes fo deal with those things. 

Rut just because i1 's difficult: doesn't, moan we don't 

provide the. rights 1 hat are absolutely necessary. For 

those, three people that" were killed, T just wonder how 

many thousands and thousands of people wore saved as a 

result of the protections that: are afforded through 

Protection From Abuse and the untold number of children 

whose lives have been changed for the benefit and 

better as a result of getting some relief from living 

m a home like that. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAOTRONR: Mary. 

RY MS. WOOI.LF.Y: (Of Mr. Goldbors) 

Q. Just following up on the district justice 

issue, the counsel to the District dust ices' 

Association has advised us that — maybe it's not in 

Dauphin County because we heard Irom the Dauphin County 

judge today, but in some counties the problem is that 

the court only dooms itself available — the Common 

Pleas — for limited hours on limited days during the 

week so thai, in fact, our intent: under tho act, which 

is to have. D.is hear ex parte, hearings at night and to 

have the Common Pleas review it the next day, is not 

occurring. That a D,I ex parte, order will be entered 
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during the day, during a working day, and so on for 

several more days• Are you aware of that in any ol 

your jurisdiction in Central Pennsylvania Legal 

Servi res? 

A. No, T am nol personally aware of thai, 

and again, most of my practice is limited to Lancaster 

County and T haven't been aware of t'hat , but 11 also 

sounds very similar to the fact that there are counties 

in Pennsylvania where they still haven't set up a pro 

se system. So if they don' 1 follow 1 he law, then if 

doesn't surprise, me. that the law doesn't work 

effectively. And T think that if. the law was adhered 

to and the courts took it seriously and addressed it 

the way the legislature meant tor it to be addressed, 

that some of these problems wouldn't occur. And T 

think, again, and I would agree with you that training 

is critical, not only for the district magistrates but 

tor the judges as well. 

Q. And is it the case, in Lancaster County 

where a DJ enters an ex parte order at night that it is 

heard the next day by a Common Pleas judge? 

A. Tt is my understanding that it is sent 

immediately over to the. Court Administrator's office, to 

be scheduled before a judge, and T think that the 

instructions are. that the petitioner should appear at 
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9 : 0 0 , o r 8 ' 3 0 , a t 1 ho Court A d m i n i s t r a t o r ' s o f f i c e t o 

where t h e y a s s i s t - them i n f i l i n g a formal pel i i i o n fo r 

a p r o t e c t i v e o r d e r . 

Q. So l h a t — 

A. And again, the problem can be resolved by 

1 ho fact thal~ the order can dissolve at a stated lime. 

And thai would obviate the problem, T would think, to a 

degree. And the ofhor interesting iact which T didn't 

address — T don't want to take anybody else's time, — 

but that- T believe needs more attention is the 

relationship of domestic violence to custody issues. 

And we. have a new custody law that requires that to be 

considered, and T believe that this is another area 

which begs for training of the judiciary and the impact 

of domestic violence on custody cases. We are just 

learning that a lot of the experts m this area are 

starting to discern the problems that affect children, 

not only if they are. victims of abuse themselves and 

not only if they witness abuse with their own eyes, but 

we realise, that they discern this violence, they 

understand what 's going on and the impact on them is 

very dramatic and sometimes very long lasting. And we 

have to become aware of that . 

Tn one case that T litigated, the court 

staled thai they could not understand how victims, how 
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a victim of domestic violence at the end of October of 

one month could have been influenced by that domos1ic 

violence lo sign an agreement about a month and a half 

later giving eus1odv of her child to the perpetrator of 

that violence. And T think that is an indication 1hat 

the court: was unaware of the impact that domestic 

violence has on individuals, especially if it's 

prolonged and had been ongoing, and T think thai is 

another critical issue which should be addressed. 

Q. Thank you. 

A. Thank you very much for your time and— 

MR. SUTRR: T think we have o n e — 

MS. RFEMER: T have one question. My 

question is it 's not the first time today that I've 

heard that one of the problems of the pro se additions 

to the PFA act was, in a sense, that women still were 

not able to effectively get a Protection From Abuse 

order by themselves. T'm wondering if the 

simplification of 1 he filing requirements and all the 

administrative things were done but perhaps more needs 

to be done to get victims into court and is there — do 

you think that there's some interim factor that could 

do that and effectively advocale Lheir case9 T 

understand that most of the ball has come down on Legal 

Services' shoulders, but perhaps, for example, the 
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legal clinic 1hat you've established in Lancaster or 

other women shelters. Many seem to have very compete.n1 

advocates thai are u/el]-versed in the law and maybe 

could provide an effective alternative to a Legal 

Services attorney but in the. interim so thai a victim 

does no1 have 1 o go to court by themselves. Would you 

anticipate this being pari of the solution9 

MR. GOLDBERG: Well, T believe that our 

system in Lancaster should be. a model system and should 

be duplicated because. T think thai not only does i1 

give the victim an advocate t o go along u/i t h them — 

and Legal Services is struggling right nou/ throughout 

the Commonweal th in dealing with this problem of 

numbers and reduced funding and the increased demand 

for services, so 11 is a problem. And T think it helps 

in a number of other ways because there are other 

issues which T have not been trained and I'm not 

competent to deal with which are necessary ingredients 

in making sure that the victim totally understands 

their rights, not only legal rights but is confident in 

understanding what they want to do and those advocates 

are best qualified to do that. And I have iound that 

the Pennsylvania Coalition Against Domestic Violence 

has a tremendously effective legal advocacy program 

They provide, training to the agencies throughout the 
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Stale, they've recentlv been recognised bv the, T 

believe it's the National Council or Family and 

Juvenile Court Judges as a model agency in their legal 

advocacy work, and they were applauded for that . The 

agency came and reviewed their work to see about using 

It as a model, T believe, and T think that 's really 

critical, and T think that would help the judiciary T 

think people would move more smoothly through the 

system. 

We. have attempted in Lancaster to ask for 

specific funding when the pro sc system first came 

about, through legislation, to have — instead of it 

being done at the courthouse where people don't get 

advice and don't get explanations but they are given 

forms and help in filling out the form. And in 

Lancaster the people, are very good who do 1 hat but 

that's all they do and that's all they are capable of 

doing, and 1 hey have other clerical work that they are 

supposed to be, doing for the county in the meantime. 

And so sometimes it's very difficult to continue to 

interrupt: what you were originally hired to do and stop 

and deal with a victim of domestic violence who 

sometimes ts not really well prepared for being there. 

Someilmes she's just been beaten up or something 

terrible has happened and the police say go to the 
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courthouse . She doesn't oven know what she ' s at the 

courthouse Tor bul she's following I ho instruction If 

u/c can got thorn to the advocalo, < hoy can find, 

somo ti mos, I ho. services that 1 hey need in addition to 

the legal remedies. And T think that it would be a 

very, very effective way of helping to deal with the 

court's calendar and the impact on the whole legal 

system as well as insuring a greater likelihood of 

success for those victims in changing their lives and 

avoiding these problems in the future. 

I'm not sure if that directly answers 

your question— 

MvS. BBEMER: Yes, thank you. 

MR. GOLDBERG: —but T have the highest 

respect for all the. legal advocates that I've worked 

with and through the rlinic, through the shelters and 

through the Pennsylvania Coalition Against Domestic 

Violence and T have. — T owe them a great debt for my 

own abilities, however they may be, Lo what I've 

learned from them, and T think everybody would benefit 

from that. 

MR. SUTFR: T just wanted to clarify that 

the legal advocates are not necessarily attorneys, 

correct ? 

MR. GOLDBERG: That's correct 
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MR. SUTRR: And in a 1oi of cases T would 

imagine that really keeps the expense dou/n, that these 

individuals are trained in this area and have become 

very good in this area and really know what 1 hey are 

doing, but ye1 it doesn't necessarily require an 

attorney to go through with 1his. 

MR. GOLDBERG- The example is, in our 

counly, the individuals, instead of coming to our 

office, Legal Services Office, mit tally and 1 hen we 

have to determine whether or not they wanted a 

protective order or whether or not they were entit led 

to one and then draft it up and take it and file n , 

all that's done through the clinic program. We see 

them after they've filed and gotten their temporary 

order and a hearing date is scheduled. They come to 

us, people from the clinic, often with the necessary 

papers, medical reports, statements of losses. They 

understand the process a little bit. They have been 

taken to the courthouse and walked around the 

courthouse to the various offices. They understand 

that a little bit . They understand what to expect . 

Makes my job a lot easier. Less time, T believe T am 

able to serve more people as a result of that, and I 

think it's very, very cost-effective. 

MR. SUTRR: Thank vou. 
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MR. GOLDBFRG: Thank you vory much. 

MR. HOWFTT: Should T wail for 1 ho 

Chairman to come bark9 To whom am T giving my 

testimony'"' 

MS. WOOLLFY: This is Representative 

Dennis O'Brien from Philadelphia. 

MR . HOU/RTT • Oh , good . T ' m ql ad there ' s 

a Represent afive here. 

Hi, Jack Howet t . May T proceed9 

My name is John C. Howett , Jr. T'm an 

attorney with a practice in Harrisburg limited to 

matrimonial law. By way of background, T am 1 he past 

Chairman of the Family Law Section ot the Dauphin 

County Bar Association; T am a member of the Governing 

Council and T am the Secretary or the Pennsylvania Bar 

Association's Family Law Section. T have served two 

terms on the Board of Governors ot the PBA, once as 

Chairman of the State Bar's Young Lawyers Section, and 

once as 7one 3 Governor. T'm a certified Fellow of 

both the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers and 

the International Academy ot Matrimonial Lawyers, and 

have been listed in "Best Lawyers in America" for the 

last four years. In addition to my practice, T served 

until a year ago as a Special Master in Divorce in 

Dauphin County since the adoption of the Divorce Code. 
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T was a member of the task form which assist od t ho 

legislature in drafting the 1988 amendments, and T 

wrote. the commentary on those amendments for t ho 

Pennsylvania Bar Institute, and T ' ve written and 

lectured frequently on farm 1y law topics. 

Having practiced in the area of family 

law for 17 years, T can loll you that this area of the, 

law is treated as the proverbial stepchild of the legal 

system. Without question, more lives of the citizens 

of this Commonwealth come into contact with the 

judicial system and our courts through the family law 

area than through any other area of the law. Yet, 

those citizens are treated differently than other 

litigants by a legislature and a court system that 

allocates resources to what are apparently perceived as 

more important concerns. Moreover, those resources 

which are allocated to the family law area are not 

being utilized as efficiently as they could be. 

The fact that these hearings are taking 

place is a positive note which signals an interest and 

concern in matters which affect a majority of 

Pennsylvania citizens. As to House Resolution Number 8 

itself, which T understand is the underlying basis for 

these hearings, the establishment, with public funds, 

of the task force lo investigate the allegations of a 
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few unhappy but vary vocal litigant 8 T think is 

l nappropri ato Tt 's a misuse of funds which arc 

desperately needed ol sou/hero to increase courf 

personnel and improve services for the benefit of many 

ralher than (o provide a personal vindication for a 

feu;. T do not mean, however, to imply that most people 

are. happy about divorce. In fact, the dissatisfaction 

level is quite high; but that should not come as a 

surprise, nor is it anything new. Moreover, the 

inherent dissatisfaction will exist, it will continue, 

to exist , in this area of the law even under a 

perfectly administered and fully funded system. And 

this dissalisfaction certainly extends to the lawyers 

for the litigants. 

Divorce is probably the area of law where 

there is the most hiring and firing of counsel. This 

is because two can live more cheaply than one, and in 

most cases the economically independent spouse believes 

that he or she is losing 1 oo much and the dependent 

spouse, believes that she or he is getting too little, 

be it in terms of support, alimony, property 

distribution, and even in terms of time spent with 

minor children. Often parties have unreasonable 

expectations sometimes, unfortunately, the. fault of 

attorneys who are not realistic with their clients. 
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Giving a client unrealistic expectations, 

either inadvertently as a result of inexperience or 

lack of knowledge or deliberately as "puffery" does a 

great disservice to the client, and the legal system. A 

client with grandiose expectations is a client unlikely 

to settle on objective realistic terms and who will 

insist on going to court whether or not that is 

appropriate. Additional delay results when cases which 

should have settled instead are fully litigated at 

great financial and emotional cosl to the parties and 

at great expense to an already overburdened system. 

These factors in divorce matters cause unhappiness and 

litigants often turn their anger on counsel - their own 

or their spouse's. This is a natural human reaction 

Rut it should not be the basis of a task force 

investigat i on. 

This is not to say that there aren't 

problems in the system. There are, but there are also 

some solutions, some of which are in your power to 

e ffeet uale. 

One of the major problems is the 

fractured or multi-track system of handling various 

family law issues. Divorce cases involve not only the 

divorce itself but. support, alimony, alimony pendente 

lite, equitable distribution, custody and visitation 
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just to name, the most sigmficanl areas ot potential 

conlroucrsy. Unforttinaie.lv. under the rurronl system 

in the. majority of count 10s, each issue is litigated in 

a separate forum. Tn supporl, pariles go before a 

domestic relations conference officer u/ith the nqhl io 

a completely now, de novo, hearing before a judge. Tn 

tad , in some counties for support , parties must f-rsl 

go to a domestic relations officer, then to a Master 

and then io a nidge. Tn custody matters, parlies go 

before a conciliator with a de novo trial before a 

judge, usually a different judge than the one who heard 

the support issue. For divorce, alimony and equitable 

distribution, parties go before a Master wi t h review by 

a judge, so now there may have been three different 

judges and three different hearing officers/Masters/ 

conciliators who each heard a piece of the case. For 

alimony pendente lite, interim counsel fees, protection 

from abuse proceedings, petitions to protect asseis or 

other special relief and motions for discovery and 

other interim petitions, parlies may go before yet 

another judge. 

This fragmented system is expensive for 

clients and for the court system. The fact that 

hearings often take longer than one day and subsequent 

hearings are scheduled on non-consecut1ve days results 

http://Unforttinaie.lv
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in 1 ho second or third day of trial bring weeks or even 

months after 1 he first, requiring parties to incur 

additional fees each time their counsel has to 

re-prepare for the continued proceeding in addition, 

because the evidence pertinent to one issue often is 

relevant to another, each separale hearing may lake 

longer than necessary as duplicative evidence is 

presented m 1 he various forums. This not only 

increases the amount of attorney's lees required bui 

wastes precious judicial resources. Tf a client wants 

to call a particular individual as a witness with 

respect to more than one issue, for example child 

support, alimony pendente lilc and permanent alimony, 

where the same witness may be pertinent to all three of 

those financial issues, that witness would have to 

appear at least three times ts three different 

proceedings with resulting increased costs and 

duplication of effort. Finally, no one judge may ever 

know the complete facts of the case or the history of 

the proceedings. This makes it much more difficult for 

the court to control certain obstreperous litigants who 

seek to manipulate the system or who are judge 

shopping. 

These difficulties can been alleviated 

with a one-judge-one-fami 1y system where a particular 
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judge would be assigned lo hoar all related issues 

involving the parties, including interim motions and 

pet i1 ions and to permit that, judge to hear, in one 

forum, all issues pertinent to that case. Such a 

system would move cases along more expeditiously and at 

a lesser cost to litigants and the court system. This 

is an idea u'hich has been discussed ior some time and 

has substantial support from the family law bar. It is 

a practical and achievable solution to one. of the most 

serious concerns about the system of divorce in this 

Commonweal Ih. 

The. other major problem is the svslcm in 

some counties which requires litigants to pay the costs 

of the Master who hears the divorce case. This is a 

procedure which can and does result in a denial of 

equal access to the courts on the basis of ability to 

pay. The parties in a divorce action, like all other 

litigants no matter how rich or poor, are entitled to 

their day in court. For a one-day divorce hearing, 

however, it can cost as much as $1,000 or more just for 

the Master and the stenographic record, not to mention 

counsel fees, witness fees, and other costs. This 

daunting figure is beyond the reach of many litigants, 

so the. practical effect is the absolute denial of a 

right to be heard for solely financial reasons. I 
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submit 1 ha1" such a result is blatantly 

unconst11 u1ional. 

However, as un 1h the multi-track problem 

in family law cases, this situation also has a solution 

- a solution that already has proved workable since 

its inception in Dauphin County and which also has been 

determined to be constitutional by the Third Circuit 

Court of Appeals. T(, as in Dauphin County, each 

person who files a complaint tor divorce pays an 

additional filing fee to cover the cost of the Master 

system, sufficient funds are then available tor the 

county to incur the costs of paying for 1 he Masters and 

the court reporters and transcripts in a revenue 

neutral fashion. This system has worked well in 

Dauphin County since its adoption in 1983. In o1 her 

counties, however, litigants arc still required to pay, 

and pay dearly, for that their "right" to go to court . 

To me, simply stating the facts 

establishes this cruel injustice to family law 

litigants. A fender bender accident with relatively 

minor personal injuries can tie up a judge and jury for 

several consecutive days of trial at great expense to 

the system but no expense to the litigants, whereas a 

divorce case that often involves, at minimum, the 

distribution of a house and pension, at dollar values 
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substantially greater than the vast majority o( civil 

cases, has 1 o be tried before, a Master rather thai an 

elected judge, does not get consecutive day trials, and 

costs the litigants shocking sums of money, over and 

above the expense of their own counsel to have their 

cases heard. 

Divorce reform is an ongoing process. Tn 

providing no-fault grounds for divorce, the Divorce 

Code of 1980 changed the focus in most divorce cases 

from "u/ho struck John," to "what do we have, u/hat is it-

worth and how should it be fairly divided9" The 

emphasis now 1s on locating and valuing assets, 

including businesses, real estate and pensions. The 

need for discovery has increased. The use of experts 

has increased With the increasing number and 

complexity of divorce cases, the legal system has 

become bogged down making access slower and more 

expensive. 

Additional reforms were enacted in 1988 

with the Divorce Code amendments and further proposals 

are in progress. The Senate Judiciary Committee 

recently voted favorably on legislation to reduce the 

waiting period from two years to one year for a 

unilateral no-fault on the basis of separation; to make 

binding arbitration available and to permit interim 
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orders distributing marital proper! v before the. final 

ad judi cat ion. 

With the respect to the proposal Tor the 

reduction of the wailing period to one year, such may 

not reduce, the burden on the court system but actual 1v 

increase it. As many rases take more than a year to 

resolve because of lengthy or complex discovery, or 

simply because one of the parties is simply not yet 

emotionally capable of proceeding and concluding a 

divorce in a year, more bit ureal ion hearings are likely 

to result from a reduced waiting period. 

However, amending a Divorce Code to allow 

interim distributions of marital property prior to the 

entry of a decree and a final equitable distribution 

proceeding is a necessary reform. Some witnesses who 

have testified before you have questioned the necessity 

for this amendment on the basis that the authority 

already exists under the broad grant of equity powers, 

to make interim awards of assets. 7 agree that the 

authority exists. Unfortunately, some courts have 

disagreed, concluding that the language of the Divorce 

Code requires that no equitable distribution of any 

nature can occur prior to the entry of a decree in 

divorce and accordingly, will not permit any interim 

distributions. Therefore, dependent spouses may have 
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lo borrow heavily until a final equitable ch sir 1 but 1 on 

order is entered or incur "legal expenses in pursuing a 

claim for interim counsel fees, costs, and expenses 

just in order lo obtain the funds needed lo pursue or 

defend a divorce action while marital assets, some of 

which ultimately will be awarded to the. dependent 

spouse in any event , are kept under the control of the 

other spouse throughout the en Lire litigation. Under 

such circumstances, a dependent spouse often finds 

himself or herself at the mercy of the financially 

independent spouse who seeks to increase, the costs of 

litigation to gain an advantage in the case. Allowing 

partial distributions prior to the entry of a decree 

and prior to the final determination of equitable 

distribution, without prejudice to the overall 

distribution scheme, and with any amount received to be, 

credited to the recipient spouse's ultimate share of 

the assets, would go a long way toward equalizing the 

footing between litigants of disparate financial 

resources. 

Mandatory mediation m custody or partial 

custody disputes by trained and experienced mediators 

is also an appealing idea, but only if mediators and 

conciliators are able to recommend a temporary interim 

order. Tf they cannot, and if attorneys counsel their 
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clients thai 1 ho medial or or conciliator has no 

authority and tho process is just a pro forma step 

before get tins before a judge, then there's no 

motivation for a reluctant party to fully participate 

in the process, and, moreover, that party will view the 

process as an unnecessary delay before, he or she gets a 

day 1n court . 

Legislation authorising the option of 

binding arbitration for economic issues should be 

adopted and each county should be mandated lo have such 

an optional system in place. 

Tt 's been a consistent theme throughout 

these hearings that increased funding is necessary to 

relieve the delays within the system. The 

under-staft1ng of those parts of the legal system 

dealing with family law issues is in large part-

responsible tor delay. For example, in early 1991 m 

Dauphin County, it took, in some cases, from 16 to 20 

weeks after the filing of a support petition to gor a 

conference before a domeslic relations hearing officer. 

Although retroactivity was preserved to the filing 

date, the fact- remained that a dependent spouse and 

children could conceivably have no income whatsoever 

for up to four months and even then, arrears are paid 

off slowly without interest over an expended period of 
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time. Tn the judiciary, I ho number of judges assigned 

to hear family law oases usualIv is far less than 1 hose 

designated to hear criminal or other civil matters In 

some counties, oven counties with several judges, 

there's no family division or family court judge a I 

all . 

After the enactment of the Code in 1980 

came, years of court decisions, often conflicting and 

changing, interpreting the new law and the new, at 

least for this State, concepts of marital property, 

equitable distribution and alimony. Some court-

decisions were codified m the 1988 amendments and some 

wc.ro. overturned. With each year of living with the 

Divorce Code and each new decision, issues which 

previously clogged the. courts are put to rest and 

others raise their heads. Each will have to wind its 

way through the system until the final interpretation 

is rendered which will guide cases to follow. F.very 

possible circumstance and every possible, interpretation 

cannot be addressed in legislation. That 's why it's 

essential 1 hat sufficient judicial resources be 

aval 1able. 

What is needed to better the process of 

marital dissolution, custody determinations and other 

family issues is not propositions simply decrying the 
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unfortunate experiences of a feu; individuals, but a 

strong family court system designed to oversee and 

correct systematic problems in an organized, 

wcl1-researched and appropriate manner. When that 

occurs, it will signal a recognition ihat the family 

law system, which touches and affects the lives of more 

Pennsylvania citizens than any other area of ihe law 

and u/hich concerns issues of immediate and vital 

importance to the day-to-day existence of those 

citizens, wi 11 no longer be the stepchild of the legal 

system but will be adopted as a full fledged member of 

I he legal family. 

Thank you. 

OHATRMAN OALTAGTRONF: Thank you. 

RY CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONF : (Of Mr. Howot i ) 

Q. On page 9, T'm interested in your 

observations about the mandatory mediation in the 

custody issue for partial custody disputes. You're 

familiar, T'm sure, with not onlv the custody matters 

but with divorces themselves and the mediation process, 

let's say, with Maine or California T think also who 

has, T guess was the original — Texas was the other 

one. Do you think a system like that can help in 

Pcnnsyl vam a? 

A. T'm sorry, Mr. Chairman, but T'm not 
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familiar with the details of 1 hose systems My fooling 

about modi at ion is that, t ho existing adversarial 

liligation system is simply not an effective system for 

dealing u/i th issues such as custody and visitation. 

And that i f we can have some alternative to that , it 

will in fact resolve 80 or 90 percent of the cases that 

end up in litigation. And T think the existing 

attempts of these conciliation processes that now seem 

to exist in most counties in the Commonwealth is proof 

of the pudding. The problem is that you have got to 

give more teeth to that interim process. You've got to 

make sure that it occurs expeditiously and 1 he people 

that are administering 1! have to be competent people. 

We're fortunate in Dauphin County that u/o have thai , 

but T know that it's not always the case m all 

count 1es. 

And it's still a very limited 

intervention. The conciliation typically is a one-hour 

intervention, it's a mandatory step and the longer it 

takes you to get to that conciliation and then from 

there to your eventual court proceeding, the less 

effective that interim step is. So T'm a firm believer 

that the existing, you know, adversarial process of a 

civil trial is not the best way to resolve custody 

cases, with the implication of all the rules of 
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evidence and so forth. Tt jusl doosn'1 u/ork well 

Now, as far as mandatory arbitral ion and 

in non-custody issues, the economic issues, 1 he Senate 

bill thai permits counties io adopt arbitration 

proceedings T think is a .qood step forward. Tn Tact , I 

think it should mandate every county to adopt a process 

and, not mandate its use but mandate the process to 

exist in that county so that litigants may, if they 

want to, regardless of which county they live in, avail 

themselves also of that arbitration system. And not 

everyone wt11 want to or be able to afford to, but a 

lot of people will and that will help take some of the 

burden off of the judiciary. 

Q. You know, the other thing, too, if we — 

according to what T've been going through the Maine 

arbitration legislation that they've had on the books T 

guess for about 10 years and they have substantially 

cut back on their case load because of it . So whatever 

they are doing has been working. And what I'm thinking 

is If we could utilize that, with adaptations, of 

course, to our own situation in Pennsylvania, to 

expedite divorces and disposition of property and 

things like that , without having it to be costly or 

adversarial. Or put the carroi before the horse there 

and make it advantageous for the parties that are 
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involved to 1-ry Lo resolve that di[ficu11y T ihnik, 

you know, it would be in our best interest to see if wo 

couldn't look at that and possibly SOP if WP couldn't 

implement that here in Pennsylvania. T asroo with what 

you said absolutely and T just think that wo've heard 

so much and during those three days of- heannqs and 

during that week prior and a Tier we. were just flooded 

with phone, calls from one end of the State to the, 

other. And we still have calls and letters that 

continue to come in by people that are very unhappy 

with the length of time, with the judges, with the 

attorneys, with the process. You know, i t — 

A. Well, T don't doubt that al all. As T 

said m my prepared remarks that , you know, this is an 

area that is just rife with dissatisfaction in general 

Tt 's, you know, people are parhnq with assets or 

people aren't getting enough assets— 

Q. Um-hum. 

A. —the system is slow. There, is 

invariably incentive on one side of the case or the 

other to delay. And 1f there is that incentive, then 

it shouldn't surprise anyone that attorneys who are 

hired to be. advocates to enhance their client 's 

position will utilize those delays which are 

permissible under the law. One. of things that the, 
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legislation can do is l.o help remove those incentives. 

And one of the things thai will remove, in pari , 1 hose 

incentives is the concept of Interim distribution of 

assets so that parties can be placed on equal footing, 

so they don't have to spend $1,000 m counsel Tees in 

time and effort asking the judge to award them an 

interim fee of $1,000. T mean, that 's just a churning 

of the system. Tt does nothing but benefit the 

lawyer's pocketbooks in the long run. Tt doesn't help 

the client at all, but it's not done to benefit the 

lawyer's pocketbook, it's done to benefit the client. 

Rut the system is such that it costs 

money to get money and if you have to do that to gr>t 

these interim awards — and then the interim awards are 

so chinlzily given — then it is not worth the candle. 

So, instead, permit interim awards that, my God, it 

there's $100,000 sitting there in liquid assets, or 

bring it down to a more typical case, you know, a 

$5,000 or $10,000 CD or a stock holding or something, 

plus the house, the pension, the cars, the personal 

property. Allow that certificate or that stock t_o be 

liquidated and distributed to 1 he dependent spouse as 

an advance interim distribution so that she's got the 

money to go to Atlantic City and gamble it away if she 

wants to or to hire her attorney and to hire an expert 
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and io got that case moving. And t ho husband can sit 

there and ho ran tie up that- money and know thai every 

ponny tho wife's going to havo to spond she's going lo 

havo to scrimp to got and that is an incentive to 

delay- Thoro aro ways to remove somo o( thoso 

incentives and lo try and equalize the system and 1 hen 

you have already in place, you know, rules or procedure 

of the courts and so forth, thai can be used bv both 

sides to get ihe case moving along. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONR: Very good points 

you raised. 

BY MR. SUTRR: (Ot Mr. Howell) 

Q. Last session we had legislation, which 

I'm sure you saw, thai established a Family Court 

sysiem in counties that had a certain number of judges. 

Would you advocate the adoption of such legislation9 

A. Mr. Suier, T had seen that legislation 

but T don't recollect it specifically. Tt seemed to me 

it was like counties ot more than eight or nine judges, 

or something like that. 

Q. Tt was the larger counties. 

A. I, frankly, would like lo see a Family 

Court division in every county, even one-judge counties 

where you can have a family court docket, although it 

doesn't mean anything in one-judge counties because 
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they do everyt hing anyway, bul to have a Family Couri 

division m , cor Iainty in counties that have morn than 

throe, judges. You know, 1 mill m g lo only eight or 

nine, T think, limits it to just a feu/ eounlies in the 

Commonweali h. 

Q. Thai's right . 

A. I'd love to see it in Dauphin County, 

which wouldn't have qualified under that legislation, 

but, yet, is a big county with, T think, seven judges 

now. All our surrounding counties here have at least 

five or six -judges now but none of them would have 

qualified or been required to have a Familv Court 

division. Even if it's only one judge that takes these 

cases, calendars them, implements sub-systems, Masters, 

conciliators, you know, honc.hos the domestic relations 

office. Tt's going to be belter than rotating 

everything around, one judge gets it for one year and 

then, thank God, T'm done with that, and then another 

judge gets it tor a year and then at the end, the same 

thing, thank God, T'm done with that. There are judges 

out there who would love the responsibility of 

implementing a Family Court process in an orderly 

fashi on. 

Q. Do you know if the PRA Family Law Section 

would support that concept'0 
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A. The concept or a family law or a Farm 1 y 

Court division? 

Q. Right . 

A. T can't imagine the Family Law Section 

not- supporting something like that. But- T can't speak 

for the Sect-ton, even though T'm an officer of the 

Section. T don't think that the Section has 

specifically addressed that, but, you know, any 

legislation that would be proposed on those lines or on 

the lines that T suggested in my prepared testimony 

would, if I have anything to do with it , be given 

prompt attention by the Section, and certainly that 

particular issue, I would think, would be well 

supported. Rut that in itself, Ken, is saying that 

we'll have a family law court . 

It's good to say it, it's the 

implementation and the methodology by which it's 

implemented that becomes more crucial. T'm not sure it 

lends itself to any simple solution and T know that 

every issue that you gentlemen and ladies have to deal 

with, that there's always one solution and that's throw 

more money at the problem and you just simply have to 

allocate resources, and T appreciate that. That's why 

T said, again in my prepared remarks, that even with 

the existing system, some of the things that can be 
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done that are revenue neutral are some of the things 

that- can be done to }ust change the system and funnel 

1 t- in another u/ay without any changes in dollars 

This ono-i ami 1 y-ono-judgo concept, you 

know, it doesn't mean you're going io have more issues 

or more judges to deal with it, you just have one judge 

dealing u/i th it . And then the second thing are these 

tragmented and fractured iorums where you have one 

thing heard here, supports heard here, APLs heard here, 

alimonies heard here, custodies heard over here 

Different days, different forums, different costs. Why 

not have one judge hear that9 The judge that knows 

that there is a particular custody problem is this 

household because of the health of the six-year-old 

daughter, that 's going to bear on custody, it 's going 

to bear on support, it 's going to bear on the needs of 

the mother whether she should have more alimony, it's 

going to bear on the needs of equitable distribution. 

Why not have one judge hear that instead of tour or 

five different judges who know they're only hearing one 

aspect. They can't get interested. They simply don't 

care and it's no wonder why. 

Q. 1 think part of the problem with that is 

that there's been a reluctancc on iho pari of the 

judiciary for that to occur— 
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A. No quest1 on. 

Q. —bocausp a lot of those; judges do nol 

want stuck and that 's the type of language thev use 

with 1 hose typos of issues. 

A. No quesi ton. 

Q. And I hey are afraid that they will be 

stuck wi 1 h it and that, in fact, is why 1 he legislation 

u/as nol passed last- session that spoke of that 

A. T agree thai this is a problem thai 

judges don't" wanf stuck with things. Tl's this problem 

that you were talking about with the prior witness on 

PFAs. Nobody wants to deal with it . Nobody wants to 

deal with family problems. Yet the people that are out 

there that pay the taxes, the people that" are out there 

that vote, their lives are affected in the family law 

area more than any other area of the law. That 's how 

they see the justice system, in many case that 's the 

only time they ever see the justice system. 

Q. That's right. 

A. And if the judges don't want to do it, 

then in my response, that's too damn bad. That 's their 

job to do it. 

Q. Thank you. 

A. Thank you. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONE: She has a 
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quest ion. 

MS. BREMER: One last qucsl 1 on, if vou 

don't mind. 

MR. HOWETT: Certainly. 

MS. REEMER: Earlier today we heard 

test imony that- much of the responsibility for the 

unnecessary delays in resolving 1 he divorce itself, and 

the property distribution, should fall on the shoulders 

of Ihe members of the Rar or 1 he attorney thai employs 

the delay tactics, or works the system to stretch it 

out as long as possible. And now you seem to be — 

actually some of the. solutions to that were proposed 

sanctions on the attorney as well as the clients. And 

you seem to be advocating the position that it's the 

availability of the delay tactics in the law, or some 

defects in the law, that are the actual root of t he-

problem. T'm wondering if it's a combination of the 

two or if the solution can be cured by simply changing 

the law itself or maybe there, is some responsibility 

that needs to go to the attorney. 

MR. HOWETT: There's no question that 

there is responsibility in the overall scheme ot delay, 

that some, of it is inherent m the system just by the. 

fact that you have 20 days or 30 days to respond to a 

particular pleading, and then so much time to respond 
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lo a rule, and then you list it for a hearing, and the 

court administraior has 1o assign it to a judge, and 

that judge, has to find time 1o calendar it, and so 

forth. Those are, inherent problems in the system. 

Well, you can shorten time periods if you want to, but 

you can't deal with that. The Supreme Court takes that 

be away from you by their Article X powers and say that 

they have the right to make the rule changes. The 

family law Rar can deal with it to help recommend lo 

the court changes in that area. You have clients who 

just simply refuse to provide information that is 

required to be provided or create delays in 1hal sense, 

or refuse to pay orders that demand then contempt 

proceedings or modification proceedings. And, finally, 

you have attorneys who will use the system for the 

benefit of their client to request a delay, request a 

continuance on a made-up excuse. There's no question 

that that happens. Rut T do not believe that 1 he 

delays that occur in the lamily law area are any more 

significant than the same kinds of delays that happen 

in all aspects of civil and criminal law. Some of it's 

the responsibility of attorneys. Some of it's judges 

who are perhaps too lax in granting continuances, too 

lax in not enforcing their own rules, the rules of 

procedure, that said you're supposed to do something 
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and if you don't do it, you' IT 301113 io got: sanctioned 

tor it:. Well, my gosh, you can go out and 111 o 

sanctions against- another side for not responding in a 

proper time or answering interrogatories in a timely 

fashion. Do the judges put those sanctions on9 Tn 

most instances they do not. 

So the rules exist , the methods exist , 

the 1 aws, you have passed them, they arc there. They 

Hist need to be enforced. Now, how do you make that 

happen? You're not going to make it happen by 

disciplining lawyers or saying that you're going to get 

more sanctions for lawyers. The sanctions are there. 

T mean, the things exist . T mean, we're governed by 

codes oi professional conduct, we're governed by 

statutes, we're governed by rules i( we violate them, 

then wo should be sanctioned. Rut if the syslem 

permits us to take steps that wi11 cause delay, even 

though they are permissible steps, and it's because 

there is benefit to our client do so, then you're going 

to have to expect that to happen. Now, what is the 

benefit to the client? Well, it is economic. Tt is 

only economic except in kid issues, and it's the same 

thing, possession. But take away the kid issues 

because, hopefully, those kind of things will be, or 

certainly should be, expedited anyway, but on the 
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economic issues 1 he incentive to delav is keeping iho 

bucks. 

So if you can permit, it you givo 1 he law 

the things 1hat it needs, such as this interim 

distribution oC assets, i1 's iusl one example, 1 hen you 

can remove some of that Incentive. T've always 

believed that judges should hit recalcitrant fathers or 

husbands, the income side, the independent spouse, with 

perhaps heavier orders than are provided for in, for 

example, the support guidelines, as a stronger 

mcenlive to move the case forward. What's he care if 

he dorsn'L, you know he doesn't pay for months and 

months and months and delays it and delavs it and he's 

going to get- hit. with an arrearage. Big deal, he gets 

an arrearage. He gets to pay it off at $5 a week, no 

interest. Tt takes him four years to eliminate his 

arrearages. Great, it's an interest-free loan. In the 

meantime, he's had the use of all the capital. Well, 

if you can eliminaLe that incentive, then — or at 

least give teeth to make things equal — then you have 

the potential for eliminating some of that problem. 

Now delay also occurs, you know, from the 

embittered spouse, often not the monied spouse, who 

just, well, I'm going Lo punish. T'm not going to let 

Joe Schmoe get: his divorce because he ran off with his 
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secretary, or something, and I'm going to punish him bv 

creating delay- You know, Ihcso kinds of "things do 

happen, but" there- are ways to move. 1 he system forward. 

MS. MTLAHOV: T have a quest:ion, too 

MR . HOWF.TT • Yes , Ma ' am. 

MS. MTLAHOV: Tf the legislature were to 

pass legislation which would mandate Family Court 

divisions in each county, would we also have io 

formulate some sort of procedural rulings where there 

would be one judge, one family such as you suggest? 

And, also in line with that, would there have to b^ 

funding for special training of the Family Court 

division judges? 

MR. HOWETT: As to the first part of your 

question, I'll take the second question about the 

funding for the training. The judges already have 

funding for training, certainly all new judges are 

required to go to the new judge's school and it. they 

are going to be in Family Court , then T think they 

should have Family Court training. And T think there 

should be funding for that training. The Stale trial 

judges bodv that implements the training now, T think, 

Lor the new judges, along with the Supreme Court, would 

be a good body to do thai. 

Now your other question was should there 
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bo legislation requiring the one-judgo-ono-taim 1 y rule 

in conjunrlion wi t h 1 ho impl omenta t l on of a Family 

Court requirement, and T u/ould say thai probably either 

legislation or court rule will be necessary to do that 

because there is an ingrained problem in any system 

whether it bo family law or, you know, repairing a car 

engine that everybody wants lo keep on doing it the way 

they've always done it. There's just a reluctance to 

change and when you change, you're going to have to 

change some internal operating systems which will take 

some time and change computer systems or forms and that 

sort of" stuff. So there will be an inherent reluctance 

to change. 

So it 's going to have to change by iiat 

from above. Tt 's going to be either by legislation or 

by rule of the Supreme Court 1 fear, however, that in 

implementing a one nidge, one family type or approach 

— T don't want to say T fear — T can certainly 

conceive of the possibility that the Supreme Court 

might say that that tails within our Article X powers 

and that the legislature can't mess with that, we have 

to do that . I don't know that. T haven't looked at 

this. T suspect that might be the case. But, you 

know, T personally would be very much in favor of 

whatever it takes to permit, encourage or mandate that 
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kind o( a system whore one judge ran hoar all issues 

and can hear them in 1 he same forum. 

MS. MILAHOV: Roing born and raised in 

Montana, schooled m New York State and Washington 

State and lived in Indiana for several years, T am 

totally amazed thai divorce ran see as many as five 

judges before each issue is finalised and T do not 

understand why Pennsylvania does it that way. 

Apparently it's been considered constitutionally 

appropriate in other States that it is one judge, one 

farm 1 y. 

MR. HOUIRTT: Withoul question, other 

vStates do it and I don't; know how, T have not tried io 

research as to how they've done it, whether they've 

implemented by statute or by court rule, or what, but 

certainly other States do it. T haven't practiced in 

other Slates or very limited practice in other States, 

so T don't have experience with it. Bui so many of the 

things that we've got in our judicial system are 

anachronistic. They're just there because that's the 

way they were m 1880. A lot of the procedures that we 

have are there because 1 hat's the way they were in 1 he 

Divorce Code of 1927. That was the Code that we had up 

until 1980. Tl was ancient, it was out of place for 

the times when we adopted it . Yet a lot of the 
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procedures si 111 exist in trying lo implement the 

Divorce Code of 1980. So you're trying to, you know, 

bring a race horse adopted or born m 1980 1 hat's 

capable of running now on a track 1hat you know has 

been around for a hundred years. Probablv not a good 

analogy. There's probably bot.1er ones, but any way. 

MR. SUTRR: We undersI and. 

MR. HOU/FTT: You understand whal T'm 

talking about. 

MS. MTLAHOV: Thank you very much. 

MR. HOWRTT: Thank you. 

CHATRMAN CALTAGTRONE: Thank you for your 

testimony. 

We'll adjourn 1 he, hearing for todav. 

Thank you. 

(Whereupon, the, proceedings were 

concluded ai 4:20 p.m.) 
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